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Who knows enough about memories to make this and 39 other models? AMPEX.

Only Ampex brings you such a wide range of core
memories-with cycle times from 24 to 1.5 microseconds and capacities from 128 to 32,000 words.
These memories have the flexibility needed
for random access applications or high speed
sequential or buffer operation. Examples?
The RB with a capacity of 1024 words and a
memory cycle in 8 microseconds. The RVQ
with a capacity of 4096 words and memory

cycle in 6 microseconds. The RQL, RQA and LQ' each
with a 32,768 word capacity and memory cycles in 6,
5 and l. 5 microseconds respectively. These are only
five of the 40 models of memories from
Ampex. And still more are yet to come. For
data write the only company providing tape
, and recorde~s for every application: Ampex
Corp., 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif.
;;;;;§&HI= Sales, service engineers throughout the world.

=____
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But even the light source in a Digitronics photo-electric perforated tape reader has extra-ordinary life. A source under test
is still burning after 18 months. All's to say that you'll need very
few replacement parts ever in a Digitronics reader. High derating factors on all parts and careful design insure continuous use.
The number of moving parts has been reduced to a minimum. Ball bearings are double-shielded, so dust can't filter in.
All of the metal parts are made of corrosion-resisting stainless

•

o

DlGITRONICS

steel or aluminum anodized to a sapphire-hard finish. And, the
circ,,!itry is all solid state.
To meet any of your perforated tape reading requi~ements,
Digitronics photo-electric units are designed on the f!1odular
principle. These readers are ~apab'e of accommodatin~ ~ to 8
level tape interchangeably at 60 to 5000 ~ps. Tape han~lers are
also available for 5 to 8 level tape up to 1000 cps.
For information, write Digitronics Corp., Albertso~1 N. Y.

TAPE READERS
Where every bit counts

October

1962
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Mechanical simplicity ... which yields a degree of
reliability unattainable by any other paper tape
reader! Simplicity made possible through the utilization of the revolutionary PMI printed motor direct
drive servo. Movement of the tape through the read
head is achieved by merely starting and stopping a
printed motor. The brakes, clutches and pinch rollers
that cause big trouble and down time in conventional
tape transports are completely eliminated.

Line by line cycle: movement of tape (A) over read head
. (B) is controlled by drive capstan (C)-attached directly
to shaft of PMI printed motor* (D); spring-loaded rollers
(E) hold tape gently against capstan, keeping tape movement in exact accord with capstan rotation; advance
command pulse accelerates motor, capstan, and tape;
as read head detects next sprocket hole, a reverse pulse
to motor halts capstan and tape with next character
perfectly aligned in read head.
"U.S. Patents of Printed Motors, Inc. Pending.

Photocircuits' 1000/0 solid state readers perform positive line-by-line reading at up to 300 cis; can change
speed and alter it infinitely from 0 to 300 cis without
mechanical adj ustment; are easily loaded; will transport and read crude splices; and can be clock synchronized with a computer up to 300 cis, eliminating
the need for buffer storage.
Console, rack-mounted, reel-servoed, uni- or bidirectional transports in a low (up to 60 cis) and
high (free-running at up to 400 cis) speed range are
available. Strip readers and separate spoolers, various tape widths, block type reading, special inputoutput ratings, militarized units, and remote control
can be supplied.
Phone, wire or write for complete information.

CORPORATION
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Glen Cove, N. Y.
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for the Dial-o-verterSystem
The Digitronics Dial.;o-verter System link,s computer and data
processing centers' from coast-to-coast bytr~nsmitting data
at high speed over voice grade telephone lines, broadband or
microwave facilities, complete with error detection and· correction features. It also offers interchangeability of media (magnetic tape to paper tape, etc.).

Key to this highly reliable system is the Potter M906 IT Magnetic
Tape Transport. Thishigh';speedrecord/playback transport is
equipped with all solid~state electronics mounted on individual
plug-in circuit boards. Atensioll arm slack loop system combined with patented dual vacuum buffer provides smooth cycling
of the tape at stepping rates of 200 per second.
In addition toits application in telephone line transmission systems, the versatile M906 IT is extremely useful in modern high
density recording systems,providing data transfer rates of up
to500kc.
To learn how Potter Magnetic Tape •Transports. can be applied
to your data processing problems, write for details today.

POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., INC.

Sunnyside Boulevard • Plainview, New York
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Only the new Philco 1000 implements system conversion
so quickly, so economically. For the Philco 1000 inputs
information from any system's word size that is a
multiple of 6 data bits (12, 24, 36, 48, 54), and outputs
the same information in any multiple of 6 bits. The
secret is in the Philco 1000's exclusive N-register.

Turns up the volume of the Philco 212
Fast, economical system conversion is just one example of easy transition to a host of new Philco
processing ec~nomies. The Philco 1000 h~ndles Input/Output conversion (binary-to-decimal and
decimal-to-bin8:ry) and relieves the Philco 212 Central Processor of input formating and verification,
file searching, and output editing. Result: 212 computation and 1000 I/O processing jobs proceed
simultaneously ... they are not merely time-interlaced. And the combination of the 212/1000
provides even greater capacity for data volume.

Only th~ Philco 1000 delivers all these
. satellite computing capabilities:
Communicates with all types of input-output devices.
Reason: 3 microsecond memory satis~ies the speed re.
quirements of known devices.

Capable of autonomous action and decision.
Reason: Stored program design, with arithmetic and
logical ability.

Communicates directly with the Phi/co 212 system.
Reason: Can be linked directly to the Philco 212 magnetic core memory and all tapes within the
212 system.

Can be used as an independent processor at a remote
location.
Reason: Contains complete processing ~bility, including
binary arithmetic feature for scientific jobs, and
ch'aracter orientation for commercial-type jobs.

SiElE THlE

I?HD~CO 100~

IrJ OIPIERATION Ai

TD~lEFALL

JOarJY COr.1I?UilEll1.COrJfFlElJ1r::rJCr.::

PHILeo

o

A SUBSIDIARY OF

~~.otorY!l~

Computer Division, 3900 Welsh Road, Willow Grove, Penna.
Phone: 215·0L 9·7700
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YOU CAN ORDER ALL YOUR

PREDESJ:GNE'D OR CUSTOMJ:ZED
~~O~ 'GENER.;r.. ELECTRJ:C
~eneral Electric offers a: series of magnetic Shift Registers for the exacting
requirements of every advan~ed computer and data processing system. These
rugged, encapsulated modular units are available in three distinct designs, or
can ,be custom-built to your specifications.

OUR SHJ:FT ~EGJ:STERS GIVE YQU ...
• Reduced size and weight
• High reliability
• Stable operation over wide temperature ranges
• Low peak and average shift-p!Jlse power

'VOLTAGE CONTROLLED UNIT
· •. off~ring shift speeds to 700 KC's for, printed wireboard mounting, G-~ voltage-controlled shift register
elements are characterized by their high reliability
and tolerance to wide variations in the shift pulse
width.

SERJ:AL DRJ:VEN, GATED TRANSFER
.•• combines the advantages of low shift-pulse power
requirements with the reliability feature of tolerance
to wide variations in shift pulse width. and amplitude.
· .. standard serial-driven, gated-transfer shift registers are available in designs to' 500 KC's. Specially
wafered, 'multi-bit models, deve~oped by General
Electric for maximum miniaturization, provide a
new in-line stacked arrange~ent and can be obtained
in multiples of up to 25 bits.

SERIAL DRXVEN, CORE DJ:ODE
· . . ideally suited to diverse applications where,
because of low speeds or relatively low duty factors,
shift pulse power requirements are not excessive.
Operational to 100 KC's, each of Gene~al Electric's
three core-di~de models offers a simplified circuitry
design, 'packaged for ready adaptability to compact
and flexible mounting arrangements.
Let us tell you about them in more detail. Full information
may be obtained by writing to: Section El71-04, General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

S PEe I A'L T Y D E V ICE SOP ERA T ION
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DEFENSE ELECTRONICS PIVISION
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• Armour Research Foundation is
sponsoring the 1962 Computer Applications Symposium, to be held Oct.
24-25 at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago.
• The Ninth Institute on Electronics
in Management, sponsored by the
American University, Washington,
D. C., will be held October 29-No:vember 2, at the International Inn,
Thomas Circle, Washington.
• The 15th annual Internatioflal Systems meeting is scheduled for Oct.
29-31 at the Hotels Statler Hilton and
Sheraton Plaza, Boston, Mass.
• A Conference on Spaceborne Computer Engineering will be held Oct.
30-31 at the Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, California.
'
• The Operations Research Society of
America will meet from Nov. 8-10 at
the Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia,
Penna.
• The 1962 Fall Joint Computer Conference will be held on Dec. 4, 5 and
6th ,at the Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
• The AlEE Winter General Meeting, Jan. 27-Feb. 1, 1963, will feature
special sessions on Artificial Intelligence. The meeting is scheduled for
New York City.
• The AlEE/IRE International Conference on Nonlinear Magnetics will
be held at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C., April 17-19, 1963.
• The 1963 Spring Joint Computer
Conference will be held May 21, 22
and 23rd, 1963, at the Cobo Hall,
Detroit, Michigan.
• The 1963 ACM National Conference will be held Aug. 28, 29, and
30th in Denver, Colorado.
• The 1963 Fall Joint Computer Conference will be held in the Las Vegas,
Nev., CoU:vention Center, Nov. 12-14,
1963. '
• The 1964 ACM National Conference will be held in Philadelphia,
Penna., Aug. 25-28, 1964.
• The IFIP Congress 65 is scheduled
for New York City in May, 1965. It
,is the first International Congress
scheduled for the United States.
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another first from MClgnClV"ox.

Jlist 60 seconds to retrieve and inake hard
copy of anyone of 30,000,000 documents

o

This new, high speed, electronically controlled filing
system provides an entirely new concept in document storage and retrieval.
Called MEDIA (Magnavox ~:Iectronic !?ata
Image ~pparatus) it locates and produces a full
size black and white hard copy of any page in a
file of 30,000,000 pages or more, in less than a
minute. As a result, you can realize substantial
savings in time, floor space and office overhead.
Material is filed in an absolute minimum of
space since each tiny metal capsule holds up to 600
pages. Documents are never removed from the
system which consequently assures you of a completely inviolate file, and entirely eliminates the
problem of lost documents and refiling errors.

Automatic purging of obsolete documents, randomupdating, and low cost d~piicate files are some
of the mahy additional advantages offered by
MEDIA
For complete information on equipment and
prices, please fill out and mail coupon belmv.
r7~-----~-~~~--~---~--~
The Magnavox Company,. Dept. 31102
I MEDIA Sales Department • Fort Wayne, Indiana

I.

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

Send me complete information and prices on MEDIA. My
requirements will involve the filirig of approximately_ _"
documents, averaging
pages per document. These
pages are a maximum of
inches in size and are
printed on the front only 0
front and back 0
Name,_________________________________
Titlec________________________________

I
_________________________________
I AdMess,_________________________________
I
IL______
City
"
. zo,,~_State-,--_ _
__ ___________
F~m

Mag nCl"C»~
Half a century of excellence in electronics

~

~

~
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Which tape.will produce
more reliable data?
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debugging a term

Dear Sir:
\Vhile wishing iIi no way to quarrel
with the essence of Harry Cantrell's
remarks .on "Where Are Compiler
Languages Going?" in the August
issue of DATAMATION, I do believe
he has used the term "source language debugging" improperly. I am
sure many readers would agree that
the facility which Harry describes is
"Symbolic Modification" and that
"Source Language Debugging" is that
feature of a Compiler and/or Operating System which enables it to return to the programmer in source
language form. diagnostic information generated during a checkout run.
The latter may also include the
facility for stating debugging requests
in the source language, i.e., a special
application of symbolic modification!
THOMAS G. SANBORN
Associate Manager
Data Systems Dept.
Computation and Data
Reduction Center
Space Technology
Laboratories
Redondo Beach, Calif.
The reel at right,
of course . . . a smoothly - wound
roll of tape will give optimum performance
in your computer operation.
Uneven high-speed rewinding on computer tape units
(as seen unretouched at left) r~sults in protruding tape edges that
are easily crushed during reel handling and mounting. Exposed tape
ridges trap dropout-producing dirt. And . . . rough winding methods
induce permanent tape skew.
But, even when tapes are smoothly wound, commonly-used tension patterns produce non-uniform stresses in the roll. These forces later cause rupture of the roll and slippage of the tape as plastic flow occurs during storage.
The answer: General Kinetics' new Model WT-183 Programmed Tension
Tape Winder, a product of GKI tape research. This instrument quickly
produces smooth, compact, stable rolls (as seen unretouched at right)
through precision guiding and programmed servo
Model WT-183
control of tape tension.
Programmed
Tension
Learn more about the Programmed Tension
Tape
Winder
Tape Winder-why it is needed and how it
operates- and about GIG's other equipments
. for the only complete T P M (Tape Preventive Maintenance) system available. Write
or call today for further information.

General Kinetics Incorporated
2611 Shirlington Road. Arlington 6, Virginia
Telephone: JAckson 5-4055

10 .

skenekadee

Dear Sir:
Eye wil' not mispel Schenectady.
Eye wil not mispell Schenectady.
Eye wil not misspell Schenectady.
Eye will not misspell Schenectady.
Aye will not misspell. Schenectady.
I will not misspell Schenectady.
A CAREFUL READER
Warren, Michigan
the need to learn

Dear Sir:
I would like to make a comment on
Mr. Cantrell's excellent article in the
August issue, "Where Ate Compiler
Languages Going?" The requirements
for ease of learning are quite realistic!
But, why should it be necessary iiJ
most instances for people to learn to
read the language without learning
to really use it (this is often dangerous)? If we remove the restriction that
anyone be able to quickly assimilate
the language enough to read it, we
can abandon the verbosity and other
drawbacks of modeling it after English or even algebra and pick the best
language for the purpose. It is of
interest to note that the simpler self-
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compiling compilers (see NELIAC and
JOVIAL, etc.) look not too different
from modern assemblers (see UNIVAC-CSC's UTMOST and also the
suggestions of George Mealy in the
July ACM letters).
We have a lot to learn before standardizing computer languages. But
when the day comes, I suspect the
language(s) will be as incomprehensible to the layman as a text in
higher mathematics is today.
CHARLES SWIFT

Computer Sciences Corp.
Palos Verdes, Calif.
fan mail

Dear Sir:
How many other readers do you suppose are bearing in silence the heavyhanded attempts at humor of J. W.
Granholm? Granted, that a touch of
humor is desirable to relieve the
seriousness of DATAMATION. But
can't you find something better than
Granholm? This man really isn't very
funny. His humor is not only forced,
but is nowhere near an adult level.
The latest attempt, "How to Hire a
Programmer," seems to rely for humor
on the single device of maligning the
intelligence and actions of every sort
of individual connected with computers from the purchaser to the
equipment supplier and coder.
May I repeat, there must be better
humor around.
THOMAS L. GERBER
White Plains, N.Y.
(Editor's Note: Frankly, we have inquired in and around your geographical area with only limited success.
To be truthful, we feel Granholm is
just fine.)

a problem
who did It

Friden

myopia

Sir:
In your editorial "A Long View of a
Myopic Problem" you mention that " . . .
discontent with one's job and working
conditions is increasingly evident ... and
the quality of individual productivity has
suffered proportionately." Your ads in
the back of your publication verify that
the industry knows this and tells you
why.

o

Take a look at some of these quotes:
" ( He) soon began to feel tied down
by little things ... what with all the
magnetic red tape, he couldn't seem
to get his career off the ground . . .
and what he'd hoped would be a job
with broad horizons proved too confining," and "Our engineer scientist
oriented management has taken every
step toward providing the type of environment that increases technical
creativity."
CRAIG BELK

Douglas Aircraft
Santa Monica, California

The Northwestern Bell Telephone
Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota
had a paperwork problem: too much
time was being spent on the constant
up-dating of their switchboard position bulletins, route sheets, and related records.
Friden had the solution: the Friden
Flexowriter®. Says Northwestern
. Bell: "All records are now typed once
on the Flexowriter, and stored in

punched paper tape form. When a
change comes in, the girl takes the
tape, inserts it in the machine, and
presses the ON button. The Flexowriter automatically types the form.
When the up-dated part comes up the
girl stops and types it in manually. We
end up with an error-free offset master
plus another up-dated tape. All auto:'
matically, at the speed of 100 words
a minute."
The Friden Flexowriter is the cornerstone of automated data processing.
For full details on how you can put
one (or one dozen) to work on your
paperwork problems, call your local
Friden Systems man. Or write: Friden,
Inc., San Leandro, California.
This is practical alltomation by Friden
- for business and industry.

Sales, Service and Instructioll Throughout the U.S. and World
CIRCLE 10 ON READER CARD
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5-WIRE COINCIDENT 64X 64 MATRIX
(ACTUAL SIZE)

It takes big minds to think this small
... good, sound engineering minds with that
added spark of boldness that frequently solves
the seemingly unworkable problem. The core
memory frame above is a case in point. A 5-wire
coincident,' 4,096-core matrix less than 2 inches
square seemed impossible to make on a production basis. But Fabri-Tek engineers devised
special production aids and techniques, and we
now produce them in volume.
Fabri-Tek engineers fit core memory frames
and stacks to your systems. Cores from any
quality manufacturer can be used to match your
speed and environmental requirements. You
get exact electronic and physical fit.
Complete memory systems from Fabri-Tek
have been designed with simplified, standard
>

12

circuits for reliability, ruggedness and easy
maintenance. Other features include solderless
connections on all inner wiring, test points on
printed circuit modules, address and data information indicators, matched input, output and
control levels, and optional self-testing features.
New color brochures describe printed circuits,
memory frames, memory stacks and complete
memory systems. Write today for your free
copies. Fabri-Tek, Inc.,' P. O. Box 8046, Minneapolis 16, Minnesota.

!
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OUR SPECIALTY
Since 7952, EAI plotting equipment has been applied to a. steadily lengthening list of data reduction applications ~ from simple, manual point plotting to high-speed magnetic tape input contour plotting. Again and
again, the flexibility, speed and extreme accuracies of EAI plotters have dictated their selection over competing instruments. 0 EAI standard plotters include 11" x 17", 30" x 30", and 45" x 60" boards. Operation can be
either off-line from punched cards, punched tape and magnetic tape, or on-line with various computers. Output
modes include point, line, symbol, and contour plotting. Plotting speeds up to 4500 line segments per minute
can be provided. Reliability is assured by solid-state circuitry and superior mechanical design. 0 You can draw
upon EAt's wide application and design knowledge by describing your requirements. Write for information,
detailing your needs, today.

o

EAI
October

1962

See this product demonstrated at our booth No. 1372 at the ISA Show in New York City, October 15-18.

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC. Long Branch) New Jersey
CIRCLE 12 ON READER CARD
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every· Brush
magnetic head
is 100% tested
I
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Detailed mechanical and electrical test data is on file for every head manufactured. Complete production
drawings allow duplication at any time. Modern quality control and production facilities are unequaled
in the Industry. Couple this with the largest full time technical staff concentrating on magnetic heads
and you'll understand why Brush cannot be matched in the sum total of capabilities necessary to stay
in advance of your system requirements. Visit Brush and see for yourself, or write for full details.

---/r,rush

INSTRUMENTS

DIVISION OF ICLEVITE I 37TH AND' PERKINS, CLEVelAND 14, OHIO

14
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SIMULATION
EAI HYDAC Computer, Series 2000, introduces a new dimension to computer simulation by combining analog and digital
operation into one integrated system. HYDAC achieves a. computational efficiericy well beyond the limits of either analog or
digital computers alone. Moreover, it offers an economical alternative to tying a complete data processing computer to an analog
computer for hybrid computation.
HYDAC combines two major sub-systems; the well-known PACE® Series 231 R General Purpose Analog Computer and the new
Series 350 Digital Console. The normal analog operations of summation, inversion, continuous integration, multiplication, division
and function generation are performed by the analog computer while the digital system provides high-speed logic, switching and
memory capability. All digital operations are accomplished by solid-state, general purpose, modular building blocks inter'connected by the proven prepatch panel system. HYDAC programming follows simple analog principles, making extensive
retraining of analog programmers unnecessary.
HYDAC vastly increases the range of dynamic simulations that can be performed by computers. Such applications include iteration and optimization studies, partial differential equation solutions, simulation of logic functions, transport delay and other
I
,auxiliary mathematical functions as well as high-speed incremental computation. Full information on HYDAC, the new computer
for dynamic simulation, can be obtained by writing for Bufletin HC 6238.
HYDAC is a trademark of fAI.

o

EAIOctober

1962

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC. Long Branch, New Jersey
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is all we ask

Our ASI-210 computer can stand on Its own merits. We ask
only a full, honest evaluation of the ASI-21 0 and other leading general purpose computers in the same price and size
.
class.
Compare ~ctual, useful computation capacity per dollar
invested. Base your comparison on all faCtors involved: the
basic memory cycle time of each computer, the word length
and memory capacity, the total time for typical operations
you require, the completeness and convenience of built-in
instructions, the time it takes to compile and program, the
ease of communication with external devices, the overall
convenierice of operatiori.
Compare the computer's potential 'value as part of a
larger system, its capability for controlling analog equip'ments in real time systems. Compare tymperature arid
humidity control requirements, power consumption; and the
visible quality of manufacture.
Compare price in terms of how much real capacity you
actually get from each computer.
We'll tell you ,about our computer honestly and frankly.
Write for ASI-210 bulletin or ask for an ASI representative
to discuss your specific requirements. Address Computer
Sales Department, Advanced Scientific Instruments, Inc.,
5249 Hanson Court, Minneapolis 22, Minnesota, or phone
, KEllogg 3-2501.

ASI-210 FEATURES: Completely solid state,
2-microsecond total memory cycle, parallel operation,
21-bit words, 4096-word raridomly addressable core
memory expandable in modules to 32,768 words,
6-microsecond add time, 50-microsecond multiply
time, high speed I/O simultaneous with computation.
Trapped program interrupt, indirect addressing,
multiple index registers, built-in multiply and divide,
Fortran compiler, assembler and complete diagnostic
routines, paper tape system included.
Power consumption under 1750 watts, standard
110/220 volt 60 cycle AC. No special temperature or
humidity control needed. IBM compatible.
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT: Options include magnetic tape units, typewriters, punch card
units, line printers, additional assembly registers, converters and piotting equipment.

EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES jor computeroriented projessionals continue to exist in our rapidly
grow'ing organization. Write or caU today.

(
MORE COMPUTATION PER DOLLAR
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EECO'S Computer Tape Conversion
Service converts data directly from
format to format at one-eighth the
cost of conversion via cards! And it's
as fast as moving paperwork from
your IN to your OUT tray! Eliminates
the needless cost and time of punching and reading cards. EECO is
equipped to accept tapes from any of
the following computers and directly
convert them fast and economically
to a format designed for any of the
others:
IBM 650/705, 704, 705, 7070, 709, 7090,
1401, 1410
Burroughs
205, 220, B5000
RCA 501, 301/501 compatible,
601/501 cqmpatible
Remington Rand
Univac I, II, 1103 Scientific
Series, 1105, Solid-state 80 and 90
Paper Tape
5-, 6-, 7-, or 8-level tape, including Friden-Flexowriter, Teletype,
NCR and IBM 1620 Paper Tape.
(Any coding can be read
or punched.)
Of course, we can accept and
generate IBM 80-column cards with
Hollerith coding, too.
W. R. McQuiston, Sales Manager, is
the man to call, wire or write to for
further information-at this address:
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1601 E. Chestnut Avenue • Santa Ana, California. Phone: 547·5501 P.O. Box 58 • Representative in Western Europe and Israel:
Electronic Engineering S.A., C.P. 142 Fribourg, Switzerland.
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CONGRESSMEN QUERY
NAVY ADOPTION OF JOVIAL
Despite the Navy's recent adoption of JOVIAL for
Command and Control (See Datamation, p. 17, August,
1962), the issue is hardly at rest; in fact, it may
s,oon develop into a poli tical hassle of maj or scope.
The Navy's position has been questioned through
inquiries lodged with Senator Clair Engle and
Representative Jeffery Cohelan, and based on the
following contentions:
1. The adoption of JOVIAL occurred as one of the
results of a meeting chaired by an applicant for a
Civil Service position with NAVCOSSACT who was on a
vendor'S payroll at the time of the meeting.
2. Navy officials did not pay sufficient attention
to a $22,000 study they commissioned in which Computer
Usage Corp. concluded that NELIAC operated at considerably faster compiling and executing speeds
than JOVIAL.
3. The question was raised as to the present
operational state of the JOVIAL compiler and the
cost of its maintenance to the Navy. NELIAC advocates
argue that their compiler was completed under Navy
funds and is, in fact, currently in use at the Naval
Electronics Lab in San Diego.
4. The initial results of a still-to-be-completed
Air Force compiler test (see below) indicate that
compile times for NELIAC are about eight times faster
than JOVIAL.
The Navy's reply to these inquiries stated that
their new technical director was officially employed
by the Navy on April 17, after a deciSion had been
reached to adopt JOVIAL. His relationship in the
decision-making process or his affiliation with the
vendor is not discussed in the Navy reply. Two of
the Navy's reasons for adopting JOVIAL are that
JOVIAL may be used as part of the standard language
to be adopted for a unified command, and that JOVIAL
is a more powerful compiler than NELIAC. The cost of
maintenance for JOVIAL was not volunteered in
the Navy reply.
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The first stage of a compiler test on the 7090 has
been completed by the Department of the Air Force.
However, the test will be redone since it was felt
October
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SMALL
PRINTER

COST
For banking, commercial, control and scientific applications ..•
designed for use with small to medium range computers.
..... Printirig rate 300 lines per minute ...... Accommodates single or multiple
part fanfold forms 3" to 19" wide and 22" deep ..... Handles heat transfer
and pressure sensitive papers; also card stock ..... Prints up to 136 columns,
10 columns per inch; 26 letters, 10 digits and 12 symbols per column
Provides a choice of line spacing 6 or 8 per inch ...... Solid state circuitry
used throughout ...... Soundproofed housing contains Print Head, Power
Supplies, Buffers and Logic

c
ANELEX CORPORATION

Further Information Available on Reauest
155 Causeway St., Boston 14, Massachusetts
SYMBOL OF QUALITY

Call or write today for literature
on Consulting, Systems Design.
Programming and Data Processing.

0

NlCDONNEL.L.
(J AUTONIATION

DMslon of ::a';!~!=T G
St. Louis, Missouri
Phone: PErshing 1-2121
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I am a sad computer. You'd be sad
too if someone told you to do a
job and didn't explain what it was
all about. That's the problem a lot
of us computers have. Some people
just don't understand us. They don't
realize that three very important
steps ... Consulting, Systems Design, Pro~ramming ... must be
successfully completed before we
can possibly go to work effectively.
It's not that we're temperamental
or anything like that; these are
just the facts of life. I've heard via
the "grape line" that all of the
computers at the McDonnell Automation Center are always happy. I
know my boss won't let me go there
to live, but maybe he'll write them
or call them up and ask how they
can make me happy too.
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that execution times were not entirely meaningful.
The same algorithm'was not used in preparing all of
the programs for the test although the same flow chart
~~s used for all l~ng~a~es exc~~t~L-l.
'.'
The following resul ts were not released by the Air
Forc~ but by a memb~r of the committee partiriipating in the ~est.'
It has been pointed out that readers should be careful in drawing conclusions from the following 'results
since 'the ability of the individual programmer was
felt to carry more significant weight'thap the
language itself.
.
AIR FORCE
COMPILER TEST
7090

# of source
statemerits
SCAT

# of object
instructions
.

Compile time

p:ro~uced

produge~

40 secs.

1,750

2,309
(macro
capabilities
used)
2,003

CL-l>',o:<

5 mins.
500
54 secs.
FORTRAN*>:~':<
1 min.
2,480
380
30 sees.
JOVIAL*
3 mins.
484
1,362
47 secs.
MAD
q2 secs.
353
3, +53
NELIAC':~
29 secs.
2~9
1,020
*
Obj~ct speeds of ~oth JOVI~L and NELIAC were
50/60th of a sec.
':0:<
The' same, flow chart was used for all languafSes
except CL-l.
>:o:<>:~
For' FORT~AN programming about 7% was written in
assembly language.
Others ~ere written 98-190% in the compiler
langu~ge

specified~

aimed at cutting overhead expenses,
C-E-I-R has realigned its seven:maj~r offices into

P~intedly

A C-E-I-R COST CUTTER

three,'b~dget-cons6ious distriot~. T~e n~wCWestern

region includes Los Angeles and San Francisco.
It' is, h~adeq, by J ~ Paul Walsh. Houston is included
with Wa~hington in 'the So~theastern'r~gion to be '
managed by Jack_Moshtnan.· New York', Boston and Har'tfqrd'fia-v'e'-b-e-~n joined into the Northeastern region
managed by:GeorgeWu~fing. .
,

REQUIEM FOR

)
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LIGHTWEIGHT

General Mills, never a major contender in the computer industry, has'thrown in the towel. 'Limited to
a few preliminary encounters--a few sales to govern~
ment"ag~n6ies~-the Minneapolis';firm ~oes no~ intend
to'deli~er any more machin~s' from inventory, rior is it
plannipg any' future production. 'The stance which
Gerieral Miils wili ta~e will'be one of "re-evaluation
of qur position in the, computer market"--a somewhat
plaintive utterance, usually heard' following the'
ten~count.
'
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UNPRECEDENTED' RELIABILITY!
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Here is the first
plotter ever bu~lt
to operate a~ound
the clock-non-stop!
No potentiometers: Magnetic-type discreet shaft
encoders eliminate all drift and warm-up time;
Drive system: Precision ball screws driven by %
hp. motors. '
Choice of tables: Plotter available with a vertical'
table as well as the horizontal table shown.

Sure, Gerber's new plotter is as accurate as
any you've ever seen. Plots to ±.002". Repeats
to ±.001".
But even more important, the Model GP-30-D
operates at pinpoint ~. dcision 24 hours a 'day,
seven days a week. No inaccurate plots, no need
for test decks every few hours. Absolutely no drift.
short. the GP-30-D will plot your data as fast
and as long as your computer turns it out!
And reliability is just one of the many new features
built into this new plotter. Here are a few more:
Maximum slewing speed: 20" per second.
Plotting. speeds: ' •. 50 points per minute with
points spaced up to 4%" apart from I BM cards •
• 42 points per minute when plotting at
random.
'
• 80 points per minute with paper tape input.
Digital Logic: No digital to analogue conversion
.' used. The digital logic is all solid state, plug-in
cards, which actually make up a special purpose computer.

In

For plotting accuracy and reliability, there is no
"or equal." Write for f':lll details.

Six printing wheels,
each with twelve .positio~s.
Prints any combination up to six digits,
letters or symbols side by side.

(Seo
THE GERBER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CO.
P. O. Box 305
Branch sales and service offices at: Washington, D.C.

RE 7·6992

•

•

Los' Angeles. Calif.

Hartford, Conn.
MU 1·5745

•

Toronto. Canada

AX 3·7011
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DIOTAPEExtraprecise.An unscientific term but
an accurate one. We' know EPComputer Audiotape is extra precise(which>is what EP stands for)
because every ;;tep in its production is directed toward that end. From raw material to sealed container, this computer tape is measured, checked, controlled, insp~cted, tested~ Automatic Certifiers
record and play back every inch of every reel and if just one test pulse out of 40 million doesn't
reproduce. prop~rly outgoes the entire reel. On" highdensitylapes, it takes 112 million perfect
pulses to qualify. Is it unreasonable to call this extra precision? Try EP Computer Audiotape.

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 MA

)

N,AVENE,NEW

2'~,NEW

YORK

0
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Not "people talk," of course. It's "machine talk"made possible by Bell System DATA - PHONE service.
This new service gives business machines a "voice."
It converts machine data (like that on the tape) into a
tone language which is sent over telephone lines, then
is reconverted instantly into its original form at the
receiving end.
Vast quantities of business data can be transmitted
this way - billing information, inventories, sales orders,
payroll and production figures - at Incredible speed.

Data handled in 10 minutes by DATA-PHONE service
would take the average secretary seven hours to type!
What's more, DATA-PHONE service enables you to
send business data over regular telephone lines at regular telephone rates.
This dramatic, new service is saving time and cutting'
costs for companies all over the country. Could it do
as much for your firm? Talk with one' of our Communications Consultants and find out. Just call your Bell
Telephone Business Office and ask for him.

BELL TELEPHONE 'SYSTEM

CIRCLE 19 ON READER CARD
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THE GAME OF LIMITED EXCHANGE

)

Having recently concluded a brief, eight-day visit to the Soviet Union,
Datamation was permitted to view only a limited cross section of Russian
computer technology. A more comprehensive report on this August
trip will be published after translation and interpretation of collected
materials has been completed.
However, one conclusion which was reached as a direct result of
preparations for the trip as well as experiences inside Russia, should
be made known during this interim period.
Simply stated, an awareness of Soviet computing technology is vastly
limited in this country by the Russians' obvious timidity at broadcasting
details of their specific scientific attainments and certainly, their problem areas. The converse however, is not true; in fact, it may be presumed that the Russians have a rather complete dossier on computing
in this country from the comparatively free access which they presently
have to a proliferation of technical papers, magazines and reports
published.
As proof of this pudding, the Soviet willingness to communicate with
Western observers on computing development is noticeably limited.
This conclusion is a rather obvious one: the "game" or "balance" of free
exchange is very definitely tilted in favor of the Soviets. Unfortunately,
obvious conclusions are rather easily overlooked particularly when they
present a thorny problem with a rather difficult, but necessary solution.
In May, 1959, a delegation of U.S. computer technologists visited the
Soviet Union and the following year their report was published in the
IRE Transactions. In searching available literature for Datamation's
recent visit to the USSR, it was surprising to find that this report represents the latest survey of the Soviet computing art available in the
U.S. It is almost three years old.
In the interim, occasional U.S. observers have been able to visit the
Soviet Union and obtain a series of interviews in specialized areas within
the general field of automatic information processing. Ed Feigenbaum's
report on Soviet cybernetics is one such instance and was published
last year in ACM Communications. In Datamation's August issue, a
brief, updated report from Czechoslovakia was ptesented as the most
current source on Soviet computing.
On the whole, however, the dearth of information is appalling. To
be sure, there have been numerous articles and speeches purporting
to survey this area but their actual content level has been shockingly
low and even the kindest evaluation of this form of reporting suggests
misrepresen ta tion.
Of course, these facts could hardly be of much concern to the Soviets
except that they are probably pleased by them. Their position with
regard to releasing information is immeasurably strengthened by the
continued, virtually unrestricted input from U.S. and other Western
sources and the well-publicized lack of information entering this
country.
In correspondence with the Soviets prior to this recent trip, replies
were largely negative in the matter of granting interviews or arranging
visits to computing installations. Reasons for this attitude ran a gamut

o
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from a heavy incidence of summer vacations to the surprisingly frank
statement, "It is now not the practice of our institute to grant
interviews." Many of our letters remained, unanswered.
Upon arriving in the USSR, the situation proved far worse than may
have been presumed from the preceding correspondence. Unfortunately,
the timing of this trip coincided with the recent flight of two Soviet
cosmonauts and to some extent, a measure of credibility may be ,attached
to their excuses. But in general it seemed curious indeed, that all computing technologists were suddenly on vacation or in state committee
meetings and that all computing facilities were closed.
One incident may be worth relating. At a public exhibit of a small
transistorized machine, the Russians were asked for a sample of paper
tape from an operating perforator. Their reply was that this request must
be approved by the workers of the factory. When we pOinted to a waste
basket containing both paper and mag tape and obviously awaiting incineration or similar disposition, the same reply was forthcoming.
. At the Munich Congress, less than half of the expected Russian delegation was able to attend. Many of their scheduled papers were
cancelled.
In a screening of what little Russian literature is available, we have
found reports of U.S. programming languages copied verbatim without
even the implication of credit.
Finally, on several occasions during Datamation's visit to the USSR,
it ,was noticed that copies had been made of several elements of U.S.
peripheral equipment including card readers, sorters, key punches, etc.
What can be done to tilt the information flow in an opposite direction? In a free society, probably very little. Magazines will continue to
be published, papers written and reprinted, conferences held and Russians invitftd; in fact, in most instances, acceptances by Russians will
be reflected as rare accomplishments by the conference planners.
The solution is not an easy one and at best, may be only partially
effective. But an effort must be made and in this respect, we would
suggest the following:
1. For publications, circulation lists should be screened and copies sent
behind the iron curtain only when there is a direct return of a .comparable publication. Datamation is now employing this policy.
2. For conferences, invitations should be extended only for legitimate
contributions to knowledge rather than a polite skirtin'g of academic
fringes. In addition, invitations to, Soviet delegates should be offered
only if and when a similar invitation is extended to the Western world
for a Soviet conference (such as a recent Fall conference in :Moscow
on automatic programming to which no Western delegates had been
invited or a similar conference in Warsaw last year to which no invitations were extended outside of iron curtain countries.)
3. If an exchange delegation is to be 'arranged, we could insist that
America be first to particip~te, rather than last, as was the case in 1959
when the Soviets visited the U.S. and our return visit was purportedly
based on what they had been shown here.
4. Manufacturers and societies should be asked not to engage in a
"friendly" exchange unless there is some actual substance to the exchange
and it is bi-directional in fact as well as in expectation.
5. In general, we should refrain from holding the Soviets in a position of awe and recognize their unwillingness to communicate for precisely what it is, rather than as an attractive halo at the end of a dark
tunnel.
It is unlikely that even a determined, planned effort of limiting our
output to the USSR will have a serious effect on Russia's ability to obtain
this information. It would be virtually impossible nor would it be
desirable to place as tight a band of secrecy about the Western world
as presently exists for Iron Curtain countries. However, a firmer attitude "may" induce a greater willingness to communicate' on the part
of the Russians or at least might serve as recognition on our part, that
the game of limited exchange cah be a two-sided one.
•
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The RAND Symposium convened in Santa Monica, California, for the fifth successive year one day before the Spring
(formerly Western) Joint Computer Conference. Departing
from the previous year's format, where the participants
were free to select a series of topics, the 1962 Symposium
was limited to a single subject: programming languages.
The Symposium, while having no legislative effect, is a
meeting of individuals prominent in the industry who spend
a day at RAND· in the sharing of ideas.
The all-day session was tape recorded, a 20B-page manuscript prepared, expurgated by participants and further
edited by DATAMATION to me,et space requirements.

THE

Chairman of the session was Robert l. Patrick, a RAND
consultant. Other participants included: Paul Armer, RAND;
George Armerding, RAND; Phil Bagley, MITRE; Howard
Bromberg, RCA; Tom Cheatham, Computer Associates; Dick
Clippinger, Honeyw~lI; Joe Cunningham, USAF; Bill Dobr·usky, SDC;Bernie Galler, Univ. of Mich.; Barry Gordon,
IBM; Fred Gruenberger, RAND; Jerry Koory, SDC; Jack
little, RAND; Brad MacKenzie, Burroughs; Dan McCracken,
consultant; Ascher Opler, Computer Usage; Charles Phillips,
BEMA;· and Dick Talmadge, IBM. Opl~ions expressed do
not reflect individual corporate viewpoints.

part one - on programming, languages

RAND· SYMPOSIUM: 1962

o

PATRICK: The object of today's discussion is enlightenment on the subject of common'ianguages. Let's look at
Figure 1. This chart will indicate why we should all be
concerned. It is rumored that the DOD Intends· to standardize on a language for Command and Control. This chart
shows an area characterized by the name, Business, usually
characterized by a high ratio of input and output to computing. On the left we also have Scientific jobs which are
characterized by just the inverse. We have all heard of the
famous Los Alamos job in which you read one card in the
morning, compute all day, and print one line in the afternoon. Of course, this job doesn't exist; in fact neither of
these areas exist in pure form; but sections and subsections
of jobs do fall into these categories. There is an overlap of
the two as indicated hy this Venn diagram intersect. This
overlap is seen in areas like data reduction and heavy actuarial work~ In these area you may think of it as scientific,
but it has many characteristics of a business job. Command
and Control has characteristics which are common to these
two and also many characterisics' of is own. Real time applications have characteristics common to Command and
Control anci also characteristics unique to real time prob-:
lems. Consequently, if anything were to happen such as a
standardi~ed language for Command and Control,' it
would affect the entire field.
, The lower portion of the chart shows a simple equatio~.
The equation is an expression for total cost. (A similar expression could be written for time.) As the equation shows,
total cost is, made up of q,ollat amounts spent for training,
programming, coding, compilation, assembly, testing, production, maintenance, and documentation. All of these factors are involved in every single job that is done on a computer. (In some cases the coefficient of a given term may
be zero. For example, if you have the facility for compileand-go, then the assembly phase does not appear.) But for
most' problems, all the terms exist with non-trivial coefficients.
Sales literature and some .of the "technical" literature
that we read implies that we can reduce, some of these
terms without at the same time· increasing some of the
other tenns. 'Gullible citizens believe these statements. I
believe that we will be doing' ourselves and our country
serious damage if we fail to see through these claims.
Now, would anyone like to open up the informal discussion with a fact?
OPLER: I would rather ope)). with a question. Do you
distinguish between a common language and 'a standard
lang~age?
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PATRICK: 'I think we would like to i{you would care to
describe them for' us.
'
. OPLER: A common language is one that would be acceptable to two or more disparate machines. A standard
language is one maintained· and enforced as a standard
language which requires some sort of committee agreement. '
Some manufacturers had developed languages which
could be processed on several of their machines. These
would be common languages, but they would not be standard languages.
LITTLE: Are we saying that a common language may not
be the standard, but a standard language, by definition,
must be common?
BROMBERG:, I feel it is unnecessary to labor this distinction. For our purposes here, it seems to me we can discuss only common languages, by which we mean those
which can function on' more than one machine type.
PATRICK: Maybe it would be appropriate' to discuss
whether we want one. I think there are some of us who do,
but then there are also some of us who don't. Dick, would
you like to discuss this point?
TALMADGE: It's my opinion that we don't want a com-

COMMAND
AND

CONTROL

Figure 1
COST = $ TRAIN + $ PGM + $ CODE + $ COMP +
$ ASSEM +$ TEST + $ PROD + $ MAINT + $ DOC
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mon language in the sense that most people use that term;
that is, a language that everybody would use. To draw an
analogy, mathematics, which people tend to think of as
using a standard language, in reality uses a standard set.
of notations that are widely understood. Furthermore, a
mathematician may use his own notation within very elastic limIts, as long as the meaning is clear. One of the most
acute problems in computing is that we have not yet developed procedures which allow such a standard notation.
Until we know more about linguistic structure, it is unlikely that we will. In any event, a common language (whatever that may be) does not seem to be the answer.
I think we have a lot to learn about how to use a language to express a given class of problems; and how to
determine what problems are amenable to a given language.
BROMBERG: It strikes me that,the same comment can
be made with reference to every single human endeavor;
we have a lot to learn.
TALMADGE: I didn't intend to imply that one should
not use whatever tools are available. I merely meant that
I think. the present tools are inadequate for the job of
forming a permanent language; rather, they should be used
to develop more powerful tools.
BROMBERG: I assumed that the question was, "Is this
the time for a common language?" and I would say this is
certainly the time.
GORDON: I would like to point out, Howard, that there
is a significant difference between utilizing and standardizing.
I' think everyone is in favor of standardization in much
the same way everyone is in favor of motherhood; but
also, like motherhood, if it occurs prematurely, it can
cause a great deal of inconvenience.
BROMBERG: Let me give you a little of the background
of what is going on ~n ASA, BEMA, and the X-3.4 Subcommittee on Common Programming Languages. There
has been established a survey director whose function it
is to survey all the common programming languages. An
interesting part of this survey is that assembly languages
like. SAP, Autocoder, and X-I have by definition been precluded. They are' not incorporated in the survey because
of obsolescence or the level of the language. The only
kind of cpmmon language admitted to the survey is that
which is effectively non-machine oriented; that is, it does
not look like any known machine order code. The entries
are essent~ally problem languages as close to natural language as we can get.

independent?
PATRICK: Well, if you are going to cut across machine
lines, it seems like it ought to be.
McCRACKEN: It doesn't have to be perfect in order to
be better than what we now have. That's going to be my
standard speech today.
GORDON: But the new language we adopt should be
significantly better than what we now have.
ARMER: Maybe that's why we're having so much trouble
now. We don't have enough standardization at the trivial
end. For example, on character sets.
PATRICK: I seem to hear three different cheers for
that sentiment.
LITTlE: Languages may evolve or standards may evolve.
I think that languages can get to be standard or common in
a lot less exotic ways. If a big enough user uses a single
language without regard to the rest of the world, then you
are sort of saddled with that language. DOD may be going
down this road and whether you like it or don't like it you
may have the situation with you very shortly. I would like
to hear an outline of some methods that can be used to
help insure that the language we get is 'a good one. I am
sure that we are going to get one. But I don't think we're
going to get one that somehow magically everyone will
like.
There are certain things that you want built into it.
For example, you want it to have the ability to change - to
make itself better, or for people to make it better.
PHILLIPS: I'd like to go back and add something to what
Bromberg said about the ASA-X3 program. One part of
that program concerns the development of a standard language. I'm quite sure (although this may be just an opinion) that the 18 members of BEMA or the general interest
and user groups that are supporting this program would not
feel that they are bound to adopt and use, to the exclusion
of everything else, a language that might be developed
as a result of the program. By the same token, I don't think
that Defense, in supporting the COBOL program, had
any intention of making it a required program for use
throughout Defense unless there was good reason for it
and there were definite advantages or needs for communication that it could satisfy.
PATRICK: Well, that sounds very high and lofty but it
seems to me that if you insist on COBOL before you will
consider a machine from a given manufacturer that this
kind of implies that you won't get COMTRAN.
GORDON: Or FACT.
PATRICK: Well, if we're looking to the future it just
doesn't seem that with the money press that is coming on
the manufacturers that they can afford to do two of these

'McCRACKEN; I-IO\v many common languages' have you
listed?
.
. BROMBERG: There must have been about 90. I can't be
too sure.
PATRICK: Howard, I can't think of the first one, if you
set up the requirement that it must he machine independent.
BROMBERG: Of course, it all depends on what you
mean by machine independent. Must it be totally machine

languages. So if the DOD says, "I want COBOL," or "I
want JAZZY," or some other darn language, it looks like
we're all going to be using it whether we like it or not. I
would dearly like someone to convince me that I'm wrong.
LITTlE: Isn't it true that if you just get enough people
implementing COBOL, either you accept it at that point
of time as common or as a standard, or what you develop
thereafter as common or standard must be compatible
with COBOL?

RAND SYMPOSIUM . . .
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MacKENZIE: Good, bad, or indifferent, I think we ought
to be able to rigorously define the language in q~estion.
PATRICK: A la the syntactical chart?
MacKENZIE: Not at all, for the charts are merely visual
aids. We should be able to find ways of producing rigorous
descriptions of languages - ones that people can read and
ones that represent the authority rather than ones which
require inferences to the authority based on observation
of a machine representation in action.
McCRACKEN: I would tend to agree with that. Suppose
you have two languages that do about the same thing. One
of them has a lot of effort behind it; that is, a lot of people
working on it. The other is wha,t you might call an offshoot
of the same thing but just a bit better - but not widely
used, and not being heavily worked on by. large numbers
of people. It's my opinion that the computing world would
be better off to settle on the one that is more widely accepted and work within the framework of that one language to improve it, than to push for acceptance of offshoots which may, in some way, be better.
CLIPPINGER: Has someone brought up the fact that
X-3.4 has selected three languages to consider for standardization: FORTRAN, ALGOL, and COBOL. X-3.4 has
requested from IBM a statement as to their position on
this matter and IBM has responded favorably. They have
done some work in providing as a starting point an initial
draft of a form of FORTRAN which could be used as
a kick-off. X-3.4 is about to set up a group to go to work
on FORTRAN along with the other two.
GALLER: ALGOL and FORTRAN are quite similar in
that they both cover what we have loosely called the scientific area. You really don't need both of them. So if
there's a move to make them both standard, it would be
interesting to see why. And here it seems to me that FORTRAN is being looked upon as a standard, not because
it's so wonderful but because it is already so common.
ALGOL, on the other hand, doesn't have much claim to
cominonness yet but it does have something to offer. I
don't think there is a real tremendous need for two languages to be standard but it is interesting that both of
them are being looked at.
McCRACKEN: But then why look at three of them? I'm
not referring to COBOL but, for example, why do we also
need MAD?
GALLER: MAD is a language that is not used very much
yet. It seems to me that we cannot decide that anyone of
the languages we have now is it.
Look back to when FORTRAN SIT was distributed. The
covering letter for it said something like "everyone recognizes that FORTRAN is the language that we're going to
use from here on out so you'd better get on the bandwagon." Simply and historically we know that that was
not true. I don't even want it to be true. There's a difference between standardization at a point in time where
you could get great' benefits from it, and abandoning the
search for something better. We should always be prepared to go on to something better; We may choose to
develop a language that is different, and the fact that various people are using MAD would seem to indicate. that
there is something there. There are people who are choosing not to take it on because of the cost of deviating from
FORTRAN and ALGOL and so on. We are very happy
that people are looking at it, but some people who have
looked at it have rejected it, and that's fine.
McCRACKEN:. The question was whether in the process
of looking at the new languages we have to create a new
name at the same time. Can't we work within the framework of what is widely accepted? Can't we try to improve
what we already have or do we have to go off to the side
and create something new that is not compatible?
GALLER: Sometimes to make progress we have to go off
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to the side and start fresh.
PATRICK: Bernie is making use of the unique position
he is in, where he can experiment without severly changing the course of the field unless he just happens to find
something very good. Perhaps IBM cannot do this and
the Department of Defense cannot do this. If either IBM
or the DOD (and they are the two powers) do this, their
experiments will have a profound effect on the field.
ARMER: God help us if our universities can't experiment.
McCRACKEN: That isn't what I said. They've got to
experiment.
.
ARMER: What would you have them do differently?
Somehow I feel that you're picking on Bernie.
McCRACKEN: No. Bernie is a friend. But if they do find
something good by experimenting in the universities what
do they do about it? Do they go out and say, "Let's evel:ybody buy my language now? It just happens to be called
MAD and it's not ALGOL." Or should they get back into
the ALGOL effort, having found a good thing? Of course
they should experiment.
ARMER: But it seems to me that their experiment has to
involve a fairly large number of users. They can't just develop it and then not -use it.
GALLER: We've got 2,000 people on campus just writing
programs. We use it.
ARMER: Yes, but it seems to me McCracken was arguing
that MAD is not really going to change the world and now
you should put it on the shelf and do something in
ALGOL. -Is that what you were saying Dan?
McCRACKEN: No, I was asking a question. The question
is, should they now go out as salesmen for MAD? Alternatively, should they go to the ALGOL people and sell
them on the improved features that they have developed
in MAD?
(
PATRICK: Selling something to the Secret Society is a
difficult job.
McCRACKEN: There is now a well established committee of IF IPS for the maintenance of ALGOL.
GRUEN BERGER: One of the things that impresses me
about the attempt to have a language become common isthe
very short half-life of such a venture. FORTRAN is a fine
example. From time to time FORTRAN gets to be a little
bit frozen. A new tape comes out from IBM; we all get a
copy of the tape and we all have the same language for
about five minutes. Then everybody goes off in different
directions again. Our experience here at RAND is probably
quite typical. We diverged from FORTRAN-17 (or whatever is currently kicking around) about two years ago.
And we're miles removed from what everyone else uses.
It's no longer common in any sense except that a certain
amount of training can be transferred from person to person. But our FORTRAN codes can't run anywhere else.
GORDON: Excuse me, Fred, but I'd like to ask you to
refrain from using the word "everybody" to mean 7090
users. There is more to FORTRAN than 7090 use. However, if anything, that makes the situation worse than you
just said.
.
GRUENBERGER: Of course, the same thing applies to
FORTRAN among the 1604 users and everybody else.
These people get a package and they're common with everyone else for a few millise'conds and then they think of a
goody to put in or a patch to make and they're not common any more.
CLIPPINGER: I'd like to say a little bit about the process
of standardization. We in X-3.4 who are trying to do something about it are not all convinced that we are going to
succeed. Standardizing a programming language is an extremely complex business. Fred's point about half-life I
think is quite pertinent. I don't think we are going to learn
how to do it fast enough to achieve any results on any of
the languages we've selected. Alld yet, we're hard at work
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trying to move in that direction. I feel a need for a von
Neumann to get to the heart of the problem. We need a
definition of the syntax of a programming language. The
right kind of brilliant man could lay a firm foundation there
which might enable us to mechanize on a computer the
determination of whether. you have a properly .specified
language. He could provide us with tools to enable us to
determine whether we're ready to consider extensions; to
give us further information to enable us to resolve ambiguities. Without some sort of firm foundation I think we're
just' going to spin our wheels ::tnd the languages are going
to move faster than we can move to catch up to them.
PHilLIPS: I'd like to comment on what Clippinger has
just said and take exception to it. He made essentially the
same statement that we heard just now when he was a
practicing member of ,the COBOL effort. He didn't think
then that COBOL would ever get off the ground.
CLIPPINGER: Wen, it is off the ground but it's different
for every implementation and we have no experience as
yet in its use. I would guess that when the 1410 users discover what it is they have, they will be so sick that there
will be a severe reaction. We'll get the same reactions
from other small computer users. (it has nothing to do
with the 1410). The fact is that the language is so complex that it is extremely difficult to put it on any computer
with a small memory.
GORDON: Sonie users of big machines are going to be
sick too.
CLIPPINGER: There's at least some hope here. With a
larger machine you have. more degrees of freedom. You
can improve what you first get (although it won't be good
enough) and eventually converge toward something which
is so good that the users will want to use it. But we have a
lot of learning to do before we know where we stand or
can evaluate what COBOL is really worth.
PHilLIPS: I'm not suggesting that COBOL has arrived,
in any sense. I am suggesting, Dick, that you are surprised at our rate of progress compared to what you
thought it would be two years ago.
CLIPPINGER: That's, probably true. I think everyone
here recognized the weight of that DOD mallet.
PATRICK: I'm not sure that's true and that may be why
we're here today. I understand that the bOD says:
"For an electronic digital computer to be installed on
or after December 31, 1962, computers will be selected from those for which a COBOL compiler is available, compatible with the equiimient delivery, unless
it has been determined that the intended use of a particular computer would not benefit from the availability of a COBOL compiler."
I don't think you'll find a military officer in his right mind
who would buck that. I don't think the~e boys have guts
enough to stand up to you and say, "Charlie, my compile
time is gigantic and my throughput is way down. I can't
stand it." I don't think they'll speak to you the way I will.
PHilLIPS: Remember I don't work for the government
any more.
.
CUNNINGHAM: I don't agree on Bob's comment. I'd
like to· invite you to come and sit in my office some day
and listen to the way our data processing people sound
off about things they don't like. And this is certainly one
of them.
PATRICK: But the big push was toward the COBOL effort. The secondary areas will take care of themselves because the directive is published and there isn't a manalive
who is man ellough to say "I made a mistake" and rescind
it. I think this is the legacy we received from Charlie
Phillips.
.
McCRACKEN: Are you saying that COBOL is a big mis-
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take? There are also people who have gone the first round
and are happy with it, so far.
PATRICK: I am saying that the requiring of COBOL in
its present state. of development could be a hell of a big
mistake.
CUNNINGHAM: Well let me come back to that point.
You read us an excerpt from a defense directive. That directive did not say that it required COBOL. It said that
equipment to be furnished. had to provide a compiler for
COBOL.
PATRICK: Do you think if they were bringing out the
H-800 again they would do FACT in the light of that development?
.
CUNNINGHAM: I don't know.
ARMER: in the light of that development look what's
happened to COMTRAN. COMTRAN and FACT are both
dead.
PATRICK: Yes, in the light of that one statement. Now
is that good?
CUNNINGHAM: From our standpoint in the Department of Defense, yes, it is good. Not that either or both are
dead but that we only have one language. It would be
hard to estimate the cost to us of not having the ability to
select updated equipment due to. conversion costs. Common or standard languages fit the pattern developing
throughout the Department of· Defense in which the
department will be dictating standard practices for use
throughout the department.
PATRICK: Don't you think that you're shoeing the wrong
end of the horse? It looks as though your problem
occurs ...
CUNNINGHAM: Our probiem has occurred already.
PATRICK: The problem gets refreshed every day every
time you order a computer. Thirty-six months from now
you probably won't have anything installed that you have
installed now. In other words you'll get a fresh start in 36
months.
CUNNINGHAM: Gee, I wish you'd talk to the Government Accounting Office. But, have you considered the conversion problem in an installation where there are between
500-600 routines ( all dynamic) with over a million instructions and· the problems and cost of changing these programs and equipment?
PATRICK: These are facts (to the computing field. How
many UNiVAC-I's do you still have running and don't you
wish you could get rid of.them? UNIVAC-I's and 704's are
about the only two machines that are still around that have
been here more than 40 months.
CUNNINGHAM: There are still.a lot of 70S's, 650's, etc.
that have been around a long time too.
PATRICK: Yes, but they're 'probably now mod 3's which
are incompatible with the mod 2's and the mod l's. I
think your main motivation for a common language stems
from, the fact that you want to order one computer from
every manufacturer and set them side by side. This is
bound to give you trouble. This is like trying to drive a
stagecoach pulled by a zebra, a kangaroo and a mule, all
in harness together and we're going to~go to San Francisco.
It doesn't seem to me that the solution of your basic problem is through. a common language.
LITTlE: I think there's a point here, though. You're expecting your common. language to cut across machine types
and classes. I know from experience in the Air Force that
the different depots, for example, have different kinds of
machines which are expected to i,mplement the same inventory control system. What happens then is that you are
not only forced to take the same problem and implement
it for different depots, but you are then forced to make the
language compatible across the machines too. This is a
big job, the way things sit now.
GORDON: There are only three problems the way I see
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it. We're trying to standardize the wrong thing. We're doing it the wrong way. And we're doing it at the wrong
time.
Let's take the way we're doing it. Traditionally, standards become recognized as such by virtue of the fact that
they become standard through usage. After long use people look around and say "Gee, this is a good thing; let's
give it the label 'standard'." What we're trying to do now
is sit back and. pull out of the blue sky something brand
new, that we will call a standard, which will wipe out
everything that went before. This is why I say we're doing
it the wrong way.
Secondly, we're trying to standardize the wrong thing,
which is what Armer said before. There are two different
levels at which you can standardize. Galler mentioned
SAP before, which was a local standard~ a standard among
a small group of one-machine users. This was a standard; it
just wasn't a world-wide standard. You had standardization within an installation, within a group of machine
users, within a single manufacturer, etc. You had geo'graphic levels of standardization.
Another kind of standardization lies in things like character sets, tape formats, and module standardization.
BROMBERG: We are looking at character code standardization. You can't put on a set of blinders anci close your
eyes to all the progress that is current because it doesn't
happen to start at the point that you have defined as the
beginning.
GORDON: Unhampered by knowledge, we're going
ahead and laying down some firm, rigid things that are
likely to be a bit of a problem after a while.
BROMBERG: The way that we're approaching - the matter of commonness of a language - is perhaps untimely. I
would maintain that there are two reasons for having a
common language. The first is that it provides ari effective·
means for the specification of problem solution. You can:t
really say anything against this. Everyone is looking for a
good usable vehicle for expressing problem solution.
The second is this ability (that DOD is waving) of being able to take a given problem specification in this common language and run it on another machine.
GORDON: You talk about the ability to communicate
effectively with the machine. You need a good problem
stating language. For all we know, FACT may be the best
problem stating language yet devised. But we are not going to have a chance to find out because it is not going to
get sufficient usage. It will get some usage (as did Commercial Translator) but the blunt fact of the matter is
that we are never going to have any really effective usage
because of the fact that the standard preceded the evolution.
BROMBERG: Barry, in the creation of anyone of these
languages (the creation of the actual specifications themselves) there is never any of the wisdom of experience and
use.
GORDON:. That is correct. Consequently, some of them
don't quite work out. I agree. You have to have a chance
to find out whether they will work.
BROMBERG: That's what we ar~ doing. Consequently,
by finding out what their so-called standard does, you
have every opportunity in the world to come up to the
language maintenance committee and say "Look, this
damn thing doesn't work. We have a function in Commercial Translator that is much better. Why not consider it?"
OPLER: Sometime in the late summer of 1961, the
SHARE COBOL committee sollcited improvements in·
COBOL that people might want. Someone offered the following suggestion: Let's modify the COBOL statement
that says "Add A and Band C to b" to "Add A and Band
C to D and E;" that is, to permit the result of an addition
to be put in more than one place. I think everyone agreed
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that this was a sensible suggestion. When the SHARE
COBOL committee agreed on it and the SHARE Executive Committee approved it, the suggestion was forwarded
to the appropriate COBOL committee. To the best of my
knowledge, this suggestion (which was made in August of
1961) will not see the light of day in.a COBOL compiler
until late 1963 or 1964 if approved by everybody down the
line. Thus, a simple, logical suggestion takes about three
years to appear in the processors that people use.
PATRICK: Bromberg said a moment ago that there are
two reasons for standardizing. One is to have a language
to communicate with and the other is that the DOD wanted
to put the same problem on two machines. It seems that
the first could be handled by a standard language for
communication purposes and the second could be handled by not putting two dissimilar machines back to back.
GORDON: The first requirement can be handled by any
one of a number of languages or anyone of a group of
languages. If the impetus is to get a good programming
language there is no requirement at all that it be the same
one that is being used down the block.
BROMBERG: I disagree. Suppose you grant that anyone
of these unknown languages is adequate for the job. You
have training costs to begin with. If you're using two different languages you have to do twice as much training as
though you use one language.
PATRICK: Only when I interchange people.
McCRACKEN: May I get in here? I heard several times
the statement made that only the DOD has the problem;
that they are the only ones that have different machines
that have to talk, to each other. This is not true. I know
of a certain user who had a machine, let's call it Machine
A. They needed a bigger machine, so they surveyed the
market. One of the available machines was Machine B,
made by the same manufacturer. Machine B would accept
the programs of Machine A. Their evaluation of the machines involved indicated that they did not want Machine
B. It was not the best machine, for the price, for their job.
They ordered Machine B anyway because they figured
they couldn't afford the reprogramming cost, which, by
their estimate, was about half a million dollars. So they
went ahead and got the machine that they didn't want
just because of this non-common language business. It
isn't just DOD.
PATRICK: I don't see where that has any bearing at all.
McCRACKEN: If they had been in COBOL in the first
place they wouldn't have had this problem.
PATRICK: If they had been in COBOL in the first
place - present state-of-the-art, now - they might have
been spending twice as much to get their programs in.
GORDON: And also they might have needed the added
capacity of Machine B sooner.
GRUEN BERGER: I think all that McCracken was pointing
out was the rebuttal of the ,statement that only DOD has
the problem. We have seen examples lately of other people having the problem; Westinghouse, for example. They
have recently stated that they are going to use COBOL
company-wide. At least in Westinghouse the guy in charge
of a little installation may pick a machine with a fair
amount of freedom.
CUNNINGHAM: In the first place the COBOL effort is
made up of a lot of different people besides Defense, so a
lot of other people must at least think they have the same
problem. I'm not speaking only of manufacturers. There
are a variety of users in the COBOL effort who must recognize a need and be interested in getting on top of it.
Secondly, I don't think that you'll find, even in the Defense Department, two different machines in the same installationback to back doing the same job. You won't find
the 501 and the 705 working hack to back. What you will
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find is the 501 in one place and the 705 in another place.
PATRICK: What is at David Taylor?
CUNNINGHAM: I don't- know.
PATRICK: It seems to me David Taylor has a LARC, a
UNIVAC, etc.
CUNNINGHAM: I presume that the variety of work dictates a variety of equipment. I'm saying they're not doing
the same jobs back to back.
ARMER: How about logical back to back, where you
have one .machine at one site doing, say, inventory control
and a different machine at a different site doing the same
inventory control problem?
LITTLE: You can still be hurt by having different machines in the same instalIation because you do not have
the freedom to pick up the load of one from the other.
CUNNINGHAM: Agreed we've just gone through the
same analysis in the Air Force that McCracken was talking
about; the one that says that we didn't want to pick up a
new machine because of the programming investment involved. A machine that we might realIy want we would
never get to because we couldn't afford the reprogramming
costs (both dollar and time). The question we face is
"How much longer can we afford to pay what might be
four times the cost of the job to wait to get to the optimum
position?" So we decided that the optimum for the moment is this swap we went through when we changed
705's for 7080's.
LITTLE: There's a very good point here. Is a language
realIy going to solve this problem? Do we realIy design languages for use by what we might call professional programmers or are we designing them for use by some subhuman species in order to get around training and having
good programmers? Is a language ever going to be an
effective substitute for really good people?
McCRACKEN: It won't be perfect but it will be better
than what we have now.
CLIPPINGER: One of the reasons that users would like
to get a good programming language is the freedom to
change from one machine to the other. McCracken pointed
out that the switch is pretty tough when you are in assembly language. Now there's a fact here which seems pretty
obvious but it ought to be stated: if problems were formulated in an English type language (COBOL, or FACT, or

one machine to another when you are dealing in assembly
language (we're talking about very large problems) is
that the people involved in producing that checked-out
code are no longer around.
GALLER: You may have the same problem with English
type languages too.
PATRICK: Yes, it's not clear that you've changed it any.
If you have poor management and you haven't kept your
source decks up to date you have the same problem.
CLIPPINGER: With FACT, for example, you compile
and you don't patch because it's too difficult to patch. You
simply recompile when you redo the problem. Therefore
the final version which is running is supported by a document. And you know exactly what that program does.
BROMBERG: Jack raised the question "For whom is a
. language designed?" A language like COBOL is designed
for two kinds of people. First, it is designed for the impi em enters - the guys who' are actually going to interpret
the language specifications for a particular computing device. Second, it is designed for the salesman, so that he
has something to go out and talk about. It is not really designed for the user, per se. The secret for the effective
utilization of all these languages is the recognition by the
user that he cannot exist in the common programming
language cosmology as a clod.
McCRACKEN: I am strongly impressed by Howard's remarks. I ran a little program to prove that COBOL can't
be used by clods. I ran it on the 1105 at the Air Force
Logistics Command. There were two versions,. both of
which had exactly the same procedure division. They produced exactly the same results. The only difference between them was in the data division, and the change was
minor.
We compiled the first one and the running time was about
eight seconds. The second one, which was also a legitimate COBOL program (a slightly modified data division,
-the same procedure division and the same results) took
80 seconds to run. I think this goes to show that you can't
be a clod. You do have to know something about machines.
It also goes to show, I think, that the efficiency of the object program is not just a function of the language, or of
the compiler.
I think it also shows that you don't have to know very
much about the machine. I had never worked with an ll05
before. All I used in designing this horrible example was

Commcrcial Translator), the statement of the problem
contains all the information necessary for the computer
and thcrcforc contains most of its own documentation.
If you want to switch that same problem from COBOL to
FACT or FACT to Commercial Translator, or even from
COBOL A to COBOL B you have about the same oider of
magnitude of work, which is ten times less than changing
from 705 Autocodcr to some other assembly language. So
there seems to hc an intrinsic value in the English type language. This advantage could even be gained in a language
that is not English narrative as long as it's some symbolic
language that is suitablc for stating problems. The point is
that compilation produces documentation. We'r~ alI aware
that the big problcm in moving a computer solution from

knowledge of how alphabetic information is stored in a
binary machine.
GORDON: I'd like to point out that the point Dan
made was not the one he claimed to make. It seems to me
that he has demonstrated that COBOL can be used by
clods, but with disastrous results.
OPLER: I was talking to an installation manager who
uses COBOL. He decide de to adopt COBOL because he
figured that his problems divided into two classes: those
that would fit into COBOL and those that were rather unconventional. For the latter, his best programmers would
write in assembly language. They went ahead on this basis,
and found to their consternation that the following situation
had developed: the programmers who were trained in
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COBOL (but who did not know much aQout the machine),
were writing programs in COBOL. After compilation, the
object programs would not run. They would then call the
other group of programmers to patch the COBOL object
program. Eventually, they fo"und that they were using
both teams full time on COBOL: Maybe this will be the
final division of people in such installations. Groups A and
B will sit on top of each other to help each other.
BROMBERG: On the other hand, there are many cases
where people are using COBOL and using it very well and
they have never compiled a COBOL program.
GORDON: That's probably the best way.
ARMERDING: No one yet has said anything about compile times.
PATRICK: We're talking only about the language at the
moment.
ARMERDING: And I think that's one of the main troubles
with people who design languages. They seem to forget
about things like the compile times and execution times.
When they finally see the result running on their machines they throw up their hands in horror. As Clippinger
said, when the 1410 users see what COBOL is going to do
for them' and to them they're going to be horrified. You
can't really predict this. You can't say what the effect of
COBOL is going to be on a machine that hasn't even been
announced yet.
LITTLE: I think I'd feel a lot better if I believed that
some of the users would have enough sense to scream.
Some of them are going to put a high level language on a
machine and not know any better.
ARMERDING: Yes, that's also true.
PATRICK: Barry, do you hear any screams?
TALMADGE: You'll hear some screams from users of
FORTRAN on the 7070, but there are an awful lot of
7070 users of FORTRAN who don't scream; and this worries me more.
GORDON: I take exception to your statement, George,
that language designers do not consider compile times.
Some of them do; that's a fact.
ARMERDING: They can't if the machine hasn't even
been designed yet.
GORDON: Sometimes you're lucky if you're working
on a language for an old machine.
GRUEN BERGER: You mean like one of these days we're
going to get FORTRAN for the 7090, huh?
GORDON: Can we delete Fred's remark'(
Basically language designers will take into account (as
best they can) things like compile times. But there are
many other things they have to take into account. For example, when you design a language, some poor slob is
going to be stuck with the problem of teaching it to people. There are problems of implementation schedules to
be met. You aren't going to design something that you
can't implement for the next thirty years; not deliberately,
anyway.
ARMERDING: I agree. For example, compile time i~ not
nearly as important as efficiency of the object code. You
are probably willing to buy a certain amount of long compilation if you'll get out an efficient code at the other end.
ARMER: Sometimes you have one goal in that equation
of Patrick's, sometimes you have another.
In the first version of FORTRAN they devoted so much
attention to object code efficiency that the compile times
were way high. That was on the 704. Now they' seem to
be going the other way, on the 7090.
TALMADGE: I don't think it's true that you need accept
long compile times in, order to get good object code
efficiency. Very often, both in the scientific and commercial field, the life of a job is only one or two runs.
In this situation, it is most important to be able to connect small parts of a program rapidly; that is, compile
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efficiency is much more important than run efficiency.
This point was kept in mind in designing Commercial
Translator.
As to the comment that a language can force a long
compile time, I believe it to be true to some extent, but
not to the extent many people believe. Too often the
processor designer loses sight of the fact that his system
is going to be run on a particular machine, in a particular
environment. It is more important to design an efficient,
simple, total operating system than to turn out a super
efficient object code rather than just and average object
code.
PATRICK: If I make a compiler efficient in the way you
just mentioned I make it machine-dependent again.
TALMADGE: You're talking about a processor now.
PATRICK: If I take an easy language and restrict all my
symbols to six characters or less so that they'll fit your
machine then I can't run Clippinger's programs which
were designed for his 4S-bit machine. And it makes your
compiler a great deal faster: that is machine-dependence.
BROMBERG: On the other hand, there are some of us
who believe that one of the functions of a compiler is to
do error-checking. We can certainly design a fast compiler (call it a User Beware Compiler) that lets you
effectively write anything that you'd like. And you can
thereby increase compile times by a factor of 10 and
still keep it within the area of machine independence.
TALMADGE: If you're talking about computer independence then you're talking' about the language description.
But you can't talk about computer independence when
you talk about the processor which translates from that
particular language to produce an object code on the
machine. Then one cannot be independent, any more than
one can be machine-independent when writing a data
description for a commercial problem. Dan's example is
a good one: when one writes the data description to
take advantage of the binary machine then the object
program is much more efficient.
PATRICK: The point I was getting at was that if you
are implementing a processor you must be doing it for
a specific machine. There is a threshold point at which
it makes a great deal of difference whether you put restrictions on the language or not. It's the same language;
the syntax is the same, the verbs are the same, it has
precisely the same meaning, but if I can put some restrictions on the use of that language by the source
programmer it will make a lot of difference in the performance of the compiler.
TALMADGE: I agree with you on that, Bob. There are
certain things which are critical as far as compilation
times are concerned and which buy practically nothing
in language facility. The point has been made many times
that one shouldn't try to be too general in a given language
because the cost of generality is frequently high in terms
of compile time.
The point I'd like to make, however, is that I don't
think this is true until one gets to a fairly advanced stage
in the language development.
PATRICK: But they're not machine-independent anymore.
TALMADGE: In what sense?
.PATRICK: Well, take the example I used before. If someone has used 30 character names from the COBOL made
for Clippinger's machine, I can't compile them even
though they are supposedly written in the same COBOL.
DOBRUSKY: It seems to me that this discussion right
here borders on the difference between standard and
common. The fact that they're standard means that both
of you can handle them in one way and another. If you
write them' generally machine-independent, (acceptable
within the constraints of the grammar and syntax of the
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language) you're going to pay for it on any machine.
This is typical of every compiler and every language.
However, I am sure that there is a standard subset of
COBOL that both of you could use; ·the same is true
of Commercial Translator.
McCRACKEN: I'd like to ask the assembled implementers
a question. I talked to the man in charge of software
construction for a certain machine. He has 50 people
working for him (give or take one or two). I asked him
what kind of people these are. He said that he had six
group leaders who had been in the programming business
for three or four years. For the other 44 the average experience is under one year. At the time I was talking to
him this group had just finished, say, COBOL for some
machine. I wonder how much of our trouble these days
is simply due to the fact that we haven't grown up yet.
"Look," I asked this guy, "would you be better off with
three people?" And he said, "Of course I would, but I
can't get them." He said, "There is nothing I can do
but let them grow up."
LITTLE: Or do it with the six group leaders. How about
that?
ARMER: I'd be interested in asking Cheatham how many
man-years you estimate the task you mentioned {building
compilers for the Burroughs D-825, Control Data 1604,
and the IBM 7090) will take and what kind of people
are going to be doing it.
.
CHEATHAM: Well, for one thing, I never put more than
two or three people on one compiler.
GRUEN BERGER: What kind of people?
CHEATHAM: The average man, for example, has sixeight years experience.
LITTLE: You're talking about implementing compilers.
I'd like to ask Jerry their experience in implementing
systems.
KOORY: What do you mean by systems?
PATRICK: Come on, you can't avoid the question like
that.
KOORY: No, but it was worth a try.
LITTLE: I'm talking about doing a job for a customer as
opposed to doing a compiler.
KOORY: You're asking, for example, how many people
do we apply to building a Damage Assessment Model for
the DOD?
LITTLE: Yes.
. KOORY: Well, of course, this is a function primarily of
what we consider to be the requirements of the system.
We have just finished a Damage Assessment Model which
will operate on the 1604. It was written in JOVIAL.
For the actual writing and check-out we used on the
order of 25 programmers, as I recall.
LITTLE: Do you have any idea of the level of these 25
programmers?
GORDON: Before or after?
PATRICK: And which way does it go?
KOORY: I would say on the average between one and
two years. We are fortunate enough to have four or five
of them who each had four or five years of experience. We
have had a fair enough number of brand new folks, you
might say brought in off the street (that is, just out of
college). We had to train this latter group.
BROMBERG: I don't know if I'm speaking to McCracken's
quesion or not, but is not this vast number of inexperienced programmers hurting us? ,I have concluded
that it is inevitable that we are always going to have
such numbers of inexperienced programmers. When we
deal with language implementation for new computers
I think the first thing we should do is turn out a compiler and then perhaps a year later turn out a good
assembler. I reached this conclusion just because of this
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problem that Dan brought up. Those customers who are
new to the machine are quite similar to those implementers who are new to the business· and to that particular machine. Only through use and experience. is
the customer going to get down to the measure of the
efficient use of the machine. At that time they should
be given an assembler which allows them to make this
efficient use.
McCRACKEN:. Leave us just pray that the customers just
don't get so furious at the compiler they receive by that
process that they give up on COBOL.
PATRICK: Yes, I seem to remember the time when a person would polish like crazy if he was doing utility work,
because you would say to yourself, "Gee, if I can save
three instructions here, that will be three in·structions off
everyone's use when they go to use this particular sine
routine." What. happened to that philosophy? Seems like
we're kind of galloping into second shift rental with the
philosophy you were just mentioning. We're saying, "It
only takes an extra 10;000 instructions so we get into
second shift rental in the third month and who cares?"
OPLER: When you write an application and you make
a slight error (e.g., your loop is one instruction too long)
you have hurt that application only. When you make
the same sort of error in writing a compiler everyone
who uses that compiler gets hurt. I feel very strongly
about this. When you're writing a compiler, you must
have your best people on it exerting their best efforts
to squeeze everything out of it they can.
GORDON: This sort of thing should make very happy
those people who argue that you can put up with a
little inefficiency. We hear a lot from them. What Bromberg said is a good answer to these guys who say, "We
want it yesterday and we're willing to· put up with a
little inefficiency to get it." Howard's approach would
give it to them.
MacKENZIE: There's no real basis for comparing the
efforts or experience levels. I don't think there is any
real argument on this because you have to achieve design
. control one way or the other. You had best do this with
a small experienced group.
CLIPPINGER: What is the subject of this conference?
PATRICK: The pros and cons of common languages. And
what we're after is enlightenment.
.cLIPPINGER: I'm not sure we've been talking about that
subject.
PATRICK: It might be appropriate to review what we've
covered this morning.
We .started out talking about visceral feelings. These
were things that appealed to ·us, like why common
languages were good and why they were bad. These are
God and Mother categories on a high plane. Along the
way we uncovered just a few facts. We have made some
statements that such languages are not completely machine-independent. As of the present state-of-the-art, we
don't seem to know exactly how to do this. In the implementation stage you made them, perhaps, a little more
machine-dependent in order to get some efficiency. We
pointed out that you pay for generality. We noted that it
was great to have a language that you can translate
across .all machines and have it efficient on every machine.
I think it is our consensus that we don't quite know
how to do this just yet.
The last topic we were on, I think, was whether it
was better to have a high quality small staff or a yomi.g
mob. With all deference to -Bromberg, I think he was
talking about a pyramid of a staff, with a genius at the
top and levels of priests and sub-priests down to the
machine clerks at the bottom. It's rather difficult to
administer such a st~ff because the design process extends all the way down to the key-punch stage.
•
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Various writers, in discussing the problems of simulating intelligence, have
bumped into the problem of furnishing
examples of thinking. Consider this
quotation from Armer [1]:'
"Many of the negativists seem to
say that the only evidence of
machine intelligence they will accept is an achievement . . . seldom
achieved by man. For. example,
they belittle efforts at musical composition by machine qecause the present output compares miserably
with that of Mozart or Chopin. How many men can
produce music that compares favorably? The ultimate
argument of this kind occurred at a recent meeting
in England during which a discussant stated that he
would not accept the fact that machines could think
until one proved the famous conjecture of Fermat,
better known as Fermat's last theorem. From his
logic one can also conclude that, to this date, no man
has been capable of thinking, since the. theorem remains unproven."
or this one from Hamming [2]:
"Very frequently 'thinking' is defined to be what Newton did when he discovered gravitation. By this definition most of us cannot think! As an exercise, I
suggest you try framing a test that is the least, or
close to the least, which you will accept as demonstrating that a machine can think. I have been unable
to devise one that would suit myself, let alone others,
and have tentatively considered the hypothesis that
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'thinking' is not measured by what is produced, but
rather is a property of the way something is done."
Armer, in the same paper cited above, advanced the same
suggestion:
"It would. be useful to have at hand some milestones
for the future,' to assign a metric ... Turing supplied
one such milestone but additional ones are needed.
To this end we need a clearly defined task which
is at present the exclusive domain of humans (and
therefore incontestably 'thinking') but which we can
hope . wil~, eventually yield to accomplishment by
machmes.
.
It seems clear to me that a machine need not surpass
all men, nor even exceed the work of the rare brilliant
man. It need not even be original. The goal (at least a
first goal) is to duplicate what a man does when he claims
he is thinking. This ~early always reduces to some decision
process which can discriminate between two or more possible choices. \\That we need are some well-defihed, lowlevel decision processes that are common to most men.
To be useful as benchmarks, these tasks m\lst he o\ltside
the scope of computer solution now. It is the purpose of
this paper to attempt to perform the exercise Hamming'
suggests.
1. Let me begin with a fairly trivial example and one,
moreover, that is well within present capability to implement. It is illustrative only, of things readily done by
humans which are not easy to do by machine.
When I talk on the telephone, having handy a pad of
ruled paper and a pencil, I habitually doodle. The
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doodling, in this case,' is formai and weV defined; it
proceeds rapidly and at a very low mental level. An
example appears in Figure 1. Du~ing an extended long
.
distance call, I. can develop a full page of. it.
The characteristics are these: starting at S, the doodle
lines follow the printed lines of the cross-section paper
without overlap. The pattern's mass t~nds t? centralize.
around S (i.e., no fair going away). The points marked
A, B, and C represent places where deCisions ~ere made.
Notice, for example, .that I could not turn south at A,
since there would be no way to "get out." Siniilarly, I
could not turn west at B, or south at C. Yet I can create
this sort of nonsense effortlessly, and apparently end~essly.
Cart· we program a computer to produce such patterns?
Unquestionably, the answer is yes, but. it ha~n't yet been
done and it's not easy. But remember, we seek tasks
that ~ny normal human can do that ,{presently) computers
cannot .. The example here may be trivial, but it illustrates
the principle. (Should the reader decide that it is too
trivial, he is Invited to Rowchart the decision logic.)
2. Example 1 illustrated a situation in logical ,deciSion
~aking. The classic. example in this category is ga~e
playing; specifically chess. The problems and goals mvolved in game playing by computers are exterisively
discussed in the literature [3, A,S,]. Since, at, the present
time, we have 'no computer program that. can rank as a
chess master there is a clear benchmark involved. Those
concerned (6~ the negative side) with the ques,tion of
artificial intelligence should prepare themselves now to
take a stand: will the eventual existence of a chess master
program cause th~m to concede success?
We may have in this example something more than, a
simple benchmark. Consider the following remarks by
John Williams [6]:
.
"It seems inescapable to me that the brain of man,
like that of other vertebrates, is an item, of random
design, to meet one basic purpose: survival. There
is some doubt these days whether it will in fact meet
this. criterion but there is no reason. to suppose that
it is well designed to perforrnintellectual man's
proudest function: namely, to think. The fact that it
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has o,utthought t}:lings like saber~toothed tigers is. no
evidence that it is particularly apt for abstract thmkihg. It. may be argued that I dismiss the survivaltested mechanism too quickly, and perhaps I do. The
ql.lestion . arises when we ponder how to m?ti,:,ate
advanc~d machines. I am confident we will dIscover
means to do so, and I will be astonished if we are
reduced to threatening 'them with tigers."
In the context. of. the chess problem, these sentiments
have great significance: we may be due for a big surprise.
It is conceivable that man does not ,know how to play
chess well at all; our total experience can prove only ~hat
some men play better than. others. Thus, we have here
two benchmarkS. The, first is the, computer program that
plays better than anyipan. The secc:md is, po.ssibly,a
program that plays better than any man could. The bland
assumption that, whatevet thinking is; man does it
superbly may turn .out to be fallacious. We may co~e to
regard man's ability to create original ideas or to make
decisions properly as rudimentary.
3. Another c~r.rentlY; Classic .problem in logic and decision making i~ ,that of· machine transhltion.of.languages
(for which most people immediately substitute Russian,-toEnglish translation). (A similar, but .much. simpler, example
is the translation of ILLIAC computer code to 7090 code.
IIi ,this case we' are dealing with two languages, both. of
which are absolutely precise. And we can't do this job
by computer, ~ither.)
,
'.
,
For, this problem, our .benchmarkis obvious, though
seldom stated. Success will be achieyed when a computer
can duplicate the work
human bilingual interpreters.
vVe must be able, someday, 'to feed a machine idiomatic
Russian text, taken at random (from' a specific field, if you
wish); the computer must then produce idiorria~icEngl~sh
text having the same meaning; this, in turn, must be feq'
to the inverse· program, which, will output Russian text
ciosely corresponding to the orig~nal. The benchmark I
have set up h~re is stringent indeed. I am not at all sure
that many hurrian .translators could. pa,ss it (note that' the
human analogy requires at least two independent persofls).
Hamming [2] has stated the problem this way:
"Besides designing and using artificial languages for
machine-human use, we }:lave also attacke,d the problem of translating from one natural language to ftnother, ,such as from Russian to English. Both the
great success arid the great difficulties left shed a
good deal of light. on various aspects 9f language.
To me, a comparative outsider, it seems that ~he
major stumbling block' centers aroun? the vexm.g
question, 'What did the author.. ~ean? Perh~ps thIS
is a real question; and perhaps ,It IS not, but It seems
to me to be where· progress in machine translation of
langm.iges ,is presently in difficulties." ,
'
As with the chess problem, though, it may turn out that
there are actually three benchmarks involved here:
'
(a) We leani to perform reciprocal translations with at
least the facility of well-trained humans.
.
, .(b) We discover that the nub of the problem is to learn
how to say what it is we mean in some better way than
the sloppy one we have ~eveloped over the centUl~ies,
(c) \Ve then learn how to translate much better than
humans now do. Again, I would expect some surprises,. as
this research continues, that are not flattering to nian's
old wav of doing business.
'.
. 4: We turn now from problems involving mainly. logic
. to one whose central property is that of ,information retrieval. Information retrieval is another of those broad
fields for which many benchmarks are implied (such as
achieving any sort of success whatsoever); let us state a
specific problem:
"
In this library, which is known to contain all English
poetry, find for me the authot of the work containing the
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Hne. " ... ~~d that si~ple arch, which bridges roaring
rapIds .. .
This states the worst case of one aspect of IR, since I
just invented the quotation. (So its author is now known,
but I can readily compose another quotation.) The ma<;hinery is already at hand to tackle this problem. We need
only store all English poetry on tape and search it, word
by word, for the desired reference. But that isn't the way
thinking humans operate. What's more to the point, that
would be an inefficient IR method. The first goal, remember, is to try to duplicate what thinking humans do;
later we can attempt' to surpass that level.
The IR people are concerned about the problem I have
stated. In· this, as in many other problems in artificial
intelligerice, some of the research follows this pattern:
a. Is there any way ~t all we can do the job?
b. There is, but we don't like it. We are guaranteed a
solution, but at horrendous cost.
c. Human beings (in this case English professors and
liprarians) can do the same job, with fair speed and reliability, and at trivial cost.'
)
d~ \Vell, 'we'd better investigate how they q.o it. There
is some (presently) mysterious process {call it, say, thinking) at work here. (When we discover the process, of
course, it won't be ~ysterious at all.)
5. Consider a problem in pattern r~cognition. I frequently answer my office phone and hear the question
"Have you got a minute?" The words are almost always
in this 'canonical form (and hence the information content
of the words themselves is zero). The speaker assumes
that he and I are on familiar terms. The problem is to
recognize his voice. I can do this for perhaps fifty voices
(out· of a much larger population of voices that come to
me via telephoIle). A computer should be able to do this
job. The message takes almost exactly one second; not
counting the content of the words, it uses about 10QO
bits of information expressed i~ terms of pitch, overtones,
timing, etc. It seemsreasoI1able that a computer should be
able to analyze a thousand bits pf ~nformation for patterns
tpat match known samples: ' .'.
There is a form of this problem that is even worse. For
about three voices, I can do a good job of identification
.'
given only the ~me word, "Hil" .
6. Here's another pattern' recognition problem. I am
told that my department in RAND will hold a buffetdance Sunday evening, qt ·a co~ntry club j~st off th~
Pacific Coast Highway, about halfway betweell Malibu
arid Ventura. There will qe a sign beside the road to
indicate the turnoff.
, I can find that sign. I have little idea of just what it
says, or the style of typography, or the siz~, or the color;
or whether or not it's spelled correctly, or which side of
the road it's on. And in the miles of highway that I must
search there will' be hundreds of. other signs to distract
me. But I can find that sign.'
,
7. 'Here is a signature on a check. Authenticate it. This
is pattern recognition again, somewhat akin to the problem
of. the roadside sign but with a bigger payoff. Millions of
check signatures must be authenticated every day. The
situation is obvious: huma~s ~an do the job and '(currently) machines can't. What is more precious to my thesis
is that humans are well knowll to botch. this job frequently.
Our first success at the task may very well surpass the·
best human endeavor.
'
..
What can we conclude from these exercises? Can we
expect that when any number of such tasks are· successfully performed by a' comput~r that the argument will be
won?
.
Somehow, I doubt it, which makes for an interesting
poinLThe ability to doubt is commop. to all men, and by
itse1f constitutes an act of thinking. Perhaps it should be
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added to the list. \Ne will not have moved any closer to
an admission of thinking capability on the part of machines; we will only move some set of people across the
line between denial arid acceptance. To quote Marvin
Minsky [7]:
'
.
"Intelligence is a chimera. You regard an action as
intelligent until you understand it. In explaining, you
~xplain away. Conversely, provided 'you do not understand; it is presumably intelligent."
,
We hqve already been around the circle many times.
In Newton's day, the ability to solve a set of ten simul~aneous linear equati9ns with twenty digit precision in
ten seconds would probably have been labelled thinking
without question. Indeed" many of the tasks performed
routinely today" by ~0f!lputers woulq. have been regarded
at one time' as in the realm of thinking, P!ovided the
decision had been made before the faCt.
What has been suggested here does not conflict with
either the criterion of the' negativists I(quot~dearlier), or
with Turing's criterion as given in Armer's [1] paper:
. "A. M. Turing was one of the first to expound at
length on the question of machines' thinking, in an
erudite article published in 1950 [8]. Although he
discusses the basic question of whether machines can
become capable of thinking; he recognizes the difficulty of defining properly the words 'machine' and
'thinking.' To circumvent' this problem, he examines
inst~ad the question of a game wherein an jnterrogator whq c~n communicate with a human and' a
machine via a Teletype but does not know which is
which, is to decide which is the machine."
.
If a computer can be programmed to compose a symphony, so much the better. Or, if I can't tell the computer from the human on the otfler end of a Teletype line,
then' I Cqn rightly conClude that there· is intelligence at
the other end.' I won't feel hurt if it turns 'out that the
intelligence is artificial. In fact, I'll feel elated;. I have ori~
or two problems, for a better intelligence than I.command,
to brood on.
.
My arguments amount, then, to an appeal to those who
are incliIied negatively toward the idea of artificial intelligence to take a stand. What would it take to convince
you? Remember, you are constrained to select a task that
is common to ~arge numbers of people who exhibit n~tural
intelligence. No fair picking a' task that less than one per
cent of the population can perform.
,
I have tried to select such tasks. If you don't like my
selection? pick your 'own. But pic~ it now.'
•
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As the first conceptual paper on an internally programmed
computer, the following presentation of Burks, Goldstine
and von Neumann's Preliminary Discussion appears in two
parts, the first of which was published in ' Datamation's
September issue. This is the concluding segment.
To the best of our knowledge,' this is the first formal
publication of Preliminary Discussion. The work was origi-

nally accomplished at Princeton's Institute for Advanced
Study in June, 1946. It appears here as a condensed version with much of the detailed mathematical support
deleted. However, readers may soon reference the complete paper in one of the forthco~ing volumes on the
writings of von Neumann to be published this Fall by
Pergamon Press, N.Y.C.
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PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION OF part two
THE LOGICAL DESIGN OF AN
ELECTRONIC COMPUTING INSTRUMENT
' . .

. ' .

.

. '

by ,ARTHUR W. l3URKS, HERMAN H~ GOLDSTINE, and JOHN von '-NEUMANN
5.11 ... In discussing the rilUltiplicative organs of our
machine we must return to a consideration of the types of
accumulators. The static accumulator operates as an adder
by simultaneously applying static voltages to its two inputs - one for each of the two numbers being added.
When steady-state 'operation is reached the total sum is
formed complete with all carries. For such an accumulator
the above discussion is substantially complete, except that
it should be remarked. that such a circuit requires at most
39 rise times to complete a carry. Actually it is possible
that the duration of these successive rises is proportional
to a lower po~er of 39 than the first one.
Each stage of ~ dynamic accumulator consists of a
binary counter for registering the digit and a flip-flop for
temporary storage of the carry. The counter receives a
pulse if a lis to be added in at that place; if this causes
the counter togo from 1 to 0, a carry has occurred and
hence the carry flip-flop will be set. It then remains to
perform the carries. Each flip-flop has associated with it
a gate, the output of which is' connected to the next binary
counter to, the leff. The carry is begun by pulsing all
carry gates. Now a carry may produce a 'carry, so that
the process needs to be repeated until all carry flip-flops
register 0. This can be detected by means of a circuit
involving a sensing tube connected to each carry flip-flop.
It was shown in 5.6 (Part 1) that, on the average, five
pulse times (flip-flop reaction times) are required for the
complete carry. An alternative scheme is to connect a gate
tube to each binary counter which will detect whether an
incoming carry pulse would produce' a carry and will,
under this circumstance, pass the incoming carry pulse
directly to the next stage. This circuit would require at
most 39 rise' time~ for the completion of the carry.
At the present time the development of a static accumulator is being concluded. From preliminary tests it
seems that it will 'add two numbers in about 5 fL and will
shift right' or left in about IfL.
We return now to the multiplication operation. In a
static accumulator we order simultaneously' an addition of
the multiplicand with sign deleted or the sign of the
multiplicand and a complete carry and then a shift for
each of the 39 steps. In a dynamic accumulator of the
second kind just described we order in 'succession an
addition of the multiplicand with sign deleted or the sign
of the multiplicand, a complete carry, and a shift for each,
of the 3D steps. In a dynamic accumulator of the firs't
kind we can avoid losing the time required for completing
the carry (in this case an average of 5 pulse times) at each
of the 39 steps. We order an addition by the multiplicand
with sign deleted or the sign of the multiplicand, then
order one pulsing of the carry gates, and finally shift the
contents of both the digit counters and the carry flip flops.

This process is repeated 39, times. A simple arithmetical
analysis which may be carried out in a later report, shows
that at each one of these intermediate stages a single
carry is adequate, and that a complete set of carries is
needed at the end only. We then carry out the complement
corrections, still without ever ordering a complete set of
carry operations. When all these corrections are completed
and after round off, described below, we then order the
complete carry mentioned above. '..
... 5.13 We might mention at this time a complication
which arises when a floating binary point is introduced
into the machine. The operation of addition which usually
takes at most 1/10 of a multiplication time becomes much
longer in a machine with floating binary since one must
perform shifts and round-offs as well as additions. It
would seem reason'able in 'this case to place the time of
an addition at, abo,ut % to % of a multiplication. At this
rate it is clear that the number of additions in a problem
is as important a factor in the total solution time as are
the number of multiplications.
5.14 We conclude our discussion of the arithmetic unit
with a description of our method for handling the division
operation. Before proceeding ,let us consider the so-called
restoring and' non-restoring methods of division. In order
to be able to make certain comparisons, we will do this for
'
a general base m = 2, 3, . . . .
Assume for the moment that divisor and dividend are
both positive. The ordinary process of division consists
of subtracting from the partial remainder (at the very
beginning of, the process this is, of course, the dividend)
the divisor, repeating this until the former becomes
smaller than the latter. For any fixed positional value in
the quotient in a well-conducted division this need be
done at most m-l times: If, after precisely k = 0, 1,
. . . , m-l repetitions of this step, the partial remainder
has indeed become less than the divisor, then the digit
k is put in the quotient (R.t the position under consideration), the partial remainder is shifted one place to the
left, and the whole process is repeated for the next position, etc., etc. Note that the above comparison of sizes
is only needed at k
0, 1, . . . , m-2, i.e. before
step 1 and after steps 1, ... , m-2. If the value k
m-l,
i.e~ the point after step m-l, is at all reached in a wellconducted division,' then it may be taken for granted
without any test, that the partial remainder has become
smaller than the divisor, and the operations on the position under consideration can therefore be concluded. (In
the binary system, m = 2, there is thus only one step,
and only one comparison of sizes before this step.) In
this way this scheme, known as the restoring scheme, requires a maximum of m-l comparisons and utilizes the
digits 0, 1, . . . , m-l in each place in the' quotient. The
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contain an, organ, called the Control, which can automatidifficulty of ~his scheme for machine purposes is that
cally execute the orders stored in the Selectrons. Actually,
,usually the only economical method for' comparing two
for a reason stated in 6.3, the orders for ~is computer
numbers as to size is to subtract one from the other.
are less than half as long as a forty binary digit number,
If the partial remainder rn were less than the dividend
and' hence the orders are stored in the Selectron memory
d, one would then have to add d back into rn-d in order
in pairs. ,
to restore the remainder. Thus at every stage an unneces-,
Let us 'consider the routine' that the Control, performs
sary operation would be performed. A more symmetrical
in directing a computation. The Control must ~now the
,schem,e is obtained by ,not restoring. In this method (from
, location in the Selectron memory of the pair of orders to
"here on" we need not assume the positivity of divisor and
be executed. It must direct the Selectrons to transmit this
dividend) one compares the signs of rn and d, if they
'pair of orders to the Selectron Register and then to itself.
are of the same sign, the dividend is repeatedly subtracted
It must then direct the execution of the operation specified
from the remainder until the signs become opposite; if
, ;in the first' of the two orders. Among these order~ we can
they are, oppqsite, the dividend is repeatedly added to
immediately describe two major types: an order of the
the remainder until the signs again become like. In this
first'type begins by causing the transfer of the number,
scheme the digits that may occur in a given place in, the
which is: stored at a specified memory location, from the
quotient 'are evidently ±1, ;!::2 . . . ,±(m-l), the posiSelectrohs to the Selectron Register. Next, it causes the
tive digits corresponding to substractions and the negarithmetical unit to perform some arithmetical operations'
ative ones to addition of the dividend to the remainder.
on this number (usually in conjunction with another numThus we have 2{m-l) digits instead of the usual m
ber which is already in the arithmetical unit), and' to retain _
digits. In the, decimal system this would mean 18 digits
the resulting number in the arithmetical unit. The second \
instead of 10. This is a 'redundant' notation. The standard
typeorde'r' causes the transfer of thenuinber, which is
form of the quotient must therefo~e be restored by sub'; held in the', arithmetical unit, into the Selectron Regist~r,
stract~ng from the aggregate' of its positive digits the ag'and " from' there to a specified memory location in the
gregate, of its negative dfgits., This requires carry facilities
in the place where the quotient is stored.
, • Selectro,ns. (It may also be that this latter operation will
.permit a direct transfer from the arithmetical unit ihto
We propose, to store the quotient in the Accumulator"
Register AR, which has no'carry facilities. Hence we could:'. , ,the, Selectrons.) '. An additional type of orders consists of
not use this scheme if we were to operate in the' decimal',' " thetrahsfer orders of 3.5. Further orders control the inputs
system.
and,the outputs of the machine. The process described
The same objection applies to any base m for which " at'the beginning,of this paragraph must then be rep'eated with the second order of the order pair .. This entire routine
, the digitaf representation in question is redundant -i.e.
is repeated until the end of the problem.:
'
,when 2(rri-l» m. Now 2(m-l) > m whenever m > 2, but
2(m-l)
m' for m
2. Hence, with the use ()f a register
6.2 It is clear from what has just been stated that the'
which we have so far contemplated, this division scheme
Control must have a means of switching to a specified
is certainly excluded from the start unless the binary sys- '.' Jocatlon in the Selectron memory, for withdrawing 'both
tem is used.
'
numpers for the, computation and pairs of orders. Since
, ,Let us now investigate, the situation in the binary systhe Selectron memory (as tentatively planned) will hold
tem. We inquire if it is possible to obtain a quasi-quotient
212
4096 forty-digit words (a word is either a number
by using the non-restoring scheme and by using the digits
or a pair' of orders), a twelve-digit binary number suffices
1, 0 instead of 1, -1. Or rather ,we have to ask this,
to identify a memory location. Hence' a switching mequestion: Does the quasi-quotient bear a simple relationchanism is required which will, on receiving a, twelve-digit
ship' to the true quotient?
binary number, select the corresponding memory location:
Let us momentarily assume this question can' be
The type of circuit we propose to use: for this purpose,
answered affirmatively and describe the division procedure.
is known' as a decoding or many-one function table., It has',
We store the, divisor initially in' the Aocumulator A, the ' ,been developed in various forms independently by J.
dividend in the Selectron Register SR,' and wish to form
Rajchman,' and P. Crawford. It consists', of n flip-flops
the quotient in AR. We now either add or subtract the ,
which register an n digit binary number.. It also has a'
con~nts of SR into A, according'to whether the signs in
maximum of 2 n output wires. The flip-flops activate a
A and SR are opposite o'r the same, and insert correspondmatrix in. which the interconnections between input"and
ingly a 0 or 1 in the right-hand place of AR. We then'
, output wires are made in such a way that one .and only
shift both A and AR one place left, with electronic shifters
one of 2 n output wires is selected (i.e. has a positive voltage
that are parts of these two aggregates. '
,
applied to it). These interconnections may be established
Multiplication required an ability to shift right iIi. both ,
by means of resistors or by means of non-liriear elements
A and AR. We have 'now found that division similarly
(such as diodes or rectifiers); all these various methods are
requires an ability to shift left in both A and AR. Hence
under 'investigation. The Selectron is so designed that four
both org~ns must be able to shift both ways electronically.
such function' table switches are required, each with:a
, Since these abilities have to be present for, the implicit
three digit entry and eight (2 3 ) outputs. Four sets of eight ,
',needs of multiplication: and division, it is just as well to
, wires 'each are br6ught out of the Selectron for switching
make' use of them explicitly, in the form of explicit orders.
purposes, anq. a particular location is selected 'by making
',It will, how,ever, turn out 'to be convenient to arrange
, one wire'positive with respect to the remainder'. ,Since all
some details in the shifts, when they occur explicitly under
forty Selechons are switched in parallel" these' four, sets
the contro,l of those orders, differently from when they
, of wires may be connected directly to' the' four function
occur implicitly under' the control of a multiplication or' a
table outputs.
division.
6.3 Since most computer operationsinvoive at least one
The process described above will have to be repeated
number located in the Selectron memory, it is reasonable
as many times as the number of quotient digits that we
to adopt a code in which twelve binary digits 0.£, every
consider appropriate to produce in this way. This is likely
order are assigned to the specification of a Selectron
to be 39 or 40.
location. In those orders which do not require a number
to be taken out of or into the Selectrons these digit posi6.0 the control
tions will not be used.
6.1 It has already been stated that the computer will
Though it has not been definitely decided how many
i
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operations will be built into the computer (i.e. how many
different orders the Control must be able to understand),
it will be seen presently that there will probably be more
than 2 5 but certainly less than 26. For this reason it is
feasible to assign 6 binary digIts for the order code. It
thus turns out that each order must contain eighteen
binary digits, the first twelve identifying a memory location
and the remaining six specifying an operation. It can now
be explained why orders are stored in the memory in pairs.
Since the same memory organ is to be used in this computer for both orders and numbers, it is efficient to make
the length of each about equivalent. But numbers of
eighteen binary digits would not be sufficiently accurate
for problems which this machine will solve. Rather, an
accuracy of at least 10-10 or 2-33 is required. Hence it is
preferable to make the numbers long enough to accomodate two orders.
Our numbers will actually' have 40 binary digits each.
This allows 20 binary digits for each order, i.e. the 12
digits that specfy a memory location, and 8 more digits
specifying the nature of the operation (instead of the
minimum of 6 referred to above). It is convenient to group
these binary digits into tetrads, groups of 4 binary digits.
Hence a whole word consists of 10 tetrads, a half word
or order of 5 tetrads, and of these 3 specify a memory
location and the remaining 2 specify the nature of the
operation. Outside the machine each tetrad can be exSYMBOLIZATION
AbbreComplete
viated
1. S(x)

~

2. S(x)
3. S(x)

~

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

pressed by a base 16 digit. (The base 16 digits are best
designated by symbols of the 10 decimal digits 0 to 9,
and 6 additional symbols, e.g. the letters a to f.) These
16 characters should appear in the typing for and the
printing from the machine.
The specification of the nature of the operation that is
involved in an order occurs in binary form, so that another
many-one or decoding function is required to decode the
order. This function table will have six input fiip-Rops (the
two remaining digits of the order are not needed.) Since
there will not be 64 different orders, not all 64 outputs
need be provided. However, it is perhaps worthwhile to
connect the outputs corrresponding to unused order possibilities· to a checking circuit which will give an indication
whenever a code word unintelligible to the control is
received in the input Rip-Hops.
The function table just described energizes a different
output wire for each different code operation. As will be
shown later, many of the steps involved in executing different orders overlap. (For example, addition, multiplication, division, and going from the Selectrons to the register
all include transferring a number from the Selectrons to
the Selectron Register.) For this reason it is perhaps
desirable to have an additional set of control wires, each
of which is activated by any particular combination of
different code digits. These may be obtained by taking
the output wires of the many-one function table and using
them to operate tubes which will in turn operate a onemany (or coding) functi<;>n table. Such a function table
consists of a matrix, as before, but in this case only one
TABLE 1

Clear Accumulator and add number located at position x in the Selectrons into it.
Clear Accumulator and subtract number located at position x in the Selectrons into it.
Clear Accumulator and add absolute value of number located at position x in the Selectrons
into it.
S(x) ~ Ac M x _M Clear Accumulator and subtract absolute value of number located at position x in the Selectrons
into it.
S(x) ~ Ah+ x h
Add number located at position x in the Selectrons into the Accumulator.
S(x) ~ Ah
x h_ Subtract number located at position x in the Selectrons into the Accumulator.
S(x) ~ AhM x hM Add absolute value of number located at position x in the Selectrons into the Accumulator.
S(x) ~ Ah M x _hM Subtract absolute value of number located at position x in the Selectrons into the Accumulator.
S(x) ~ R
x R
Clear Register* and add number located at position x in the Selectrons into it.
R ~A
A
Clear Accumulator and shift number held in Register into it.
Clear Accumulator and multiply the number located at position x in the Selectrons by the numS(x) XR ~ A x X
ber in the Register, placing the left-hand 39 digits of the answer in the Accumulator and the
right-hand 39 digits of the answer in the Register.
Clear Register and divide the number in the Accumulator by the number located in position x of
A-;.-S(x) ~ R x -;.the Selectrons, leavi~g the remainder in the Accumulator and placing the quotient in the
Register.
Cu ~ S(x)
Shift the Control to the left-hand order of the order pair located at position x in the SelecxC
trons.
Cut ~ S(x) xC'
Shift the Control to the right-hand order of the order pair located at position x in the Selectrons.
Cc ~ S(x)
If the number in the Accumulator is ~ 0, shift the Control as in Cu ~ S(x).
x Cc
Cc' ~ S(x) X Cc' If the number in the Accumulator is ~ 0, shift the Control as in Cut ~ S(x).
At ~ S(x)
Transfer the number in the Accumulator to position x in the Selectrons.
xS
Ap~' S(x)
Replace the left-hand 12 digits of the left-hand order located at position x in the Selectrons by
x Sp
the left-hand 12 digits in the Accumulator.
Ap' ~ S(x) X Sp' Replace the left-hand 12 digits of the right-hand order located at position x in the Selectrons by
the left-hand 12 digits in the Ac·cumuiator.
l
Multiply the number in the Accumulator by 2, leaving it there.
l
R
Divide the number in the Accumulator by 2, leaving it there.
R
Ac+ x
Ac
x_
~ AcM x M

t

* Register means Arithmetic Register
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of the input wires is activated at anyone time, while
various sets of one or more of the output wires are
activated. This particular table may be referred to as the
recoding function table.
The twelve flip-flops 'operating the four function tables
used in selecting a Selectron position, and the six' flipflops operating the function table used for decoding the
order, are referred to as the Function Table Register, FR.
6.4 Let us consider next the process of transferring a
pair of orders from the Selectrons to the Control. These
orders first go into SR. The order which is to be used
next may be transferred directly into FR. The second order
of the pair must be removed from SR (since SR may be
used when the first order is executed), but can not as yet
placed in FR. Hence a temporary storage is provided for
it. The storage means is called the Control Register, CR,
and consists of 20 (or possibly 18) flip-flops, capable of
receiving a number from SR and transmitting a number
to FR.
As already stated (6.1), the Control must know the
location of the pair of orders it is to get from the Selectron
memory. Normally this location will be the one following
the location of the two orders just executed. That is, until
it receIves an order to do otherwise, the Control will take
its orders from the Selectrons in sequence. Hence the
order location may be remembered in a twelve stage
binary counter (one capable of counting 212) to which one
unit is added whenever a pair or orders is executed. This
counter is called the Control Counter, C.C.
The details of the process of obtaining a pair of orders
from the Selectron are thus as follows. The contents of
CC are copied into FR, the proper Selectron location is
selected, and the contents of the Selectrons are transferred
to SR. FR is then cleared, and the contents of SR are
transferred to it and CR. CC is advanced by one unit so
the Control will be prepared to select the next pair of
orders from the memory. (There is, however, an exception
from this last rule for the so-called transfer orders. This
may feed CC in a different manner, d. the next paragraph
below.) First the order in FR is executed and then the
order in CR is transferred to FR and executed. It should
be noted that all these operations are directed by the
Control itself, not only the operations specified in the
Control words sent to FR but also the automatic operations
required to get the correct orders there.
Since the method by means of which the Control takes
order pairs in sequence from the memory has been described, it only remains to consider how the Control shifts
itself from one sequence of control orders to another in
accordance with the operations described in 3.5. The
execution of these operations is relatively simple. An order
calling for one of these operations contains the twelve digit
specification. of the position to which the Control is to
be switched, and these digits will appear in the left-hand
twelve flip-flops of FR. All that is required to shift the
Control is to transfer the contents of these flip-flops to CC.
When the Control goes to the Selectrons for the next pair
of orders it will then go to the location specified by the
number so transferred. In the case of the unconditional
transfer, the transfer is made automatically; in the case of
the conditional transfer it is made only if the sign counter
of the Accumulator registers zero.
6.5 In this report we will discuss only the general
method by means of which the Control, will execute
specific orders, leaving the details until later. It has already been explained (5.5) that when a circuit is to be
designed to accomplish a particular elementary operation
(such as addition), a choice must be made between a
static type and a dynamic type circuit. When the design'
of the Control is considered, this" same choice arises. The
function of the Control is to direct a sequence of operations
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which take place in the various circuits of the computer
(including the circuits of the Control itself). Consider what
is involved in directing an operation. The Control must
signal for the operation to begin, it must supply whatever
signals are required to specify that particular operation,
and it must in some way know when the operation has
been completed so that it may start the succeeding operation. Hence the control circuits must be capable of
timing the operation. It should be noted that timing is
required whether the circuit performing the operation is
static or dynamic. In the case of a static type circuit the
Control must supply static control signals for a period of
time sufficient to allow the output voltages to reach the
steady-state condition. In the case of a dynamic type
circuit the Control .must send various pulses at proper
intervals to this circuit.
;:;;.;'.
If all circuits of a computer are static in character, the
control timing circuits may likewise be static, and no pulses
are needed in the system. However, though some of the
circuits of the computer we are planning will be static,
they will probably not all be so, and hence pulses as well
as static signals must be supplied by the Control to the
rest of the computer. There are many advantages in
deriving these pulses from a central source, called the
clock. The timing may then be done either by means of
counters counting clock pulses or by means of electrical
delay lines (an RC circuit is here regarded as a simple
delay line). Since the timing of the entire computer is
governed by a single pulse source, the computer circuits
will be said to operate as a synchronized system.
The clock plays an important role both in detecting and
in localizing the errors made by the computer. One method
of checking which is under consideration is that of having
two identical computers which operate in parallel and
automatically compare each others results. Both machines
would be controlled by the same clock, so they would
operate" in absolute synchronism. It is not necessary to
compare every flip-flop of one machine with the corresponding flip-flop of the other. Since all numbers and
control words pass through either the Selectron Register
or the Accumulator soon before or soon after they are
used, it suffices' to check the flip-flops of the Selectron
Register and the flip-flops of the Accumulator which hold
the number registered there; in fact, it seems possible to
check the Accumulator only. The checking circuit would
stop the clock whenever a difference appeared, or stop
the machine in a more direct manner if an asynchronous
system is used. Every flip-flop of each computer will be
located at a convenient place. In fact, all neons will be
located on one panel, the corresponding neons. of the two
machines being placed in parallel rows so that one can
tell at a glance (after the machine has been stopped)
where the discrepancies are.
The merits of any checking system must be weighed
against its cost. Building two machines may appear to be
expensive, but since most of the cost of a scientific computer lies in development rather than production, this
consideration is not so important as it might seem. Experience may show that for most problems the two machines need not be operated in parallel. Indeed, in most
cases purely mathematical, external checks are possible:
smoothness of the results, behavior of differences of various
types, validity of suitable identities, redundant calculations,
etc. All of these methods are usually adequate to disclose
the presence or absence of error in toto, their drawback
is only that they may not allow the detailed diagnosing
and locating of errors at aU or with ease. When a problem
is ..un for the first time, so that it requires' special care, or
when an error is known to be present, and has to be
located - only then will it be necessary as a rule, to use
both machines in parallel. Thus, they can be used as
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separate, machines most of the time. The essential feature
of such a method of checking lies in the fact that it checks
the computation at every point (and hence detects transient errors as well as', steady-state ones) and stops the
machine when the error occurs so that the process of
localizing the fault is greatly simplified. These advantages
are only partially gained by duplicating the arithmetic part
of the computer, or by following one operation with the
complement operation (multiplication by ~division, etc.),
since this fails to check either the memory or the Control
(which is the most complicated, though not the largest,
part of the machine).
.
The method of localizing errors, either with or without
a duplicate machine, needs further discussion. It is planned
to design all circuits (including those of the Control) of
the computer so that if the clock is stopped between pulses
the computet will retain all its information in flip-flops so
that the' computation may proceed unaltered when the
clock is started again. This principle has already demon, strated its usefulness'in the ENIAC. Tliismakes it possible
for the machine to compute with the clock operating at
any speed below a certain maximum, as long as the clock
gives out pulses of constant shape' regardless of the
spacing between pulses. In particular, the spacing between
pulses ~ay be made indefinitely large.' The" clock will be
provided with a mode of' operation in which it will emit
a single pulse whfnever instructed to do so by the operator.
By means of this, the operator can cause the machine to go
through an operation step by step, checking the results by
means of the indicating-lamps connected to the flip-Hops.
It will be noted that this design principle does not exclude the use of delay lines to obtain delays a. long as
these are only used to time the constituent OJ>erations of
a single step, and have" no part in determining' the
machine's operating repetition rate. Timing coincidences
by means of delay lines is excluded since this requires a
constant pulse rate.
6.6 The orders which the Control understands may be
divided into two groups: those that specify operations
which are performed within the computer and those that
specify operations involved in getting data into and out
of the computer . .At the present time the internal operations are more completely planntkl than the input and
output operations, and hence they will be discussed more
in detail than the 'latter. The internal operations which
have been tentatively adopted are listed in Table I. It has
already been pointed out that not all of these operations
are 10gicaJly basic, but that many can be, programmed by
means of others. In the case of some of these operations
the reasons for building them into the Control have already been given. In 'this section we will give reasons for
building the other operations' into the Control and will
explain in the case of each operation what the Control
'must do in order to execute it.
6.6.7 One basic question which must be decided before
a computer is built is whether the machine is to have a
so-called floating binary (or decimal) point. While a floating binary point is undoubtedly very convenient in coding
problems,building it into the computer adds greatly to
its complexity and hence a choice in this matter sh()Uld
receive very careful attention. However, it should first be
noted that the alternatives' ordinarily considerttd (building
a machine with a floating binary point vs. doing all computation with a fixed binary point) are ,not exhaustive and
hence that the arguments', generally advanced for the
floating binary point are only of limited validity. StIch
arguments. overlook the fact that the choice with respect
to any particular operation (except for certain basic ones)
is not between building it into the computer and not
using it' at all, but rather between building it into the
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computer and programming it out of operations built into
the computer.
Building a floating binary point into the computer will
not only complicate the Control but will also incre.:'lse the
length of a number and hence increase the size of the
memory and the arithmetic unit. Every number is effectively increased in size, even though the floating binary
point is not needed in, many instances. Furthermore,
there is considerable redundancy in a floating binary point
type of notation, for each number carries with it a scale
factor, while generally speaking a single scale factor will
suffice for a possibly extensive set of numbers. By means
of the operations already described in the report a floating
binary point can be programmed. While additional memory
capacity is needed for this, it is probably less than that.
required by a built-in floating binary point since a different
scale factor does not need to be remembered for each'
number.
To program a floating binary point involves detecting'
where the first zero occurs in a number in A. Since A has
shifting facilities this can best be done by means of them.
In terms of the operations previously described this'would
require taking the given number mil of A and pe'rforming;
a' suitable arithmetical operation on it: for a (multiple)"
right shift a multiplication, for a (multiple) left shift either
one division, or as many doublings (i.e. additions) as the'
shift has stages. However, these operations are inconvenient and time-consuming, so we propose to introduce
two operations (L and R) in order that this (i.e. the single
left and right shift) can be accomplished directly. These
operations make use of facilities already present in A
and hence add very little equipment to the computer. It
should be noted that in many instances a single use of L
and possibly of R will suffice in programming a floating
binary point ...
6.S In this section we will consider what must be added
to the Control so that it can direct the mechanisms for
getting data into and out of the computer and also describe
the mechanisms themselves. Three different kinds .of inputoutput mechanisms are planned.
First: Several magnetic wire storage units operated· by
servomechanisms controlled by the computer.
Second: Some viewing tubes for graphical portrayal' of
results.
Third: A typewriter for feeding data directly into the
computer, not to be confused with the equipment used,
for preparing and printing from magnetic wires. As pre-,
sently planned the latter will consist of modified Tele~
typewriter equipment.
6.S.1 Since there already exists a way of transferring
numbers between the Selectrons and A, therefore A may", "
be used for transferring numbers from and to a wire. The",
latter transfer will be done ~rially and will make use of'
the shifting facilities of A. Using A for this purpose eliminates the possibility of computing and' reading from or
writing on the wires simultaneously. However, simultt:lneous operation of the computer and the input-output
organ requires additional temporary storage and introduces '
a synchronizing problem, and hence it is not being con-,
sidered for the first model.
Since, at the beginning of the problem, the computer
is empty, facilities must be built into the Control for
reading a set of numbers from a wire when t~ operator
presses a manual switch. As each number is read from a
wire into A, the Control must transfer it to its proper
location in the Selectrons. The CC may be used to' count
off these positions in sequence, since it is capable of'
transmitting its contents to FR. A detection circuit on
CC will stop the process when the specified number of
numbers has been placed in the memory, and the Control
will then be shifted to the orders located in the first position of the Selectron memory.
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It has already been 'stated that the entire memory facilities of the wires should be available to the computer
without human intervention. This means that the Control
must be able to select the proper set of numbers from
those going by. Hence additional orders are required for
the code. Here, as before, we are faced with two alternatives. We can make the control capable of executing an
order of the form: take numbers from positions p to p + s
on wire No. k and place them in Selectron locations
v to v + s. Or we can make the Control capable of executing some less complicated operations which, together
with the .already given control orders, are sufficient for
programming the transfer operation of the first alternative.
Since the latter scheme is simpler we adopt it tentatively.
The computer must have, some way of finding a particular number on a wire. One method of arranging for this
is to have each number carry with it its own location
designation. A method more economical of wire memory
capacity is to use the Selectron memory facilities' to remember the position of each wire. For example, the computer would hold the number h specifvirig which number
on' the wire is in position to be read. If the Control is
instructed to read the number at position pIon this wire,
it will compare pI with t1; and if 'they differ, cause the
wire to move in the proper direction. As each number on
the wire passes by, one unit is added or subtracted to t1
and the comparison repeated. When pI
h numbers will
be transferred from the wire to the Accumulator and then
to the proper location in the memory. Then both b and pI
will be increased by 1, and the transfer from the wire to
Accumulator to memory repeated. This will be iterated,
until b + sand P1 + s are reached, at which time the
Control will direct the wire to stop.
Under this system the Control must be able to execute
the following orders with regard to each wire: start the
wire forward, start the wire in reverse, stop the wire,
transfer from wire to A, and transfer from A to wire. In
addition, the wire must signal the Control as each digit is
read and when the end of a number has been reached.
Conversely, when recording is done the Control must have
a means of timing tlle signals sent from A to the wire,
and of counting off the digits. The 2 6 counter used for
multiplication and division may be used for the latter
purpose, but other timing circuits will be required for the
former.
If the method of checking by means of two computers
operating simultaneously is adopted, and each machifle is
built so that it can operate independently of the other,
then each will have a separate input-output mechanism.
The process of making wires for the computer must then
be duplicated, and in this way the work of the. person
making a wire can be checked. Since the wire servomechanisms cannot be synchronized by the central clock,
a problem of synchronizing the two computers when the
wires are being used arises. It is probably not practical to
synchronize the wire feeds to within a given digit, but this
is unnecessary since the' numbers coming into the two
organs. A need not be checked as the individual digits
arrive, but only pri()r to being deposited in the Selectron
.
memory.
6.8.2 Since the compllter operates in the binary system,
some means of decimal-binary and binary-decimal conversions is highly desirable. Various alternative ways of
handling this problem' have been considered. In general
we recognize hvo broad classes of solutions to this problem ..
First: The conversion problems can be regarded as simple
arithmetic processes and programmed as sub-routines out of
the orders already incorporated in the machine. The details
of these programs together with a' more complete discussion are given fully in Chapter IX, Part II, where it is
shown, among other things, that the conversion of a word
takes' about 5 milliseconds. Thus the conversion time is
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comparable to the reading or withdrawing time for a word
- about 2 milliseconds - and is trivial as compared to the
solution time for problems to be handled by the computer.
It should be noted that the treatment proposed there
presupposes only that the decimal data presented to or
received from the computer are in tetrads, each tetrad
being the binary coding of a decimal digit - the information (precision) represented by a decimal digit being
actually equivalent to that represented by 3.3 binary digits.
The coding of decimal digits into tetrads of binary digits
and the printing of decimal digits from such tetrads can
be accomplished quite simply and automatically by slightly
modified Teletype equipment.
Second: The conversion problems can be regarded as
unique problems and handled by separate conversion
equipment incorporated either in the computer proper or
associated with the mechanisms for preparing and printing
from magnetic wires. Such convertors are really nothing
other than special purpose digital computers. They would
seem to be justified only for those computers which are
primarily intended for solving problems in which the com:putation time is small compared to the input-output time,
to which class our computer does not belong.
6.8.3 It is possible to use various types of cathode. ray
tubes, and in particular Selectrons for the viewing tubes,
in which case programming the viewing operation is quite
simple. The viewing Selectrons can' be switched by the
same function tables that switch the memory Selectrons.
By means of the substitution operation Ap ~ S(x) and
Ap' ~ S (x), six-digit numbers specifying the abscissa and
ordinate of the point (six binary digits represent a precision
of one part in 2 6 = 64, i.e. of about 1.5% which seems
reasonable in such a component) can be substituted in
this order, which will specify that a particular one of the
viewing Selectrons is to be activated.
6.8.4 As was mentioned above, the mechanisms used for
preparing and printing from wire for the first model, at
least, will be modified Teletype equipment. We are quite
fortunate in having secured the full cooperation of the
Ordnance Development Division of the National Bureau
of Standards in making these modifications and. in designing and building some associated equipment.
By means of this modified Teletype equipment an operator first prepares a checked paper tape and then directs
the equipment to transfer the information from the paper
tape to the magnetic wire, Similarly a magnetic wire can
transfer its contents to a paper tape which can be used to
operate a Teletypewriter. (Studies are being undertaken t9
design equipment that will eliminate the necessity for
using paper tapes.)
The statement of a new problem on a wire involves
data unique to that problem interspersed with data found
on previously prepared paper tapes or magnetic wires. The
equipment discussed in the previous paragraph makes it
possible for the operator to combine conveniently these
data onto a single magnetic wire ready for insertion into
the computer.
It is frequently very convenient to introduce data into
computation without producing a new wire. Hence it is
planned to build one simple typewriter as an integral part
of the computer. By means of this typewriter the opera.tor
can stop the computation, type in. a memory location
(which will go to the FR), type in a number (which will
go to A and then be placed in the first mentioned location),
and start the computation again.
6.8.5 There is one further order that the Control needs
to execute. There should be some means by which the
computer can signal to the operator when a computation
has been concluded, or when the computation has reached
a previously determined point. Hence an order is needed
which will tell the computer to stop and to Hash a light or
ring a bell.
•
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IFIPREVISITED.•• ©~rQ)(QJ~~~ fr©
by HAROLD BERGSTEIN, Editor
Good sausages were hard to come by at this
, . year's IFIP Congress but in other respects the
,
Munic~ meeting may be considered a resounding
success: attendance was estimated at about 2,800 with
representatives from 41 countries participating; the organization of the Congress was as high as the best Teutonic
standards would allow; exhibits were 'attractive if not
informative, and an occasional paper was well worth hearing. In addition, the flavor of the Congress was as Bavarian as' the travel posters had promised. Perhaps it
was just not' a good year for sausages. One can't blame
Auerbach for everything.'
While American papers seemed to dominate the technic~l program, the conference itself impressed most' delegates as European in concept,' planning 'and execution.
Less than 450 American participants attended and by far
the largest p~rcentage of these were directly involved in
the program as panel ~embers or speakers.
In virtually all respects, IFIP was a programmingoriented conference. Papers on hardware, circuit' design,
advanc~d components, etc., drew the smallest attendance
while sessIons on ALGOL, artificial intelligence, information retrieval, were presented to capacity audiences. Attendees at these sessions differed from their American
peers in their application and interest. Few speakers' were
troubled with delegates wandering in and out of the
sessions and almost all audiences' seemed to be occupied
in comprchensive note taking as opposed to a rather carefree, seemingly labored attentiveness common to U.S.
conferences.
.
Undouhtedly the most noteworthy aspect of the conferellce were the planners' efforts at organization, most of
which met with remarkable success and only a few bor-
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dered on hilarity. The registration packet for example, was
truly a monumental collection of materials: several outlin~s of the program, maps of Munich, the exhibit area,
tiavel folders on Bavaria, a catalog of European equipment, a catalog of a pook exhibition, preprints' ~f tJ:te technical papers in English, Fren~h and German, abstracts
of the technical papers, a list of preregistrants, a beer
party ticket and a conference baqge, all of which were
enclosed in a vinyl covered loose leaf folder complete with
bal(point pen ..
At the Technische Hochschule where the technical
program was held, profusion of arrows and signs ushered
delegates through a succession of corridors and hall~ays
which could properly be labelled "awe-in'spiring." Sorpehow, during the course of the conference; it few strategic
arrows were slanted or turned in directions contrary to
their original 'position and delegates complained of wan~ering into washrooms 9r broom closets wherI tpeir goal
was indeed, the main auditorium.
There qre many, many hotels In Munich and it seemed
that' all of them were used for the Congress from $4 per
night pensions to $18 plus breakfast, U.S.~style accomodations. AI~ost everyone had a room and at times it appeared that almost everyone was registered at' a different
hotel. Hallway conversations soon stretched i~to the alleyways of downtown Munich but somehow persons with like
interests seemed to qttract one another. As' one delegate
phrased it, "It worked out despite the org~nization'."
Traffic in the' exhibit area appeared Hght during most
of the conference although the exhibit was well' worth
the viewing. One amusing incident in this respect occuied
during and after the opening session. -Exhibit guards had
bee~ told not to admit delegates directly into the show
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from' the main auditorium. However, some of the American delegates insisted that they be admitted and the
German guards appeared equally stubborn, resulting in
what history may someday record as one of the last, minor
erigagements of World War II. ,
,
Survivors able to gain admittanc:e to the exhibit were
plea.sed to find an exceptionally handsome, flower bedecked display of some of Europe's best entries in the
main frame contest, and a number of American firms
po~nting their. best toe forward into t.he burgeoning, hopefully soon-to-be-common market. The interest of Europeans iri ALGOL was exemplified by numerous signs
accompanying equipment exhibits and of course, in frequ~nt ,conversations throughout the Congress. In Europe,
FORTRAN is generally viewed as "that other language."
The need for small to medium scale business and scientific machines was apparent throughout the exhibit, as
was' interest in process control and real time systems.
American equipment on exhibit included several elements
of CDC periphearal gear, Ampex tape transports, Friden
typewriters and data collection devices, Hewlett Packard
recorders, registers and a-d converters, Potter tape transports, IBM's ,1620, GalComp's pldtter, NCR CRAM, General Precision's LGP-30, and RPC 4000. UNIVAC displayed a memory core stringing technique and pamphlets
on the 1107. "
'
At Ferranti; the ATLAS installation at Manchester was
reported as still not on the air . . . ICT has recently
merged with SEA computers . .. Telefunken offered
some interestirig line printers and mag tape units . . .
The Zuse exhibit attracted' much attention with a reconstruction of the first program controlled' computer, the
Zuse Z3 and the new Z23, a 10K machine on the 'air for
the show . . . At this booth, the Packard Bell 250 was
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also shown . . . Bull reported that the Gamma 60 was
fully operational . . . .The size of the Siemans booth drew
speCial attention' for its high speed printer and data transmission equipment ... Unrelated to Zuse was a historical
exhibit from the' Deutsche Arbeitgemeinschaft fur Rechenanlagen in Darmstadt which also laid claim, to developing
the world's first computer ... The French exhibitors were arranged in a collected body of 10 firms' and associations
including the French equivalent of ACM. At one of these
exhibits, the passing visitor could red~ive a presentation
in a choice of several languages by pressing an appropriate
button .. '.
In general, mOSI of the exhibits showed openiting
equipment arid were informative. Salesmen were well
briefed and able to communicate in several languages.
Two unfortunate incidents of transportation were. reported: the CDC 606 tape drive was dropped en route
from the U. S. as was a main frame from the Danish
institute of Computing in Copenhagen. Dominating the
exhibit area by the sheer weight of its space and sales
force was IBM World Trade,
Many sidelights to the Congress were almost as inter .. '
esting as the Congress itself. On exhibition was the PERM
computer of the Technical High School in Munich, an
interesting display of literature and hardbound editions
drew many visitors and the press room of the Congress
headquarters provided an impressive sight of its own,
On a small table in this room there appeared on the second day of the show, the following material only: a copy
of Auerbach's open'ing address to the Congress, a selection
of photographs of Ike Auei'bach, a press release based
on Auerbach's opening address and a biography of the
newly reelected chairman of IFIP, Isaac L. Auerbach. •
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The far-reaching possibilities
of NCR's amazing new
reading machine!
Consider the promise of NCR's revolution-·
ary optical scanner.

orig ina I entries.
It reads and analyzes cash register tapes

Now, it makes possible the direct processing

at the speed of 520 characters per second.

of printed data without having to convert

It processes printed data from adding ma-

that data into "machine language" such

chines and accounting machines as well.

as punched cards or punched tape.

ing machine shortens the time required to
prepare reports ... and helps answer to-

day's problems today.
This exciting new development is another
example of NCR's dedication to providing
the finest in Tota I Systems to make your

Optical Scanning unlocks a whole new di-

business life better. Let your local NCR rep-

It saves time and money by processing data

mension in the simplification of paper work

resentative explain how this can help ~

that was obtained automatically in making

-for businesses large or small. NCR's read-

business.

NCR PROVIDES TOTAL SYSTEMS-FROM ORIGINAL ENTRY TO FINAL

REPORT-

THROUGH ACCOUNTING MACHINES, CASH REGISTERS OR ADDING MACHINES, AND DATA PROCESSING

The National Cash Register Co.e1,133 offices In 120 countrles e78 years of helping business save money
CIRCLE 20 ON READER CARD
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Memory
System
f

"

" ' " ' joins the, broad line of Indiana General memory systems. "Ter\l1inal" switching - a new, more efficient
"switching technique developed by IGC engineers - offers you high read /write speed' plus the time-proved reli~
, ability of FERRAMIC@ core memory elements. - Sense windings and increment windings are wound to cancel
increment noise pickup in the sense windings. _ Drive currents are derived from a'constant current source
and switched to drive lines on command to eliminate problems of high current pulsing. .. One-volt noise rejection built into all circuits. - All Logic Circuits utilize the Norlogic technique. • Sense amplifier has a wide
, band pass with a high signal-to-noise rejection ratio. - System is furnished with capaQitiesin multiples of 2,048
. words in all standard access modes - with shortest possible delivery. - Wide 'range of optional equipment
available. - Magnetic storage systems are our business. We offer a wide range of main and buffer memory
systems with virtually unlimited capacities and bit lengths, wide, range of cycle speeds., Write today for
engineering data file on our new 1 J.L ilec. memory system to Indiana General Corporation, Electronics Division,
Keasbey, New Jersey:

INDIANA.GENERAl E

:) ',0

FERRITES

MICROSTACKS®

MINIATURE
MOTORS

o

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

i

,

TC CORE
ASSEMBLIES
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triton

ELECTRONICS, Inc.

" 62-05 30th Avenue
Woodside 77, N. Y.

Computer Tape Certified 556 Bits

No question
with Triton Magnetic
Computer Tape ABH-5560
Every reel is boxed with its own individually
registered test chart. Certified assurance
that your reel has passed the stringent test of
112 million error-free test pulses at 556 bits
per inch*. In addition, Triton's exclusive
Trionized® process achieves significantly less
oxide shed, les~ abrasion, and longer life.
This assured quality and consistency
can be yours tomorrow. Simply write,
wire, or phone today.

TAPE TEST CHART
TAPE NO JPJ/·$$"tO'" ))//
TESTER NO_____Z
_______
DATE

<5~et.5"~ I?~ 2

OPERATOR_"~~~"~.=l~.___~__~,

c'
·AN ERROR IS ANY REDUCTION BELOW 500/0 OR ANY INCREASE IN NOISE EXCEEDINC: 100/0 OF NORMAL SIGNAL AMPLITUDE. WHEN RECORDING 556 NRZ PULSES PER INCH ON SEVEN .035 INCH TRACKS PER I/z"TAPE
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PROPOSED:
AN R&D CENTER
FOR EDUCATIONAL
DATA PROCESSING

with end-product
emphasis

by ALVIN GROSSMAN, Bureau of Pupil Personnel Services,
Dept. of Education, Sacramento, California

o

The rapid increase in the number of
school pupils in the last decade has
created serious problems in processing
vital educational data. For each of
the millions of pupils in the secondary
schools, literally hundreds of pieces
of essential data are generated, processed, recorded, copied, reprocessed,
filed, evaluated, collated, and indexed.
Information that was .formerly not
even gathered is now deemed essential because of the
introduction of data processing equipment and its possible
application in the areas of planning and evaluating instruction, curriculum studies, guidance, counseling, and other
ancillary processes. Because of these factors, the burden
of data problems has become increasingly heavy and will
become heavier as more and more data are gathered about
more and more pupils.
The introduction of computing equipment is initiating
a minor revolution in the structural relationship among
educational agencies which consume vast amounts of data
and is making advances possible which would be out of
the question without such equipment. More and more
school districts across the nation are rapidly moving into
the use of educational data processing services. However,
too many educators have become pre-occupied with data
processing tools, and too little concerned with the information product. It appears that it is vitally' necessary for
some agency to provide substantial assistance or consultation to local districts and state departments of education
and that it is financed to explore more effective methods
of data processing.
The. California State Department of Education, through
its Bureau of Pupil Personnel Services, has been studying
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the impact of data processing on the public schools in
California through a pilot research project involving five
school districts in the San Francisco Bay Area. The study
was prompted by the major problems described above
and by the necessity for relieving professional educators
of the increasing burden of clerical work involved in
handling educational data.
As a result of the experiences in the research project
the possibility of extending or facilitating a local development of the types of services provided by the pilot project
throughout the state was considered. A State Advisory
Committee to the Department of Education recommended
that as major support for such local centers, and as a
stimulus for improving the effectiveness of all such systems, a common center for development in data processing
as applied to educational services be established. It was
recommended that the center· be established within the
State Department of Education so that the organization
and control of such a unit be under state direction.
The operation of the proposed center would serve the
following major purposes:
1. Design and development of model systems for col-

lecting and handling data to meet the requirements of
educational functions, including the analysis of existing
systems and a planned transition to a more effective
system.
Basic to the development of educationally oriented systems is the analysis of the specific requirements of data
processing systems. Caution needs to be exercised so that
modifications can be made at different levels of local
control. The restrictions and conditions' under which the
new system will operate must be determined in detail and
in advance. Most of these restrictions will be technical
in nature, influenced perhaps by equipment considera-
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periment with techniques of solution. before expending
tions, but more important conditions will be imposed
funds on. untried programs or serv~ces.
by regional, financial, psychological, administrative and
The center could experiment with methods of performscheduling ,considerations that affect system design .. Other
ing decision-making functions on computing equipment
forese~able ' conditions, must be provided for; there must
which would 'involve use of "theoretical models" of the
be adequate staff orientation to enable educators both fo
consequences of decisions. These theoretical models can
make optimum use of' the system potentials and to play
, become quite complex and may require many man-months
their part in a system with understanding and cooperation.
or even man-years for their development.
At all times, educational ab;ectives and standards must',
4. Establishment and maintenance of a library and
dictate the nature, of the processing system rather, than
vice' versa.
' " , clearing house for information relevant to educational data
processing methods, systems, and equipment. Some school
It should be emphasized that the activities of the center
systems have already prepared manuals describing their,
would focus on development in data processing itself,
procedures and one can make a sizeable collection of'
rather th~n on studies which would incidentally, use data
different card and tabulating fonns which may provide
processing as an instrument. There is, at present," no
valuable guidance' and inspiration for other districts.
agency outside the laboratories of manufacturers which
There is also a growing'literature of data processing apis focused on this vital area.
plications which need to be reviewed, summarized,
A research and development center could develop
collated and made available through a central clearing
improved designs for a pupil accounting system already
'house, since much of this literature is available only in
using machine processes, as well as to experiment with
, sources not usually consulted, by educators, or distributed
areas which have not yet been adapted in any degree to
by manufacturers only to their own customers.
machine data processing. For example, the design of class
Development of computer programs creates, in a sense,
and pupil schedules and student registration would imcapital items of expense; unlike furniture or buildings,
prove provisions for elintinating scheduling conflicts of
however, once these programs have been perfected, they
students, a system making possible the maximum use of
may be shared at little or no cost with many districts,
school facilities, "place teachers in optimum teaching,
thus increasing the efficiency of each district's ,system and
,sttuations, and provide, for' the necessary records, for office
reducing the unit cost of program development.
and teacher use. The procedure would be basic to the
5. Development ot proposals for cooperative establish- ,
'entire pupil accounting system, since it would tie in
ment, of compatible systems for the mutual benifit of local '
Closely with' the' attendance system, repo~tcards, cumu-',
school systems. Each district has established 'its own
lative records, and many varied reports, lists and statistical
syst~m, usually to the accompaniment of considerable
studies.
'
pressure to get work done and, hence, with; little 'time, or
, 2. Research and development in facilitating computer
'encouragement for original and developmental study of
applica'tions by means of programming aids such as com. the methods themselves. Thus, a wide variety of systems
pilers, and report generators. One of the most serious
have emerged, each differing in major or' minor details
obstacles to effective use by educ~tors of the proper'
from other, systems. Little attention has been g~ven to
resources of internally programmed computers is .the apthe need for exchanging, collating, and summarizing
parently forbidding 'problem of learning to prepare pro- '
valuable educational information, except in the particular
grams. In re'cent years manufacturers and ,technicians
and often transitory problems. Consequently, there is also
have worked cooperatively to develop programming aids
much wasteful duplication of developmental efforts and
such as assemblers, compilers, and report generators which
expense. There is of unquestionably great potential value
" considerably .facilitate the programmer's task. Compilers,
to educators throughout the country if feasible methods
in particular, rri,ake use of linguistic, logical and' algebraic
can be developed to promote a variety of educational
Jorms which it'is hoped, may ultimately be written in an
information to' meet requirements at local, regional, state,
'easily readable 'style which are easily learned by a beand national levels.
ginner.-Some of ~ese "languages" are also des'igned,to
be machine independent. However, as in,th,e case' of
6., Evalu~tion and analysis of available data process.ing
equipment and the development of specifications for
the computers themselves these languages are problemrequired capabilities of new equipment for educational
oriented; the needs of scientists, engineers, and other
specialists are given greater attention. What is needed,
use. Until recently, manufacturers have designed equipment ,for commercial,' scientific and military use and
is an educational compiler based on existing computer
languages: but embodying intrinsic procedures, functions
rarely tried to meet the specific and unique needs of
educators. Recent and current development,s in the"
and routip,'es most often used in educational applications.
It was felt that COBOL would be the most logical lan- '
technology of data processing make it increasingly difguage to, use:' Again,' the proposed, center 'can sponsor
ficult for educators who are inexperienced in' this field
and~upport the' development of such systems. by working
to obtain from ,an objective and single source, reliable
in conjunction with technical specialists who are pro'. information about the nature of existing equipment and
fessionally trained to develop and compile the languages '
the configurations appropriate to their local systems. Colof ma~ufacturers who must prepare the internal translators '
·lection and analysis of essential and critical performance,
which. perform symbolic programs into the object lancharacteristics of available equipment can, best be perguages used, by the particular machines.
'"
formed by an agency such as the proposed Research and
Developmertt Center.
3. Conduct: and support of simulation stucJ,ies' in" such
, As 'the" volume of data processirig services increases
areas as data processing (pre-trial of new systems) and·.·
,in specific applications, such as scheduling, guidance,:
throughout the country, it will become 'increasingly imvalidaUon of counseling procedures, curriculum changes.:
portant that educators be able to express with adequate
It is now quite evident that at least certain.: types of'
technical understanding and, detail, their needs for the
complex decision processes can be performed Of' bette'r
modification or creation of equipment. Schools' are poten:assisted by computer systems and oftep in a more 'efficient
tially large consumers 'of equipment and should be able
"manner than by humans. The potential of these quantito focus manufacturers' attention on the specifics of
',tative decision-making techniques appears to be great.
educational needs. There is already evidence of a strong
interest on the part of some manufacturers in obtaining
The efficient use 'of data would allow educators to make"
such guiding information, from educators. Too' often the
.better decisions and for the first time allow them to ex48
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very nature of school data processing systems has been
based upon the assumption that schools must use what
exists. If the systems are approached without regard to
such limitations, new needs may be discovered which
can be made known to enterprising manufacturers.
7. Provision for consultation to local school systems. At
present, a school district which wishes to establish or
modify a data processing system is limited in obtaining
effective help to a few personnel from other districts or
from a few manufactured' representatives who may be
qualified in educational matters as well as in technical
knowledge of data processing. There is a great need for
a source of consultant help, even for districts already well
advanced in data processing, and the wide range of experience which the staff of the proposed center could
obtain would be even more valuable than the assistance
of persons from single districts who are familiar only with
their own methods.
The Research and Development. Center headquartered
in the State Department of Education would use the live
data from the pilot project. Five school districts have
been participating in the activities of the center over the
last two years. The districts cooperating in the pilot study
range in size from a small secondary district of 800
students to a district with a secondarv enrollment of
17,000 students. Each district is located in a different
county to permit working with the various offices of the
county superintendents of schools. There are a total of
35,000 students in 23 secondary schools.
Among the first efforts of the Research and Development Center would be the refinement of the punch-card
. procedures arid techniques now used at the pilot center
into an integrated electronic data processing system. An
education compiler system would be written and tested
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a reflection
of sorts

The ACM's 1962 national conference opened in
. Syracuse on September 4th and closed three days
later. Fortunately, a large number of the society's
members were unable to attend. This is perhaps the kindest reflection one could make on the show. It was bad.
There were, however, a number of positive aspects
which rightfully, should receive attention. Accomodations
at the Hotel Syracuse were excellent. Laundry and dry
cleaning service was punctual and the work was well
dorie. Breakfast in the dining room was superb. Eggs
Hawaiian, for example, featured in addition to two fried
eggs, a generous. helping of ham, pineapple and bananas.
Demi-tasse coffee which preceded breakfast was most
welcome.
Despite inClement weather, a clambake held on the second night of the conference, drew satisfactory crowds and
all reported eating many clams.
As for the specifics of the conference, the papers were
appalling. One speaker on artificial intelligence was questioned on an omission of an important credit. His reply
(slightly paraphrased), "I don't attend many sessions where
papers are given but if the author will send me his paper
(it was a book), I'll look it over."
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as it is developed on the RCA 301 computer, and then
through the cooperation and assistance of various other
equipment manufacturers, these programs would be run
on other types of equipment. Once these programs have
been developed for the 301 as well as for other machines,
it would then be established as a part of the program
library available to all school districts.
Staff members of the research and development team
would be assigned to the specific projects listed above.
The staff would work in small teams on a particular
problem area. "Experts in residence" wvuld be called to
the center to contribute their particular talents to .the
problem under consideration. These experts would be
persons with extensive experience in the area under study,
appropriate field people as well as representatives of
equipment manufacturers. In additIon, assigned graduate
studies will be carried on in conjunction with the project
under the supervision of the Director of the Research and
Development Center and cooperating professors at local
colleges and liniversities.
While the experts in residence are at the center, field
people who are vitally interested in the problem area
would be called in to work on the solution of their mutual
problem. Further work would be accomplished at local
colleges arid universities and school districts following
the sessions at the center. This "off-line" activity would
be supervised by appropriate members of the California
State Advisory Committee on Data Processing.
The Research and Development Center is designed to
develop and demonstrate an effective education and information system through the use of a computer. The
major emphasis will be on the end products to be created,
and not on the tools that are needed to create them.
•

Another paper which was· titled "History of Writing
Compilers" was actually a history of one individual's
rather limited experience with a compiler.
At the exhibits, Bendix poker won the prize for demonstrating the best looking gals fully operative and somehow
diminishing the effectiveness of their G-20 mockup. An
innovation at this year's show were a few, rather timid
representations of computing at several universities. U. of
Pitt takes the grand prize in this respect for taping the
output of a music generator written for the 7070 and
blasting off to the tunes of Dixie and the Pitt Fight Song,
a particularly embarrassing note for speakers in the adjDining. room who found the accompaniment to their -papers
rather ludicrous although frankly, quite persistent throughout the conference.
It was widely recognized by virtually all of the 1,100
registrants at Syracuse that this ACM conference was not
the best ever. Undoubtedly much constructive work took
place in the planning and execution of this show. We
regret that much of this labor did not blend well to produce a satisfactory result. Several constructive comments
might prove helpful: timing should be watched more
closely since this event was scheduled'immediately after
the Munich meeting and just prior to a gathering of the
SHARE clan. In addition, major population centers may
have some virtue as wasdemonstnited last year in Los
Angeles when attendance £gures, number of exhibits and
profits more than tripled the Syracuse balance sheet.
Finally, greater care should be exercised in screening
abstracts and abstracted speakers. Perhaps a larger number of papers could be invited.
In conclusion, Datamation apologizes to those who may
be offended by the facetious, earlier remarks in this commentary. We hope, however, that a properly dignified
point has been made.
•
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Honeywell 400
Cobol:
mighty strong
language
COBOL, by definition, is
a common business-oriented
programming language for
complJters. As intended,
there is a relatively high
degree of compatibility
between. COBoL compilers
designed for specific
computers.. It does not f,ollow,
however, that all compilers
are of equal caliber.
Just as there are differences
in computers; COBOL
compiler~vary in scope,
speed. and effectiveness.
50
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Does its own documentation
Weigh the compiler With the computer
The appraisal of a compiler must lake into
account the performance ()f the computer for
which it was _implemented. A strong compiler
can help a weak c()mputer, ~ powerful co~puter
, can o,ften make, a poor comp,iler seem be~ter.
The ideal combination is obviously an efficient
compiler designed with, care to capitalize on the
advantages of a capable computer. This; we
submit, IS the case with Honeywell 400 COBOL.

You don't need a big system
~I

,"

Ho~eywell 400 COBOL inclu4es all of the
required portion of COBOL-61 plus several very
useful elective elements. .

Honeywell 400 COBOL operates
on a Honeywell 400 system configuration
that includes 2048 words of core memory,
f()uI' tape drives, a card reader and a printer.
Larger configurations can be used to
advantage and tape units can be substitu~ed
for the card reader and printer, if desired.

More words to work with
,

00

,

.

'

In addition to all- the required elements of
COBOL-61, Honeywell 400 COBOL includes
several elective features that capitalize on
ljoneyweil 40~ capabiiities. On the language
side" these include such things .as: a USE verb
which is helpful in' processing label records;
a CORRESPONDING option of the MOVE
ve~b which makes it possible to select and
, move with a single statEm1e~t many individual
fields in a record; an ENTER verb,
which allows assembly language instructions
with references to Data-Names and
Procedure Names to be inserted In the program
and also DUMP instructions which give edited
Object Program output fo~ debugging purposes;
SEGMENTATION of the Object Programs
which permits a large prograin to be run with
asmall memory; and several other very usefui
data, procedure, and environment functions.

When it comes to analyzing programs,
particularly those that have been written and
modified by someone else, lack of history can
often lead to hysteria. Honeywell COBOL
programs minimize this problem with built-in
'documentation provisions. During the translation
phase, a pr()grammer can obtain a listing of
his program hi original English language notation,
in assembly language notation, in octal notation
as well as a listing sh()wing the location of
the program in memory. This is an extremely
useful diagnostic aid as well as
valuable documentation for future reference.

Program efficiency is the payoff
Translation assembly and checkout are
obviously expedited by the last machine speeds
of the H-400 as well as by
advanced programming techniques ..
Object programs written for, a~d compiled by
Honeywell COBOL not only fun faster,
but are inherently more efficierit than their
counterparts writt~n for other small-to-medium
systems. For example, they supply implicit
transformations between convenient card format
and efficient ,memory format for computation
and processing. Furthermore, an extension
olHoneyweH COBOL makes these
optimal transformations available in card files
with more than one record format.
Th~ object program input-output system

affords simultaneous read-write
whenever possible without placing any
restrictions, ()n the Source Programmer.

Write for more facts
You may have brochures on the Honeywell 400
and Honeywell COBOL simply by writing to:
Honeywell EDP, We'lesley Hills 81, Mass.

BoneyW"eIl
g e~ Da:ta,P~~
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New high-speed paper tape recorder/reader

TeJe-Dynamics' TeJe-Buf'er
This new paper tape recording and reading
slack-loop data buffer is designed for high
speed communications and other systems
characterized by high-rate bursts of data.
Tele-Buffer employs an electrostatic charge
dep~sition technique to record coded information as perinanent visible dots on the tape
•.. . without mechanical punching or chemical
processing.
The. 5903A Teie-Buffer combines a 300
character per second, 5 bit recorder and a 10
character per second, 5 bit reader. The output
of the 5903A is suitable for direct e~try into
a teletype machine operating at 100 characters per minute. The capacity of the slack-

I

loop data buffer is limited only by the length
of the tape supply.
The recorder and reader dm also be procured separately. Recording rates as high as
600 characters per second at up to 8 bits per
character are available. Reader rates and
format can be varied as required .
Tele-Buffer has a wide variety of applications. It can be used wherever high speed
paper tape recording and slower speed playback are required. Typical applications include
message speed buffering, message routing,
computer output recording and digital data
communicationS systems. Write today for
complete details.

c\

TELE-DYNAMICS DIVISION
AJVERICAN BOSCH ARJWA CORPORATION
Tele-Buffer is a trademark

5000 Parkside Avenue, Philadelphia 31, Pa.

$.1906
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• every computer be bound by the principles established
for the first computers 16 years ago?

The B 5000 schedules its own jobs, assigns its own
peripheral units and handles its own interrupt condi-

• the split-second reaction of a computer be forever
limited by the time-consuming necessity for operator
intervention?

tions. It processes several programs at the same time,
handles its own file identification, and generally saves
user, programmer and operator the cost and bother
of the thousand and one details for which other systems

• computer users be content with a conventional computer which was NOT designed or built to make effective
use 'of higher level languages?

·s

• the language of computers be irrevocably oriented more
to machine than to man?
• computer users, hearing about the advantages of
problem oriented hardware from computer experts, be
satisfied with anything less?

are so often criticized.
In addition, the B 5000 was specifically designed to
utilize the higher level languages of ALGOL and
COBOL. The B 5000 is the first-and so far the only
-American computer to integrate ALGOL and
COBOL compilers into basic system design.
Must you have more details for a serious consideration

NO to all five questions. Because Burroughs B 5000
Information Processing System has hlasted the 16-yearold mold that has shaped all computer concepts up
to now.

of the B 5000? By all means. Call our local branch and
let our Systems Counselor give them to you. Or first
read our booklet "The B 5000 Concept." Address
your request to us at Detroit 32, Michigan.
Burroughs-TM

o o
Burroughs Corporation

C-j)
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RCA ADDS NEW
SCIENTIFIC CAPABILITY
TO THE LOW COST,
HIGH CAPACITY 301

)

RCA's 301, today's best investment in low-cost commercial EDP, is now the best buy for commercial and
scientific computer power at low cost.
The new RCA 301 gives you
total EDP capability. With this capability you get greater
efficiency for your rental dollars, can schedule time for
both technical and business assignments. Use the 301 for
all your routine EDP business accounting needs. And
use it for statistical, analytical and control problems.
Assign mathematical tasks to the new 301 and free
professional time for creative work.
TOTAL EDP CAPABILITY.

MANY NEW WAYS TO USE RCA 301. Open up new possi ..
bilities in your day-to-day data processing with this new
301. For instance-replace several smaller, less efficient
computers with one 301. Or-if you have conflicts with
time-sharing a large computer, give critical departments
their own 301. Or~if you have an outdated computer
that's slowing down work, replace it with a 301. You may
well save half the cost to do the same job!
EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE· COVERAGE. RCA makes available a variety of scientific sub-routines-for matrix
operations, linear programming, statistical analysis,
curve-fitting, double precision floating point, etc., plus
Scientific and Bell Interpreter systems, UMAC (an
Algebraic Compiler which employs Fortran mathematical statements), and 301 Fortran.

Check the specifications below and find out what the.
new 301 features can do for you. Then contact RCA
Electronic Data Processing, Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.
• An entire family of new fast
circuitry arithmetic instructions,
including:
fixed point
floating point
16 digit accumulator manipulation
and shifting facilities
• This new instruction format
allows the use of bit indicators for

o

storage of operands and for address
field modification.
.
• Approximately 6000 floating or
fixed point eight digit add/subtract
and 2000 floating or fixed point
multiply/divide operations per
second. (With 2 digit exponent in
floating point.)
• Three index fields for address
mod ification.

(.~

The Most Trusted Name
~® in Electronics
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COMPUTER
ENGINEERS
LOGIC
DESIGNERS
MEMORY
SPECIALISTS
PROGRAMMERS

~

Collins Radio Company has immediate openings for experienced digital computer design engi- ,
neers at its plant in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. New programs in data processing and message switching
offer outstanding opportunities for growth and development with a leader in the electronics field. '

Qualified applica'nts interested in a career
with a future, send your resume to: '

$~

L. R, Nuss, Manager
Professional Employment

COLLINS

~~@

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

"

An equal opportunity employer
CIRCLE 75 ON READER C~RD
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"Dull" is one. adjective which could never be applied to
the' past and recent activities of RCA's EDP Division. In
some measure, the corporate machinations of this major
hardware contender have garnered far 'more than a'n
equal or deserved share of the public spotlight.
The following taped interview"was conducted by DAT AMATION in an effort to bring a ,clearer focus to a sometime~ '!11uddled scene and to eliminate if possible, some
erroneous reflections.

some reflections on status

RCA

AND EDP
'

.

'

.

.

" .

based ~m a' taped interview with E. S. McCOLLISTER, V.P., Marketing,
by HAROLD BERGSTEIN" Editor
Q: At .present, what is the total iil-:
vestment that RCA has made in its
EDP ciivi~ion?
:'
A: A figure in the '~rea of )00 million
dollars has, been meI1-tioned.
Q: What is .the current state
your
general'purpose f commercial busines.s?
A: We have booked in excess of. 340
301 systems,. all of them in the SO.column punched card/magiletiq tape
market and 93 501s are either' iristailed or on order.
Q:What is your projected break-even
date for the EDP division?
A: .A statement recently published by
David Sarnoff and Elmer W. Engstrom reported that we are going to
cut our losses in haH in '62 and we will
cut them in haH again in '63. ,In '64
we are going into the black. That is
bur plan arid we ~re on it.
Q: How would· you rate RCA EDP
among the various competitive comp~.nies in the, field?
A: You could look at this in a ilUmber of ways such as value of products
, shipped in a 'given year or. cumulatively in terms of number of installations, etc. This' year we will be in
the top three in, terms . of value of
products shipped.

or
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Q: What are your plans for the 601?
A: We are going to sell the 601. We
have five, of them in production at
present, and we'll ship at least two
during the latter part of this year:
.
However, we had made a decision
to ease, up on the 601 sales effort because there had been so many doubts
raised and so much printed concerning the 601 that it made the sales job
more difficult and 'the program was
stretched out.
We reached a point where we felt
the best way to sell this machine was
to hav:e a product that we could' demoristrate. That will automatically re~
move all doubts.
Over and above that problem, you
have to remember that a business such
as ours is finite in size. We have a
fiXed number of sales personnel and if
these people are spendirig their time
selling 601s, they can't be spending
it on something else. From a purely
business point of view" we decided
to concentrate sales on -the 301s and
50 Is which are in production and are
,being shipped.
This decision.will probably limit the
number of sales we will make in the
600 series because time is gOing, by,

but if you look at it from a dollar and
cents standpoint, it was probabiy the
wisest thing to do. We're not as con::'
cerned about product mix as we are
about income. It's the amount of dollars of revenue that you ca~ bring in!
Q: ,There has been much discussion
concerning th.e loss of the Cal Tech
installation of a 604. From RCA's
viewpoint, what happened?
A: The computer people at Cal Tech
wanted a 604. They felt that the 604
was the best machine for the university but we ran into a situation in
which we were uncertain as to when
we could, deliver one to them So we
had to tell them that this was the
case.
In addition, we struck a .Profit and
Loss statement on this installation and
because it was an educational discount
system, and because the 604 costs a
great deal of money, it appeared that
over, a period of time it would be very
costly to RCA. For the overall success
of our business, we had to evaluate
where an expenditure of this size
would do the most good' and we felt
that we could not justify a 604 at Cal
Tech particularly since certain offsetting revenue that we had hoped for
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did not' materialize. I personally went
to Pasadena and told them. we were
going to be late. The straight. story
is that we asked Cal Tech to be released from the contract.
Q: Within RCA, a capability has been
developed in tunnel diode research
through Project Lightning work. Will
this specific capability be utilized in
RCA's next generation of computers?
A: Project Lightning is only one of
the things that ;will be taken advantage
of in our next generation of equipment.
Q: How soon will the industry be able
to look toward RCA for a new family
of equipment?
.
A: As far as the industry is concerned,
the next generation of computers will
look quite a bit differently than they
do at pl;esent. The numbers one generally hears around the industry in
this respect are deliveries in late 1965
or the first half of 1966.
Q: Do you have any particular direction in mind as far as engineering advances (i.e., tunnel diodes, cryogeriics,
thin films, etc.)?
A: Actual selection hasn't been made
as yet but we are interested in all of
these things as possibilities. There are
studies going on right now between
thin film memory and microferrites
as to relative cost, and in the near
future we should have some satisfactory answers. '.
Q: Quite recently, RCA announced the
commercial availability· of miCroferrites. \Vouldn't this imply that other;
competitive manufacturers may be using advanced components from RCA,
while your EDP division does not.
A: I certainly hope not but then,
only time can tell. If I may get in
a plug, I think that orie of the basic
resources that supports both RCA's
interests and RCA's capabilities in the
computer business is the fact that we
are doing as much work of as many
different, kinds throughout the corporation as we . are in devices, components, techniques, etc., that have a
direct applicability to computing and
data processing;
Q: RCA seems to have gone in and
out of the process control field. Why?
A: Almost anything you do in anything rclatcd to the computer business
requires all investment; and you have
got to put your chips where you think
.the gre~ltest return is going to be. At
the same time you have to see to it
that you protect your main line interest whatever it is. and obviously, ours
up to this point, has beeri data processing.
All of the statistics about the irldustrial computer business indicate that
. at this time it is a relatively small
market. Secondly, there are quite .a
few people in it; I believe there were
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seven or eight bidders on a TVA job
some months ago. Thirdly, there is not
a great deal of profit in it within the
foreseeable future. Finally, there are
other companies iri that business who
have an interest extending far beyond
just the computer itself; Westinghouse
and General Electric are· two cases in
point. As a result, RCA feels that if
the control business is going to grow;
it is always possible to get back into
.it. Right now we've got more important bases to cover.
Q: In the area of programming support, what is the current status of
COBOL in RCA?
A: RCA was ainong the first to produce a COBOL compiler and there
are quite a few of our installations
using COBOL, probably more than
any other manufacturer. Of course;
work is still being done on COBOL.
Q: Is work still progressing on FORTRAN for the 601?
A: We had suspended FORTRAN for
the 601 but we are now at the point
of reinstituting and completing this
compiler.
Q: What are your plans for implementing ALGOL?
A: Everyone in the industry says that
the algebraic compiler most in de~
mand is FORTRAN, at least at this
time and for the foreseeable future.
Therefore, if you are concerned with
providing your customers and prospectsthat which they view as the
most desirable, one would have. to
side, with FORTRAN. ·Whether. this
situation will prevail i~definitely, I

A: Yes, I have shggested to our software people that we buy about 30
percent of our totai software from outside sources. there are two reasons
for this poliCy: first, to avoid the peaks
and valleys of staffing an in-house
operation and secondly, to be in a
better position to keep informed on
the state-of-the-art as practiced elsewhere.
Q: How many employees are presently iil RCA EDP?
A: About 2,000 but this does not include the manufacturing of the 601
which is being performed by the Camden plant. Our Service Bureau is also
for the most part separate from EDP.
The Camden facility is part of Defense Electronic Products (DEP).
Q: How large is your marketing department in EDP and what does it
include?
A: About 950 persons are in marketing which Includes product planning,
advanced programming, field operations and other related functions.
Q: : What future directions do you envision for RCA EDP?
A: Obyiously, 'we have already made
a significant perietration into the' data
processing business. I think it is axiomatic in· both military science and
business science that once you establish a beachhead, you don't· abandon
it. and so you can bet your life we
are here to stay.
Recently, we have made inroads
irito such fields as data communications . and we are getting into data
acquisition. In addition, the total sys-

couldn't say, but ALGOL has to be
generally accepted iri this country be~
fore it is going to make good business
sense for manufacturers to implement
the language, except perhaps to offer
it as an alternative to FORTRAN, if
you've got to have one.
Q: Have you subcontracted your software development?

terns approach is becoming more important and as a company, we have a
good deal to gain from increasing emphasis i~ this area. At present, RCA
has a 500-megabuck business' in defense which by and large is total systems.
'
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MAC Panel' Computer Tape is produced under rigidly
controlied, 'scientific conditions to give you assured t~pe
performance. Ma;'ufaclured for Performance through the
use of an improved oxide formulation that insures the
presence and retention of the most critical magnetic
properties as well as the prime physical characteristics:
permanent coating adhesion ... hard shell toughness ...
and flexibility under all conditions. Tested for Performance
using procedures that far exceed the normal criterio~ for
attention to ~etail. Every element in the new oxide

MAC

PANEL

formulation is tested before and after blending ... every
reel of tape produced iH Huhjected to thorough tests
which insure the quality of I\IAC Panel Computer Tape.
Packaged !9r Performance in clean, dust-proof containers
hermetically sealed inside ~ plastic envelope. This entire
unit is shipped to you in a specially designed, shock
absorbing package that features a "handy-handle" for
carrying convenience. Write for Free Booklet: "MAC
Panel Computer Tape . . . Assured Performance."
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by L V. GOODY,' KKK
It. aU started at Kons.olidated. Knockwurst Kom~
pany when one of our technical people wanted
to use a linear program, at least that's what I
think he called it, to optimize .the mixing .of salami,
knockwurst, baloney, and other of our products. Said he
needed a small.desk-size computer that. rented for about
$1,000 a month to mak~ his calcuhltions. Was going to
save us a fortune each year: Had it all figured out,' even
knew how to program the brain. Well,we prided' ourselves on progressive management at Konsolidated 'Knockwurst Kompany so we went along with it and placed a
letter of' intent. Besides, one of our competitors' had a
computer somewhere. and we couldn't let them make us
look old-fashioned.
The first indication of trouble came when our financial
people decided that they merited the prestige of rupning
the computer' more than the technical people~ Since $
carried' more \yeight than brains in this organization, it
was pretty' easy for them to swing this. I have to admit
they went about it in a business-like way. They made a lot
of studies and since they' had had several· applications in
mind they cancelled the letter of' intent on the small ina~
chine. The man they put in charge of. computers was an
old tab man. The system he was using had to pass 500,000
cards a day, so naturally he wanted a card-to-card computer. He said he 'could understand holes 'in cards, but
not spots on magnetic tape. ~e place9. 'an order with some
outfit he had been dealing with for thirty years. He was
quite loyal to them' since they had gotten him the job
at Knockwurst. Can't remember 'their name, but he said
they wej'e pretty reliable. They promised to buy a lot of
knockwurst for their plant cafeteria too.
Things seemed to be in pretty good shape until the boss'
nephew moved'in. He's a pretty smooth operator;' but
unfortunately quite a playboy. What he knew about co~
puters you could put on one rod' of an abacus, but he had
"Th~ Connection." Because of his playboy' habits they
kept him out of trouble by putting him in charge of longrange planning. Confidentially, this planning was so longrange we would all' be eating algae, rather than knock-:wurst by the time his plans went irito ~ffect. He had no
know-how or staff, but he size~ up this computer' jazz
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as a good way to move up in the organization and get in
line for his uncle's job. He immediately went to a seminar
and picked up some terminology. Said what this business
need~d was integration across functional line's, the total
systems approach. We didn't know what he was talking
about, but he' really had a smooth line. Besides, like I
said, he had "The Connection."
.
First thing he qid was cancel the card-to-card order
with Old Reliable. Everybody had 'one of their machines,
so putting one in didn't buy you much glory. Besides'.it
was too 'small a system;'Youknow, prestige is directly
propoitional to memory size and monthly rentaL Also he
heard that you didn't rate without magnetic tapes. Well,
he was a cagey enough guy to cover his tracks, so to' reduce
his risks he called ina consultaIit, who threw the job open
·for bids. The' consultant was to resolve the knotty prob- .
lem of cards versus tape, amongothe'r things. You should
see some of those computer ,manufacturers' proposals! The
most' conservative one said we could elimimite 90% of the
work force. Ma:nagers, of course, would not be eliminated.
In fact, six morerrianagers would be added.
Well, this consultant couldn't resolve the card-tape
problem on technical groupds, so he made the decision
the democratic· way. He was a very nice guy even if he
didn't know much about computers. He took a poll of
the 2,000 workers we expected to displace and a majority
voted a preference to be displaced bya tape system rather
than a card computer. That settled that. Playboy then
dropped' a hint to the consultant that you could get a lot
of prestige with ,a first-of-its-kind machine. This consultant
joker knew which side, his bread was buttered on, whIch
is how we got in bed with Kludge Komputer Korporation.
'The Kludge salesman said' he CQuld' code our major application himself in four weeks. Famous last words! We
did get sorpe nice concessions out of Kludge Korp. since
our lawyer negotiate~ the contract-4,000 hours of free
debugging time, 20 on-site rpainten~ncemen, and a good
deal more. The deal' covered 28 single-spaced pages .. It
turned' out later all those maintenance men weren't a
concession after all-in fact 48 wouldn't be a concession.
Playboy started' t~ build his einpire. He pic~ed up 4
managers, 11 guys doing '''systems work," and : two kids
'DATAMATION
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just out of high school that he hired as programmers. 15
chiefs, 2 Indians. Kludge Komputer, after dragging their
feet for a while, finally set up a programming course. As
instructor they sent in a maintenance man who had never
taught a course before. Poor guy, the ,hardware and software specs hadn't even been firmed up yet on the Kludge,
although we didn't know it at the time. Funny thing was,
our people had so little background they didn't know the
difference. This instructor was pretty conscientious and he
wanted to have some sort of a graduation ceremony.
Kludge Komputercouldn't afford a luncheon, so this instructor on his own gives everybody 10 nickels and sends
them down to the Automat. Said it fit in with the theme of
automation. Our chief financial officer was invited as guest
speaker and gave out diplomas. He got twelve nickels.
Kludge Komputer had promised us a systems engineer'
as a consultant to. help put in the system. Said he would
be aI1 expert on the knockwurst industry as well as on
, ,computers. What he knew about knockwurst he got from
eating a sand.... ich the day before he arrived, which was
one day. after, Kludge hired him.' Some long term em, ployee! He ,knew even less about computers than he did
,about knockwurst, but at least he had a nice personality.
,He was' aI} honest kid,' always told you he didn't know
the answer, when you.asked him a question ,rather than
beat around the bush. Herep'orted to the salesman, the
joker who said he could program our job in nothing flat.
This salesman didn't even know how to press the "start".
button! Kludge Komputer Korp. had a nice habit of send- "
ing 'accountants out on the scientific jobs and scientists
out 'on the data processing jobs. They said it increased
objectivity and led to" cross-fertilization. After watching
this kid they sent us operate' in our office, I can see where
they 'get the last part of their theory.
We figured' that if the kid could just pass us enough
information on the Kludge we could get by. We were '
pretty naive, because even after the design was frozen
w~ couldn't get any information since Kludge was so
disorganized that even at their home office nobody com~
municated with anybody, least of all with their people in
the field. We finally outfoxed them, though. We sent some
people to Kludge headquarters supposedly on debugging
trips, though we never did get much coded. They wandeted around the Kludge plant and picked up any interesting ,looking wiiteups or preliminary manuals they saw on
peoples' desks. They also grabbed all the card decks they
could find and brought them back. Trouble was our
'peopfe didn't know what to do with the stuff once they
got it.', They also brought back some software schedules,
,and that got us into real trouble: We didn't know that
they were target dates and that you had to add two years
to them to get real dates, for the routines that did get released, and most of the routines never did get released.,
Playboy didn't believe in schedules, but after about
a year' and a half without seeing any action, it was obvious to everybody that we were in trouble. We really
didn't have any programming staff qualified to use the
Klu<;lge Assembly Program. We had counted a good deal
on the Kludge compiler (KLUDGTRAN) which was ,very
late. With KLUDGTRAN, we h~ been told, even our
. janitors would be able to program the Kludge with an
hour of instruction. Our lawyers had put some nice
hookers in the contract, as I mentioned before, so we
lowered the boom on Kludge Komputer Korp. for being
late with the compiler. We demanded a turnkey job from
the manufacturer. We had them dead to rights, so they
had to send in a small army to do our job. They moved
pretty fast when we threatened to put up a «<KKK KLOBBERED BY KLUDGE" banner at the next industry convention.
Our systems people had studied the thing to death.

'Information Systems Engineers - Numerical analysis, error
analysis and mathematical model construction in the synthesis of weapons and information processing systems. Design
and specification of data processing systems program. M.S. in
Math or Physics.

Systems Analysts - Experienced in the study of customer's
problems and individual data processing needs who can'suggest economical and practical system configurations for a
particular application.
Educational SpeCialists - To develop compr'ehensive courses
to train personnel for the optimum performance of a data
processing system.
Technical Writers - To prepare technical sales bulletins,
instruction manuals, reports and other material on the subject of electronic data processing.

Senior Programmers - Analyze and program computer solution of scientific and data processing problems in guidance,
process control, trajectory analysis, statistical problems in fire
control, signal processing, numerical analysis, inventory and
production control. B.S.E.E., Math., or Physics.

Computer Programmers - For real time programming analysis and development. To develop compilers, problem oriented
computer language and advanced programming systems.
Computer Sales Engineers - Digital computer experience in
sales, engineering or applications programming.
Information Theory Scientist - Experienced in mathematical
formulation and analysis of various types of information
processing techniques including a familiarization with basic
information theory as applied to data correlation techniques.
Commercial Programmers - To develop business programs
using detail block diagrams and symbolic language. Will test
and debug individual programs and modify existin'g programs as necessary.
Applied Mathlmatician$ - To work on the application of computers to complex numerical problems.
Professionals whose backgrounds are in the aboue areas I"ease sllbmit
complete resume with salary requirements to either ollr /JOJtVIl vr New
rork office,
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They had so many different approaches for anew system
that we finally decided to mechanically transfer the old
tab system to the computer. When Kludge took over the
job, though, our people started to change the system on
them. Every day they had some new idea or change.
Drove the Kludge boys frantic. Our systems people came
up with a system called Scatter And Gather All Media
Inputs (Si\GAMI), but top management didn't buy this
approach. They then redesigned it in the form Scatter
And Lose All Media Inputs. SALAMI our management
could understand, and things settled down.
Kludge Komputer Korp. was running up some pretty
big costs on several of their jobs so they finally cut their
support to us in half, and used some of the other half to
fund an industry-wide "Emphasis on Support" advertising
campaign. Kludge's public relations chief was the same
genius who when the Alabama watermelon crop failed,
dreamed up the campaign about eating the "cute little
watermelons." That was the year it didn't rain much and
the melons didn't get any bigger than baseballs.
Two years after we placed our order with Kludge a
milestone occurred. We got our first software routine. It
didn't do much, only about 100 instructions, but it made
us think that Kludge Komputer Korp. was making re,al
progress. This routine was followed in six months by a
correction, which was followed in six weeks by an addendum to the correction, which was followed in six
days by an errata to the addendum, followed in six hours
by a telegram giving the corrections to the errata and then
the sincere apologies of Kludge by telephone. We began to
lose faith again when KL UDGTRAN arrived. We had

n
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been promised 90 percent efficiency compared to coding
in assembly language but even the KLUDGE consultant
admitted it was more like 10 percent. This really bugged
the manager of Kludge's compiler team who sent us a
routine coded in KLUDGTRAN that ran 90 percent as
fast as the same routine coded in machine language. It
turned out to be a routine that advanced the real-time clock
and had no input/output. In any event, we never could
get through to the compiler boys about what we wanted.
They didn't want us Knockwursters profaning their compiler on routine production jobs anyhow.
Things really got interesting when we began to cut
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over to the new system. Talk about a conversion fiasco!
Playboy hired a ,bunch of high school girls on vacation to
key punch some of the manual files. Well, the files were in
pretty poor shape to start with. A lot of skeletons started
to tumble out of the closet. Then these kids couldn't punch
worth a damn. Somebody thought we could save money,
so none of the stuff was verified. Any self-respecting data
that survived this then had to go through the Kludge
Kard Reader. I think some of the Kludge engineers must
have seen our meat grinders because this Kard Reader
really shredded cards at the drop of a hat. The ones that
got through were misread anyhow. What we had in the
way of card files wasn't in too good shape either and they
had to go through the card grinder too. After we were into
this conversion phase for about two weeks the whole
business ground to a halt. We didn't have our old files
up to date any more and we had no decent files on the
computer system. We wound, up hiring 162 Manpower
Girls and it took them 41 weeks to straighten it out.
We had one big laugh out of this whole mess. Our
chief financial officer quite a few years back had said
"we shall never payout Konsolidated Knockwurst's good
money on the strength of a bunch of holes punched in
a bunch of cards." That was before we got progressive
in our management thinking. Well this same officer paid
out $200,000 when the Kludge off-line printer taking
data from magnetic tape jammed on a payroll run and
printed out 1,000 copies of one employee's pay check.
The employee was a pretty smart cookie, cashed them
all, and was down in Brazil before we knew about it. It
turned out that our people didn't have time to build any

(
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controls into the system.
About six months after installation, things began to
settle down. We had a beautiful showcase on the physical
end of it, with very modern decor, and we ran thousands
of people by it. Unfortunately, the technical people refused to use the Kludge on their LP problem because
they claimed they were shafted by Finance and Playboy's
power plays, and were agitating to get a computer of
their own. Our key financial work was running, even if
it did cost us twice as much as before, but we had a
lot of prestige.' The Kludge salesman, the guy who predicted four weeks of programming, had been promoted
DATRMATION
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to Branch Manager, even though it turned out that our
job took 40 man-years. I was beginning to think we had
just about weathered the computer storm when, because
ot some program bug, 1,100 of our employees were paid
too little. That brought on a devastating strike and the
Konsolidated Knockwurst Kompany Board of Directors
lowered the. boom.
How do I know about all this? Well, my real name
is Kurt K. Koldwater, former President of Konsolidated
Knockwurst Kompany. I really had my nose rubbed in
this computer situation, that is before I was retired prematurely. Funny thing, they didn't pick Playboy to replace me. He didn't look too good either, even if he was
the Chairman's nephew. They were looking for a man
who knew computers and modern management techniques. This I got for them, but I fixed them good. My
last official act as President was to appoint as Executive
V. P. the guy who used to head up Kludge Komputer
Korporation! He is running the show now at Knockwurst.
Guess what I'm doing now? That's right. I'm a management consultant at Kludge Komputer Korp. and my main
•
job is to cut out all the baloney over there.
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An Open Letter to
Kludge Komputer Kompany Kustomers:

.&

0

It has come to our attention that certain software
systems (KLUDGETRAN, KLAP, and KLAP-TRAP
in particular) have been distributed to you by the
Kludge Kompany in such a form as to create a considerable amount of extra income for the Kompany.
This has been done in a number of ways, using methods which are blatantly obvious to those who wish to
use the Kludge efficiently, rather than as a device to
demonstrate how much work is being· accomplished
in an installation. A brief listing of these methods
follows: along with some examples:
1) Extraneous comments on the attached 5 lineper minute Komment Printer. (ex. KLAP CAN
NEVER REACH THIS POINT IN THE SYSTEM.
CONDITION IGNORED.)
2) On Komputers equipped with variable speed
tape units, the normal mode is low-speed. A set of
17 KONTROL KARDS are required to make each
unit h-igh-speed, and this must be done with each
job run.
3) Superfluous Testing and Stops. (ex. TODAY
IS NOT SATURDAY, AS SPECIFIED IN THE
# \1$DAY KONTROL KARD. PLEASE ENTER
KORRECT DAY OF THE WEEK AND RESTART
ENTIRE SYSTEM.)
4) Redundant System Tape Movement: The
Kludge Monitor (KLUMON), containing the above
three systems and twenty-three obsolete systems,
not only has KLAP-TRAP and KLUDGETRAN at the
end of the tape, but-when going from one subsystem
to the other, no position indicators are saved and a
complete rewind of the KLUMON tape is required.
5) International System Errors. These require the
rerunning of many jobs after receipt of a KLUMON
KORREKTION (which may itself contain errors).
It should be borne in mind that these are not simply the results of poor programming, but deliberate
efforts on the part of the Kludge Kompany to MAKE
MONEY. The word to be remembered is KAUTION.
Signed: A Friend

C..A..~:E::E:~SI:N'"
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Logical Design Engineers - To work on the proposal, specification, and logical design of EDP systems. Two or more years
of related experience is required in digital systems planning
and specification, detail logical design, or systems design.
Circuit Design Engineers - To work on design of transistor
and/ or magnetic circuit for computers.
Systems Engineers - To develop and analyze complete digital
computer systems requirements, from source information to
final display, control, printed and/or other output. Will
coordinate logical, circuit, and mechanical design effort on
new systems and develop technical performance and cost
information.
Microminiaturization Engineers - To. develop microminiaturization techniques applicable to commercial EDP equipment
as well as special applications in military computers.
Electro Mechanical Engineers - To work on the design of small
mechanisms for the development of high-speed printers,
optical readers, paper tape handlers, disc files, card punches
and readers.
Design Processing Engineers - To formulate and implement
plans for improved design processing systems. Experience in
design automation, computer design, programming, work
flow analysis and application of data processing techniques to
production documentation of engineering development.
Chief Engineer - Experienced in technical management of
complete digital computer development programs.
Manager-Peripheral Equipment - Supervise electro-mechanical engineers in the design and development of electro-mechanical devices such as card readers, printers, paper tape
equipment, optical readers.
Digital Computer Engineers - Air-borne system and detail
digital computer experience required. Must possess intimate
knowledge of digital computer techniques as applied to closed
loop logic control systems and methods of test and computer
systems verification.
Professionals whose backgrounds are in the above areas /J/ease submit
complete resume with salary requirements to either our /Jostoll or New
York office.
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(a world record for magnetic data storage!)
Developed by Soundcraft for use in the RCA 301 Computer
Disc File, this disc offers the highest pulse packing capability
of any system today. From outer to inner tracks, 200 to 888
bits per inch can be recorded flawlessly-for a total of
220,000 bits per side! (7" diameter) Two basic Soundcraft
accomplishments contribute to this remarkable performance, the magnetic medium and the special disc base.
Soundcraft's new heavy duty high density oxide formulation combines remarkable wear life and recording charac-

teristics. This same formulation is used in Soundcraft LWD
Computer Tape, the finest heavy-duty, high-density digital
tape made today. To assure perfect head intimacy, Sound- .
craft also developed the special polycarbonate resilient disc
base to which the incredibly thin oxide coating is applied.
And, the cost of this disc is up to 1,000 times less than that
of comparable disc-type storage media! Whether your data
storage and acquisition requirements call for Computer
Tape or rigid surface devices, you'll do best with Soundcraft.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP.

Main Office: Great Pasture Rd., Danbury, Conn •• New York: 10 E. 52nd St . • Chicago: 28 E. Jackson Blvd .• los Angeles: 342 N.laBrea • Canadian Reps: Toronto. Vancouver
CIRCLE 28 ON READER CARD
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~®NEWS BRIEFS

HUGHES, ENTERS
COMPUTER FIELD
The Hughes Tool Co. has created a
new division, Hughes Dynamics, which
will develop proprietary items in both
software and hardware, and will ultimately manufacture such hardware.
Initial plans call for the division to
provide management services to industry.
Examples of proprietary software,
described by John T. Pettit, a Hughes
Dynamics senior consultant, were
systems for solving complex management, production or accounting problems; as proprietary hardware, information retrieval and peripheral devices.
The division will be engaged in consulting services in the areas of real
time control systems; management
control systems; plant automation;
simulation; operational analysis; and
data processing service center operations.
Headquarters will be in Houston
and Los Angeles, with offices in
principal ci~ies.
ARMOUR SYMPOSIUM
The Armour Research Foundation of
the Illinois Institute 'of Technology
is sponsoring a Computer Applications Symposium, which will feature
discussion of present and potential
capabilities of computers. The Symposium, to be held Oct. 24th and 25th
at the Morrison Hotel, Ghicago, will
hear Reed C. Lawlor, Los Angeles
attorney speak on the impact of com-
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high density mag tape transports,
high-speed printer, card punch and
reader.
The la bora tory has been using a
Honeywell 800 since December, 1961.

WEBER NOMINATED
FOR 1ST IEEE PRESIDENCY
Dr. Ernest Weber, president of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, has been
nominated for president of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). The group is composed of - the merged American Institute of Electrical -Engineers, and
Institute of Radio Engineers. Named
to serve as vice president was Dr. B.
Richard Teare, Jr., dean of the College of Engineering and Science
Carnegie Tech.
Approval of Weber and Teare, as
well as a list of 25 directors, will
be voted on by the 160,000 members
of the IEEE by October 1.

CDC SALES UP
107%) IN '62
Control Data Corporation's sales and
service income for the year ending
June 30, 1962, amounted to $41,034,
009, representing a gain of 107.4%
over 1961's figure of $19,783,745.
Profits, reported William Norris,
president of CDC, were $1,542,622,
83.1% higher than in 1961, when
$842,524 was recorded. On the basis
of the number of shares of common
stock outstand.ing (adjusted in 1961
for the three for one stock split), per
share earnings were .39 in 1962,
compared with .24 the previous year.
The backlog of orders -on -June 30,
'1962, was $49,410,000; on the same
date a year ago, the backlog was
$24,220,000.

MIT TO USE H-1800
FOR SPACE NAVIGATION
The Instrumentation Laboratory of
MIT will utilize a Honeywell 1800 for
the design of computer circuitry to be
used in Project Apollo. Also planned
is check out of machine logic and the
guidance program of the space-borne
computer, and simulation of full operation before the lunar flight takes
place.
Scheduled for third quarter, 1963,
delivery, the 1800 configuration will
consist of a 32K memory, floating
point unit, random access disc file, six

FOR JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCES

The 1963 Fall Joint Computer Conference will be held at Las Vegas,
Nevada, instead of Los Angeles, and
the 1964 Spring Joint Computer Conference has been changed from Boston
to the new Washington Hilton Hotel,
Washington, D. C., which is scheduled for completion in October, 1963.
Dr. Willis H. Ware, chairman of
the governing board of the American
Federation of Information Processing
Societies (AFIPS) , sponsor of the
conferences, said that "due to the
growth in exhibitors and attendance
at the Joint Computer Conferences, it

October

puters in the legal profession, and
Richard F. Clippinger, Honeywell,
whose subject is the current progress
in standardization of data processing.

has become necessary for us to look
for more space than conventional conference facilities offer."
Another factor which Dr. Ware
said led to the change was that it
was -to the advantage of both attendees and exhibitors that all activities
be kept under one roof. The main
auditorium at the Las Vegas Convention Center seats 8'500 and the center
includes 90,000 sq. ft. of exhibit
space and 17 meeting rooms. The
Washington Hilton will have 50,000
sq. ft. of exhibit' area adjacent to a
ballroom planned to seat 4,000.

NO NEWS DEPT.:
IBM SALES UP TOO!
Net earnings of IBM were $116,309,
000 for the first six months of 1962,
reported board chairman Thomas - J.
Watson, Jr., as compared with the
earnings of the corresponding period
a year ago of $10,859,439. The aftertaxes figure is equivalent to -$4.21 a
share; last year, the per-share amount
was $3.67.
Gross income from sales, service
and rentals in the U: S. for-the period
ending June 30 was $93~,705,051,
compared with $811,l63,397 in the
same period during 1961.
O'SEAS DATA TRANSMISSION
Data transmission at a rate of 1,500
words per minute is being offered by
RCA Communications, Inc. The new
service for international computer
users, called Datatelex, was recently
inaugurated when data -equivalent to
approximately 10K words was transmitted successfully in a 10-minute
period between New York City and
London. Data in any form-mag tape,
punched cards or paper tape may be
transmitted at the rates of $40 for the
first ten minutes and $4 for each subsequent minute.
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Here's Chstom Memory Flexibility in a Standard Package
RCA 5 }JSEC MS/SeriesMEMORY SYSTEM
Compact, high-capacity systems now llvailable with the
word lengths you specify - ~vailable for q·uick delivery·

Here are some of the outstanding feature~
of complete RCA MemorySysteins:

~ow you can bring a new standard of operating efficiency, servicing flexibility and plug-in convenience to your computer designs with RCA's complete modular memory system. It utilizes new, compact modular design
throughout. All circuits and elements, as well as the complete system plug
in for easy maintenance and reduced computer down-time.

• Specified Wider Margins of Operation ... Up to ± 8 per cent ... to cope
with broad variations in voltage levels.
'
• Custom Design Service ... RCA's engineering staff willcu~tom-design a
'
memory system to your spe<;ifications.·
• Complete ~nformation Retention ... even in case of primary power loss.

This rugged RCA memory system, encased in an aluminuf!1 cabinet, has a
capacity of 128 ·to 4096 words and up to 32 bits per word. It incorporates
RCA ferrite memory cores and planes, with specified wide margins of operation ... up to ± 8 % ... to cope with broad variations of voltage levels over a
.
,
wide tef!1perature range.
All RCA Complete Memory Systems are available in a broad range of standard types and custom designs. RCA is ready, willing, and able to meet the
most stringent custom requirements for volt~ge, current, temperature range,
and speed of operation to make the memory system fully compatible with'
your equipment.

• Wide Temperature Range.:. O°C to 50°C.
FREE BROCHURE describes compl~te MSjSeries Line
including operating modes and options.
Write RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division, Com., mercial Engineering, Section FDIO, Somerville, N'.J.

e~

THE MOST

T~U~TED

NAME IN ELECTRONICS

RCA SEMICONDUCTOR & MATERIALS DIVISION FIELD OFFICES ••• EAST: Newark, N. J., 744 Broad St., HU 5·3900 • (Camden·Philadelphla Area) Erlton, N. J., 605 Marlton Pike,
HA 8·4802 • Syracuse, N. Y., 731 James St., Rm. 402, GR 4·5591 • Baltimore, Md., EN 9·1850 • NORTHEAST: Needham Heights 94, Mass., 64 "A" St., HI 4·7200 .. SOUTHEAST:
Orlando, Fla., 1520 Edgewater Dr., Suite:: 1, GA 4·4768 • EAST CENTRAL: Detroit 2, Mich., 714 New Center Bldg., TR 5·5600 .. CENTRAL: Chicago, III., Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart
Plaza, WH 4·2900. Indianapolis 5, Ind., 2132 East 52nd St., CL 1·1405 • Minneapolis 16, Minn., 5805 Excelsior Blvd., WE 9·0676 • Denver 11, Colorado, Continental Terrace Bldg.,
Suite 301, 2785 N. Speer Blvd., 477·1688 • WEST: Los Angeles 22, Calif, 6801 E. Washington BI itel; , RA 3·8361 • (Sa'n francisco Area) Burlingame, Calif~, 1838 EI Camino Real,
OX 7·1620 • Seattle 4; Wash., 2250 First Ave. S., MA 2·8816 • SOUTHWEST: Dallas 7, Texas, 7905 Carpenter Freeway, ME 1·9720 • GOV'T: Dayton, Ohio, 224 N. Wilkinson St.,
BA 6·2366 • Washington, D. C., 1725 "K" St., N.W., FE 7·8500 • RCA INTERNATIONAL DIVISION, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. Cable Addre~s:· RADIOINTER, N., Y.
CIRCLE 29 ON READER CARD
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1620, 1410 SPEEDS
INCREASED
Memory reference time has been reduced in the 1620 model 2 from 20
to 10 usec, while a new accelerator
feature for the 1410 raises internal
operations up to 20 percent. CPU
digital transmission in the 1620 has
also been increased, with two digits
being transferred in three 10 usec
cycles instead of four 20 usec cycles.
Deliveries of the 1620 model 2 will
start in the fourth quarter, 1963.
Rental of a card system with20K
storage positions will be about $2,825
monthly, and will cost $129,600.
New circuitry for the 1410 boosts
memory speed from 4.5 usec to 4 usec
and permits faster addition.
• Electronic Associates, Inc., has developed two special plug-in components which enable the EAI TR-I0
analog computer to perform computations in nuclear physics normally performed on larger equipment. The new
components, called· reactor kinetics
network and transport delay simulator,
are interchangeable with standard
TR-I0 components and do not effect
the general purpose capabilities of the
computer.
CIRCLE 106 ON READER CARD

• A hi-directional data converter,
made by General Dynamics/Electronics Rochester for the Rocketdyrte Division of North American Aviation
will convert data generated by an
IBM 7090 into punched paper tape
that wlll control the operation of complex machine tools. Data received
from paper tape will be converted into
mag tape for computer input or tool
control. Speed from mag tape to paper
tape is 250 cps; in the reverse process,
500 cps is possible.
• Standard Federal Savings & Loan
Association, .Chicago, has purchased
a UNIVAC 1004 Card Processor,
which will be used for mortgage and
savings accounting. Delivery is scheduled for early 1963.

IBM

Data Systems Division Extends the Range of

®

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING
IBM's Data Systems Division offers experjenced programmers unusual
opportunities to make significant contributions in research, development, and applications. Listed below are some of the many interesting
areas presently open to experienced programmers.
SUPERVISORY PROGRAMS: Development
such as:
Automatic· Operator
Systems Supervisor
Symbolic I/O
Interrupt Control

of control program functions,
Machine Control
Stack Job Scheduling
10CS
Symbolic Debugging

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES: Developing generalized programming
Ia.nguages using experience with machine-oriented languages such. as
SAP and problem-oriented languages such as FORTRAN and COBOL.
BUSINESS-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING: Advanced development of sorting
techniques, merging, report generators, and file-maintenance programs.
ADVANCED PROGRAMMING: Research and development to advance
programming technology, contribute to programming improvement;
explore new techniques in· programming, and explore new uses for
computers.
PROGRAMMING ,ADVANCED APPLICATIONS: Computer-oriented mathematicians and physical scientists are needed to explore new areas for
computer applications and to solve difficult technical problems associated with the applications.
ADVANCED PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES: Involve research and development in such areas as new compiler
techniques, operating systems (including real-time), advanced language development, symbolic debugging of
source language programs, non-numeric algebraic manipulations on computers, and information retrieval
systems.

These are opportunities for both personal and professional growth.
Your opportunities for original achievement and rapid advancement
are excellent. In addition to educational cind benefit programs, IBM
salaries ar~ commensurate with experience, ability, and merit. Relocation expenses are paid.
Openings are in Beverly Hills, California; Boston, Massachusettsj' New
York City, White Plains and Poughkeepsie, New York. IBM is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

CIRCLE 107 ON READER CARD
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• A two-week course in information
storage and retrieval is being offered
by the University Extension of the
University of California, Los Angeles.
Subjects to be covered include introduction and summary of present system design work, mathematical theory
of file organization, application of
mathematical tools, and system implementation. Fee for the course,
which starts on October 29, is $200.
Additional information may be ob-

October

1962

Qualifications depend on assignment, and require a minimum of two
years' experience in programming large-scale computer systems. For·
further details, please write, outlining your background and interests,
to:
R. W. Guenther, Dept. 701 X
IBM Corporation, Box 390,
Poughkeepsie, New York
Other .IBM programming facilities are located in San Jose, California; Rochester, Minnesota; Bethesda, Maryland; Endicott, Kingston, Oswego, and Yorktown Heights, New York.
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NDRTH ELECTRIC

VISIONEERING ACHIEVEMENT
SINCE 1884 ~ •• INTO THE FUTURE

..

P()W"ERSUPPLY SYSTEMS
~

.. from the finest, DU)st complete facilities

The modern, extensi",e facilities of the Power Equipment
Division (PECO) of North Electric are the largest in the
industry. They are .devoted to the. design, engine~ring
and manufacture of power supplies to each customer's
individual. requirements.
. .
.
PECO ENGINEERING will custom design power supply
equal in reliability to your own equipment.

a

PECO LABORATORY ~nd PROTOTYPE SERVICE will place
a custom built prototype in your hands in the shortest
possible time.
PECO PRODUCTioN will keep pace with your produc-

tion requirements.
AND, PECO custom tailored power supplies are competitively priced.
PEcd custom-engineered power devices, from iaw power
miniaturized a,nd transistorized power supplies to unusually high' current capacity battery chargers, range
from unregulated AC & DC to highly-regulated AC & DC
for commercial, industrial ahd military computer, communications and automatic contrbl systems.
The PECOcapa,bility, recognized since.1935, is at your
service. We welcome your inquiry. Write for brochure
"Custom Engineered Systems."

OTHER DIVISIONS:
.
.'
....
.'.
e
, .. ,'
.'.'.
'
DEFENSE SYSTEMS - Electronics. Command and Control S y s t e m s '
ElECTRONETICS - Switching •

Co~trols

• Computers. Components

TELECOM-Public Telephone Exchanges. Associated Equipment
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POWER EQUIPMENT DIVISION .GAL,ION. OHIO
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SPACE
TO WORK
INSPACE
TO GROW
IN

tained from H. L. Tallman, Physical
Sciences Extension, Room 6532, Engineering Building, University of California, Los Angeles 24, Calif.
• Aluminum Company of Canada
Ltd., Montreal, has received an ITT
7300 ADX Automatic Data ExchangeSystem, the first of its type to be put
into operation in North America. The
system will be used to handle all administration messages, including sales
orders, inventory control, materials
purchasing, and scheduling shipping
and delivery from ALCAN's aluminum
plants and offices in Canada, the U.S.
and London.
• An IBM 7070-1401 system haS"
been put into operation by the American Cyanamid Co., Wayne, N. J. The
system is being used for accounting,
payroll, cost accounting and distribution statistics, as well as scientific research, product development and for
the preparation of operation statistics.

TOP CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR

SYSTEMS
TEST
TECHNICIANS
Your career will grow right along with
rapidly expanding NCR Electronics Divi·
sion in Southern California. Our contimi·
ing growth program has made positions
immediately available in all levels of
Systems Test for NCR's new 31S·CRAM
Electronic Data Processing System.
Permanent assignments for technicians
entail all phases of checkout, from
component to complete systems. Requires
substantial experience with transistors,
magnetic cores, and semiconductor logic
as applied to digital computers. Good
salaries and excellent benefits.
Interviews can be arranged by sending a
resume including training, experience,
and salary history to: E. R. Free, Person·
nel Manager.
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INlclRI
The National Cash Register Company
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
1401 E. EI Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorne (Los Angeles), California
PLymouth 7·1811

An Equal·Opportunity Employer

• Three S-C 1900 Direct View Display consoles have been sold by General Dynamics/Electronics to Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif. I.n operation, information
from an Agena space vehicle will be
transmitted to computers on the
ground. Input from the computers
will be displayed on the 1090 for vis- ,
ual interpretation. The consoles carried
a reported total sales price tag of
$85,000.
CIRCLE 108 ON READER CARD

• Datatrol Corp., Silver Springs,
Md., has introduced its Operating and
Control System (OPCON) programming package, designed for the IBM
1401. Six subsystems make up the
package: generalized program library,
library maintenance, single step proce'ssing, procedure compiling, production, and procedure maintenance.

EDP
Instructors
The rapid growth of Honeywell
Electronic Data Processing has
created several exceptional op·
portunities for men with a
knowledge of digital-tape EDP
equipment or its applications.
Backed by the Honeywell Corporation's 76 years of technical
management experience, we've
created and produced a growing
line of business and scientific
digital computer systems that include the H800, H400 and H290.
Earlier this year our powerful
new computer system, the H 1800
was announced.
As an Instructor, you will gener·
ate manuals and other forms
of information concerning the
application and utilization of
Honeywell digital computer systems. You will conduct extensive
training programs for Honeywell
personnel and customers. You
will teach programming theories
and techniques and impart a
knowledge of EDPequipment
and applications.
The diversity of work to be done,
and the continuing growth of
our Education Division, makes
it possible for men with various
EDP experience to qualify as
Honeywell Instructors. Particu·
larly appropriate experience
would be in: tape computer programming; compiler development; digital computer systems'
sales or servicing; engineeringoriented familiarity with EDP
systems_
In addition to periodic salary
reviews and modern, working con·
ditions, Honeywell offers a tui·
tion assistance program and
working environment which
allows for rapid career
advancement.

CIRCLE 109 ON READER CARD

Address your resume to:
• Gross sales recorded by Operations
Research Incorporated for the first
seven months of fiscal 1961-1962
totaled $2,700,000, an increase of
104% over the corresponding figure
of a year ago of $1,323,000.
• A Joint Task Group has been
formed by the European Computer
Manufacturers Association and the
Business Equipment Manufacturers
Association of America to study the
various MICR codes. The study will
result in a recommendation for a

Mr. John O'Sullivan,
Employment Supervisor
60 Walnut Street, Dept. 665
Wellesley Hills 81, Massachusetts

Honeywell
[jJ e~ Da1at 'P~4'
"Opportunities also exist in other Honeywell divisions coast to coast. Send resume
to H. E. Eckstrom, Minneapolis Honeywell,
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. An equal oppor·
tunity employer."
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BLUE CROSS OF FLORIDA, INC . • FORMSCARD •

BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA, INC.

II

"

FORMSCARD® HELPS FLORIDA BLUE CROSS &
BLUE SHIELD GAIN MAXIMUM OPERATING
E F F I C lEN C V This famous non-profit medical service is another well-satisfied FORMSCARD user.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc_, depend on FORMSCARDS pre-punched voucher-checks and payment notices
to efficiently process upwards of 9,000 claims a week and to bill company and individual subscribers each month.
These forms are operated over the IBM 1403 printer_
Not only are FORMSCARDS available PRE-PUNCHED, they are also made with vouchers of any length, side, top or
bottom. They separate easily, manually or on any burster, and can be part of a multiple part set. Send for your
samples today.

®

still the only continuous tab card with NO medial waste strips

I

I

IU.II ClOSS OfflOiIDA, INC.

IISP~CIMf;N

VOID

c' cManufacturers of line-hole continuous business forms. Samples on request-sales representatives in principal cities ..
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COMPUTER
RESEARCH
ENGINEERS &'
LOGICAL
DESIGNERS
Rapid expansion of the Computer
Laboratory at Hughes-Fullerton has
created several attractive professional opportunities for qualified
Computer Research Engineers and
Logical Designers. These positions
require active participation in br~ad
computer R&D activities in connection with Army!Navy computer
!:ystems and new large-scale. generalpurpose computers. These multiple
processor computers utilize advanced
" solid-state circuitry. gating and resolution times in the millimicrosecond
regions; combine synchronous and
asynchronous techniques for maximum speed and reliability.
These professional assignments
involve broad areas of logical design,
programming and system conception.
Fields of interest include:
• Distributed computers .Advanced arithmetic processing
techniques. Mechanized design
• Asynchronous design techniques. Utilization of parametrons in computers. Studies in
the utilization of multiple processor computers.
These professional assignments
involve such R&D areas as:
• Solid state digital circuitry
involving millimicrosecond logic
• Microwave carrier digital circuits
• Sub-microsecond core memory
• Thin filmOstorage techniques
• Functional circuit concepts
• Micro-miniaturization concepts
• Tunnel diodes • Microwave parametrons • Circuit organization
for maximal-speed computing.
Located in Southern California's
Orange County (the nation's fastest
growing electronics center), HughesFullerton offers you: a stimulating
working environment; private or semiprivate offices; long-term stability.
CALL COLLECT TODAY!
For complete information on these
challenging assignments, c~1I us collect today! Ask for:
Mr. J. E. TENNEY at:
TRojan 1-4080. ext. 3741.
Or, airmail resume to: HUGHESFULLERTON R&D, P. O. Box 2097,
Fullerton 1, California.
An equal opportunity employer.
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common language code or codes for
the benefit of users and manufacturers.
• City Bank and Trust Co., Jackson,
Michigan, will install a GE 225. The
system, scheduled for delivery in July,
1963, will be used for handling 21,000
demand deposit accounts at the bank's
seven offices.
• A device called "Madaline I" by
its inventors at the Stanford U niversity Electronics Laboratories has been
programmed to balance a cardboard
broom and read letters of the alphabet. Larger Madaline systems might
be taught to drive a car or fly a plane.
The machine, which uses 102 memistors - electrochemical resistors with
memory-is tied in with an IBM 1620.
A 1500-memistor Madaline is in the
planning stage, which is expected to
provide the 1620 with a greater adaptive potential than the IBM 7090, at
one-tenth the cost.
• The IBM Supplies Division has
established a mag tape testing center
at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., which will
examine tape for wear, noise, density
and magnetic characteristics. If defects are found that cannot be removed, the entire reel will be rejected.
The center will offer IBM customers
in the eastern third of the country a
retesting service for used IBM tape.
• A general purpose computer made
by the Control Systems Division of
Daystrom, Inc., will be used for automatic control of a coal-fired steam
plant in Goldsboro, N. C. Designed
specifically for use as the central unit
of an industrial process control system, the computer has 12K words of
random access, magnetic core memory and 86K word drum memory.
Command structure is single address
with word time of 37 microseconds;
command repertoire is 136 instructions.
• An MIT neurologist is using an
owl and a GE-225 to study pupillary
systems, aimed at developing a clearer
understanding of human nerve and
brain disorders such as Parkinson's
disease. In the experiments being conducted, the computer is programmed
to direct a light beam of a certain intensity on the owl's pupil. After the
light passes through the pupil, it stimulates the photosensitive cells of the
retina, sending electric nerve impulses
to the brain. The brain analyzes the
disturbance and sends a signal back to

Systems
Engineers
The Engineering and Research
Center of Honeywell EDP has
complete responsibility for the
development of all Honeywell
com puter systems.
The list includes the H800 for
parallel processing of business
and scientific programs; its
medium scale counterpart the
H400; the H290 industrial process control computer and the
powerful H1800.
Immediate opportunity exists for
Systems Engineers to assume
responsibility for developing and
analyZing complete digital computer systems requireme'nts,
from source information to final
display, control, printed and/or
other output. You will coordinate
logical, circuit and mechanical
design efforts on new systems
and develop technical performance and cost information.
Stored program digital computer-oriented system design
background is required; preferably with application to command control, communications,
space vehicle control and test
data collection and reduction.
Honeywell EDP provides a full
tuition-assistance program for a
wide range of day or evenin~
courses, which may be taken at
any of the 35 major colleges and
universities in the greater Boston
area.

Address your resume to:
Mr. Richard T. Bueschel,
Personnel Manager
Engineering and Research Center
151 Needham Street, Dept. 437
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts

Honeywell

[HJ e~ Da:ta- p~~
"Opportunities also exist in other Honeywell divisions coast to coast. Send resume
to H. E. Eckstrom, Minneapolis Honeyweli,
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. An equal opportunity employer."
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the pupil, causing it to contract. The
time required for this circuit to be
completed and the degrees for dilation
or constriction are recorded and analyzed by the computer.
• The National Geographic Society,
Washington, D. C., has ordered a
UNIVAC III. The society will use
the computer to handle circulation
records for National Geographic Magazine subscribers, process members'
accounts, and for information retrieval
tasks. Delivery is scheduled for 1963.
• A program for tabulating data
used for market research studies has
been made available by Computers
for Industry and Business, New York
City. The program provides for arithmetic calculation code conversion on
input data, complex cross tabulation,
calculations on the. tabulated data,
and formatting of tables. Written for
the IBM 7090, the program is said to
be general enough to handle most
tabulation requirements.
CIRCLE 110 ON READER CARD

Engineers land
scientists at RCA's
Data Systems
·Division in Van Nuys,
California are
currently engaged in creating
new dimensions in the development and design
of digital data processing and display systems,
special purpose data handling devices, information
storage and retrieval systems, automatic launch
control and checkout systems, and electronic
warfare sysfems.
Professional engineers and scientists interested
in exploring career employment opportunities
at RCA's Data Systems Division.in Van Nuys,
30 miles from metropolitan Los Angeles, are
invited to contact:
MR. A. R. FLOURNOY
RCA DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION

Dept. A-147
8500 Balboa Blvd.
Van Nuys, California
An Equal Opportunity Employer

-
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The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics

• An October 30th deadline has
been set for papers to be presented
at the March, 1963,' conference on
"Faster Information Processing," sponsored by the West Coast Subcommittee, Computing Devices Committee,
Amer'ican Institute of Electrical Engineers. The conference will be held
March 15-16, 1963, at Cal Tech, Pasadena, Calif. Papers' should emphasize
improvements in working devices and
techniques, and significant new concepts within this field. Four copies of
a 500-word abstract should be sent to
S. Nissim, Program Chairman, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, 8433 Fallbrook, Canoga Park, Calif.
• First delivery of a UNIVAC SS
II has been made to the Guide Lamp
Division of General Motors. The computer replaces a UNIVAC SS I Card
System, and will be used for production control, critical path schedule
for model change-over planning, payroll, and general accounting. UNIVAC
reports 30 SS II systems are on order.
• A $50,000 contract for research
on a prototype "woven screen" computer memory plane for possible use
in the Navy's Navigational Satellite
System has been awarded to the RW
Division of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc., by the Applied Physics
Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University. The memory is made by weaving
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Computer Systems Analysts
. Programmers
Programming Systems. Designers

)

o
A JOB
FOR ONE MAN
IN A HUNDRED

We are looking for the few men who
would enjoy developing sophisticated information systems, near an unsophisticated town; with other people who feel
the same way.
THE JOB: development of complex information systems. You will work closely
not only with other members of the URS
staff, but also with Army systems personnel. The positions require experience
in the analysis and design of high speed
data processing systems; and/or experience in programming methods; three
years or more experience in programming f9r large data processing systems;
or three years experience in design and
development of programming systems
such as assemblers, translators, generators, compilers, processors, executive'
routines, and supervisory monitors; col-lege degree or equivalent. Opportunities
for professional activity are available
through local sections of the IRE and
ACM.
THE PLACE: Sierra Vista, Arizona. It is a
mile-high town in the southeastern part
of the state ... only a few hours from
M~xico and deep-sea sport fishing; an
hour from Tucson, a half-hour from the
company's mountain cabin (for an occasional weekend), a few minutes from
work at the U. S. Army Electronic Proving Ground. It's a place where you and
your family can own horses, hunt, go
camping, read books, or do many other
things you usually just dream about.
THE ORGANIZATION: Arizona Research
C~nter of. United Research Services;
with other URS offices in California District of Columbia,_and Massachusetts.

Senior Systems Analysts
Systems Analysts Programmers
Senior Supervisory Programmers

)

o

,For Immediate Action call COLLECT, Mr.
Charles Calderaro at (Fort Huachuca)
GLadstone 8-3311, ext. 4109; or send detailed resume to:

•
_

:~~:~~a:~~~~~~~,,~~~~I~~~

._

P. O. Box 1025, Sierra Vista, Arizona

An Equal Opportunity Employer

strands of bare copper wire into a
screen mesh, creating the equivalent
of a magnetic core at each mesh point.
The screen is plated with a highly
remanent magnetic material, and read
and write leads are brought to each
mesh point to control or sense the
state of magnetization.

• Tulane University and IBM are
undertaking a joint effort to study
methods and systems for processing
large volumes of medical information.
Objectives include the use of data
processing equipment to analyze complex physiological data from hospital
patients, and the investigation of a
method of simplifying medical recordskeeping by attempting to design a
standard medical record form that
would be processable by machine.

• Computer Dynamics Corp., Silver
Springs, Md., has received a contract
to operate the data processing facility
for NASA's Launch Operations Center, Cocoa Beach, Florida. The firm
will be responsible for the design,
programming and computer applica. tion implementation, plus the development of procedures, operation and
coordiriation of maintenance for datq.
processing equipment. The contract
was reported to be for a quarter of
a million dollars.

• The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission has awarded a contract to
C-E-I-R, Inc., for counselling and assistance in establishing administrative,
accounting and security functions centering around an IBM 1401 at AEC
headquarters in Germantown, Md.
The contract covers the "breaking-in"
period and calls for system analysis,
programming, and conversion of existing documerits into computer-compatible form,. including key-punching of
cards as required.

• A stock replenishment system has
been developed by the J. C. Penney
Co; which provides the firm with control over .a flow of some 20 million
stock items a week through its 1,700
stores in 48 states. Called SASC
(Semi-Automated Stock Control), the
system employs an NCR 315. Prepunched tags from merchandise are
removed when the items are sold, and
sent to Penney's data processing center in New York twice weekly. This
information is key punched and read
into the computer. Every two weeks
the data is processed for each store
to determine what orders are to be
written .

Systems Service
ancl Sales
Representa tives
The Federal Systems Marketing
Division of Honeywell EDP has
several career positions available in Washington, D.C. and
other areas throughout the
United. States. The tremendous
acceptance of our H800, H400
and H1800 systems for government-scientific applications has
made us one of the ,fastest growing marketing teams within the
Honeywell corporate structure.
Ideally, the men selected for
these new positions will have
knowledge of the scientific applications of large-scale computer . systems, with experience
in programming, sales or data
processi ng.1 n addition,experience or proven interest in work
involving' the requirements of
Federal Government, its agencies
or similar large·scale customer
will be considered particularly
advantageous.

Systems Service
Representatives
Will assist in sales effort by
contributi!1g . technical systems
design sl,lpport and will aid
Honeywell customers in planning, programming and installing
systems.

Sales Representatives
Will be expected to represent us
effectively in proposals to government accounts. Knowledge of
scientific applications, using
large·scale·systems, is required.
These assignments. are in Washington, D.C. and throughout the
U.S. Relocation expenses will
be paid.

Address your resume to:
Mr. Donald Brosnan,
Sales Manager
Federal Systems Marketing Div.
1801 North Moore St., Dept; 666
Arlington, Virginia.

Honeywell

[m e~ DalOv -P~4'
"Opportunities also exist in other Honey~
well divisions coast to coast. Send resume
to H. E.. Eckstrom, Minneapolis Honeywell,
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. An equal opportunity employer."
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How reliable are
you,Cqmputape?

Come.clean now.

Come clean ?penelQpe, I come clean-est
So clean" I gLlarantee 556 or 800 bits pe, r inch
with no· dropouts for the most severe computer
. applications., How's that for reel-liability?

P. S. Computape doesn't really talk, of course. But in a computer, Computape reliability will deliver its
own message. New COMPUTAPE, the premium quality computer and instrumentation tape, is
the product of the only company devoted exclusively to the manufacture of quality tapes for
data processing and instrumentation. Investigate new Computape today. Better still, immediately.
CCMPUTRCN INC.
Send today for your free magnetic tape booklet.
122 Ca'lvary Street, Waltham, MassaChusetts
74
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direct-writing system
This eight-channel, model RF 1783
70, has a basic system sensitivity of 50
mv / chart division and can be used
with any combination of plug-in preamplifiers from the RD 4200 series.
The system includes a vertical writing

maintain stability and also acts to
create those conditions. The control
~ystem eliminates the time lag between cori-ections which were started
by variations in output quality and
corrective action at the source by
predicting the effects of anticipated
changes by means of the computer
section. BAILEY METER CO., 1050
Ivanhoe Rd., Cleveland 10, Ohio. For
information:
CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD

oscillograph which has -12 chart speeds
from 0.05 mm/sec/to 200 mm/sec.
Approximate price, including preamplifiers, is $13,000. BRUSH INSTRUMENTS, 37th and Perkins, Cleveland
14, Ohio. For information:

digital to analog converter
The CG-13-1 is of modular construction and designed for driving devices
including plotters, cathode ray displays, meters and oscillographs and
for providing inputs to analog computers. GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC.,
212 Durham Ave., Metuchen, N.J.
For information:
CII~CLE

204 ON READ'ER CARD

paper tape reader
The Facitape 510 is able to read five
through ei~htchannel tape 'at a basic

speed of 600 char~cters per sec'ond,
or approximately 300 characters per
second when stopping on a character
with theRECOMP' III. The 510' includes such features as printed circuitry, simpllfied load and unload

CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD

datanet-15
This IS-channel data transmission controller allows the GE 225 gp computer
to automatically receive and transmit
information over available telephone
facilities, either in-plant or over nationwide communication networks. Datanet-15 accepts information at up
to 3;000 words per minute. Price
range is from $30,000 to $38,000.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., COMPUTER DEPT., Deer Valley Park,
Phoenix, Arizona. For information:

MATHEMATICIANS & PROGRAttfMERS
Positions are open at all levels for individual~ e~perienced ~n
applying numerical methods and large digital computers to
the solution of math~m~tical problems of engin~ering apd
science. Interesting and ~aried fields 9f investigation include
missile trajectories, space orbit's, partial differential equations,
calculus of variations, and mathematical prog~amming.

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD

scanning system
The QSS-l scanning system is able
to transmit data bits over a single dc
circuit or a single frequency shift
channel. The system, which features
modular components which may be
expanded to handle 40 points, is compatible with existing data transmission
and peripheral equipment. QUINDAR
ELECTRONICS, INC., 5 Lawrence
St., Bloomfield, N.J. For information:

)

o
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control system
This anticipator-computer control system is able to anticipate the possibility
of variations in the quality of process
output through pre-sensors, and can
compute the conditions which will

Qualifications are a BS, MS, or PhD in Mathematics, a physical science, or engineering, and a minimum of one year of
programming experience.
Please forward your resume to Mr. William O'Melia, Missile
& Space Division, Raytheon Company, Bedford, Mass.-

-

~ '~

- ....... RAYTHEON COMPANY
RAYTH EON ,-----:-'--'.------:----

MISSILE & SPACE DIVISION

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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or, with multiple key depressions,
alphabetic and special characters.
ELECTROMECHANICS CORP., 502
Sherbrook Dr., High Point, N.C. For
informa tion:

characteristics and transistorized' electronics. Price is $4,750. AUTONETICS INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS, 3400
E. 70th St., Long Beach 5, Calif.
For information:

CIRCLE 209 ON READER CARD

multiplexer series
This solid state multiplexer series features low and high level multiplex
analog input with high speed random
channel selection. The models are
~vailable in three different series and
the control signals, size compatibility,
power requirements and switching
signals of all models are the same.
RED COR CORP., P.O. Box 1031,
Canoga Park, Calif. For information:

CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

memory system
This \void organized memory system
is capable of a read/restore cycle in
one usec and has an access time of
..55, usec for full cycle operation; .50
usec for half cycle operation. The
memory system is available in all
standard modes of access. INDIANA
GENERAL CORP., ELECTRONfCS
DIV., Keasbey, N.J. Fqr information:
CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD

network design
Each master slice circuit bar contains
about 30 resistors, capacitors, diodes,
and transistors which' can be interconnected in hundreds of different ways
to obtain many customized circuits for
semiconductor networks. TEXAS INsTRuMENTs' INC., P.O. Box 5012,
Dallas 22, Tex. For information:
CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD

analog computer
The AD-2-64PBC features central
pushbutton control and monitoring
and offers four control modules includ-

ing the computer control module, voltmeter module, input-output module
and address selector module. Prices
begin at $15,000. APPLIED DYNAMICS, INC., 2275 Platt Rd.,' Ann Arbor,
Mich. For information:
CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD

card keypunch
Model 80 EM punch has been designed to handle the standard 80-column IBM card, but adapters for any
card under 80 columns are also available. Special models can be purchased
for cards longer than 80 columns. The
EM punch is provided with a standard numeric key set to punch numeric

CIRCLE 210 ON READER CARD

pi-2 printer
This monitoring instrument prints
elapsed time and functional time of
all edp and eam systems on a tab
card and also provides total functional
time and total elapsed time on a nonresettable totalizer. STANDARD INSTRUMENT CORP., 657 Broadway,
New York 12, N.Y. For information:
CIRCLE 211 ON READER CARD

clock oscillator
The DBCOl171, which was designed
primarily as a master clock for digital
systems, includes a crystal-controlled

(

)

)
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Butler Oscillator with associated buffer amplifier. Nominal frequency stability is -+-.01% over a temperature
range of -40°C. to
100°C. SOLID
STATE ELECTRONICS CORP.,
15321 Rayen St., Sepulveda, Calif.
For information:

+
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memory units
.
Model LSM memory system has a
read/restore or clear/write cycle time
of one usec and can perform the function of buffering as a sequential interlace buffer or block buffer at rates to
1.5 megacycles. Model CCM is a coincident current memory system with
speeds to six usec as a random access
memory or four usec as a buffer.
DAYSTROM, INC.,' 8703 La Tijera
Blvd., Los Angeles 45, Calif. For
information:

fine ,adjustments. PACKAHD BELL
COMPUTER, 1905 Armacost Ave.,
Los Angeles 25, Calif. For information:
'
CIRCLE 214 ON READER CARD

mag tape delay
Model 102-DR is a solid state unit
which is able to provide a continuously variable time lag of 0.3 to 10.0
seconds wherever on-line signal delays
are needed. The system has a linear.:

CIRCLE 216 ON READER CARD

ity of 0.2 per cent of full scale and
a frequency response of 0-400 cps at
7~f ips and 0-100 cps at V~ ips. Price
is $1,965. MNEMOTRON CORP.,
Pearl River, N.Y. For information:

operational amplifiers
Model 2020 operational amplifier functions with either negative or positive
outputs and includes open loop gain,
greater than 100,000; gain-bandwidth
product, 200 KC; common mode rejection ratio-power supply, 200: 1;
maximum lead at output swing of
-+-10 volts, 10 K. The 2021 chopper
amplifier is a low drift, low noise, solid
state companion plug-in unit to extend the range of the 2020. The 2022
power booster is used where greater
output current is required for meeting the driver requirements of various
process and machine control applications. WESTON INSTRUMENTS
DIV., DAYSTROM, INC., 614 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 14, N.J. For
information:

CIRCLE 215 ON READER CARD
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differential amplifier
This 10 kc amplifier, model 461, has
an input impedance of 1000 megohms, low full bandwidth noise of
four fJ.. v referred input, and a common
mode rejection of ·120 db from zero
to 60 cps for all gain settings from
one to 1,000. The 461 has a gain accuracy of 0.1% and provides fixed gain
settings of 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 and
1,000, with a precision vernier for
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pinfeed labels
These Macomatic pinfeed pressure
sensitive labels have been designed
for use on various data processing and
other electronic business machines for
compiling mailing lists, coding, sales,
and inventory records. They are available in three standard sizes in both
fanfold and roll form. MAY TAG
AND LABEL CORP., III West 19th
St., New York 11, N.Y. For information:
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THE PROBLEM: To assure the superiority of U. S. Army tactical combat forces by maximizing the effectiveness of firepower, mobility, communications and Jogistics.
THE SOLUTION: Mobile, dispersed computer complexes to gather and display changing tactical information at electronic speeds for Command, Control and Support of battlefield operations.
THE SYSTEMS: The highly advanced FIELDATA family of mobile electronic data handling units to process
all information used by the Field Army for Command, Control and Support of combat forces. The
FIELDATA equipment will automatically store, classify, sort, summarize, transmit and display the necessary information on' a continuous basis.
To simulate actual combat conditions a Computer Test Center, one of the most powerful complexes in
existence, is in operation at Fort Huachuca.
Systems design, simulation and field testing of Command Control Information Systems are under the
direction of the U. S. Army Electronic Proving Ground at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, in accordance with the
needs of Army user groups. Technical assistance is being provided by Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.,
RW Division.
Major systems in the Proving Ground program are defined to cover the critical information handling
functions vital to the Commander and his staff in planning and controlling tactical operations:
PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM to aid in efficient utilization ot. manpower resources.
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM to aid in the rapid assessment of the tactical situation.
FIRE SUPPORT SYSTEM to achieve effective first round artillery accuracy and tactical surprise.
LOGISTICS SYSTEM to aid in efficient management of material resources.
Major milestones in this long-range evolutionary program have already been passed, with results which
definitely establish the feasibility of technical concepts involved.
THE PEOPLE: An elite military-industry team is designing systems to meet realistic tactical requirements.
RW's project team at Fort Huachuca is staffed by highly qualified specialists working in close support of
Army technical and user commands.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS AT RW, SIERRA VISTA, IN THE MILE·HIGH FOOTHILLS OF BEAUTIFUL COCHISE
COUNTY, ARIZONA:

SYSTEMS
ANALYSTS

I

PROGRAMMERS

I

TEST
ENGINEERS

o c
L·
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DATAMATION
• Leonard F. Longo, formerly with
General Electric, Evendale, Ohio, is
now with Douglas Aircraft Co., Long
Beach, Calif., where he will assume
the position of commercial systems
coordinator. He will continue as
SHARE's SURGE Project Manager.
• Henry L. Pope is now manager of
Development' Planning at Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge's RW Division,
where he will be responsible for longrange market and sales plans. He wets
formerly chief, Development Planning, at Nortronics Division's Electronics Systems.
• Two new appointments have been
announced by RCA's Data Systems
Division, Van Nuys, Calif. Henry M.
Watts has been appointed manager
of systems engineering, where he will
direct the division's systems engineer-

ing activities, including advanced systems planning, operations and requirements analysis, systems synthesis and
optimization. Charles A. Wolf was
named manager, operations, of the
division. He will direct marketing, operations control, the aviation equipment department and program coordination for the division.
• Jackson W. Granholm has been
elected president of Mellonics A-V,
Inc., Tucson, Arizona, firm engaged in
the concept, preparation and production of various audio-visual aids used
in aerospace, computing, communication, and instrumentation. Granholm
succeeds the late William D. Bell.
Granholm, a computer consultant,
was formerly editor and publisher of
Computing News, and is a frequent
contributor to DATAMATION.
• Peter M. Kelly has been appointed
associate director of the Philco Scientific Laboratory, Blue Bell, Pa. He was
formerly associated with the Aeronutronic Division of Ford Motor Co.,
and has served on the staff of Hughes
Aircraft Co. and Douglas Aircraft Co.
While with Aeronutronic, he contributed to the development of a self-organized electro-optic instrument capable of recognizing and classifying
simple three-dimensional objects.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.;:::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

(illust. approx.
1/2 actual size)

The ideal solution to your readout indicator problem:

MULTIPLE
INDICATORS
in a compact "package"- ready
to install in a minimum of space!

Designed to meet your special needs, a
DIALCO DATA MATRIX or DATA STRIP
comes to you as a unit-ready to mount
into your equipment. DIALCO supplies
the complete "package": We fabricate
the panel or strip to order; punch the required holes and mount the DIALCO
Cartridge Holders. We furnish the
Lamp Cartridges with lenses hotstamped or engraved with legends. The
Cartridge Holders accommodate
DIALCO'S own Neon or Incandescent
Lamp Cartridges which are availa~le
with stovepipe, and short or long cylindricallenses in a choice of 7 colors.

Data Matrix No. DM-7S38-40

)

A DATA MATRIX or STRIP contributes
to improved design, reduced bulk, economy, and ease of maintenance in com·
puters, data processing equipment,
automation, and miniaturization.

. Write for 8·page Datalite Brochure L-160C.

o

.. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SOLAtron LINE VOLTAGE
REGULATOR corrects

from the
very first cycle
Responds up to 10 times faster
than electromechanical devices ..•
irons out fluctuations due to both
line and load changes! Ideal for
computors, data processing units,
and other similar voltage-sensitive
equipment. Voltage correction is
practically concurrent with every
disturbance; starts long before output voltage nears the bounderies of
the regulation envelope. Even under
extreme conditions, correction never
takes more than one-sixth second.
And talk about reliability! Solatron
line voltage regulators eliminate
moving parts; rule out mechanical
wear and tear. They cut maintenance to the bone through a wholly
different approach to stabilization.
Compare the advant~ges:
Superior performance - regulation ± 1 % for
line and load variations, zero to full load.
High efficiency - 95% or better at full load.
"Lifeguard circuitry" - withstands momen·
tary overloads many times rated current.
Input PF - 90% minimum on unity PF loads.
Smaller, lighter - considerably more compact
than other standard regulators.

Solatron line voltage regulators are
offered in ratings from 3 to 100 kva,
for 120 and 240 vac, 60 and 400 cycles. For more information contact
your local Sola distributor or call us
direct.
S·9·63

Data Strip
No. DSV-7S38-10

SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 1713 Busse Road.
Elk Grovo Village, Illinois, HEmpstead 9·2800

60 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN 37, N.Y•• Area Code 212, HYacinth 7·7600
CIRCLE 35 ON READER CARD
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IN C,A~ADA, SOLA BASIC PRODUCTS, LTD.,
377 E\ ans Avenue, Toronto 18, Ontario
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You Get Things Done Better
By Seeing What's Happening
(

BOARDMASTER VISUAL CONTROL

* Gives
Graphic Picture of
* onEasyCards,
to Use. Type or Write
Your Operations in Color.
Snap on Board.
* Time
Facts at a Glance-Saves
*
Ideal for Production, ISched_
and Prevents Errors.
uling, Sales, Inventory, Etc.
*. Adapted
A Simple, Flexible Tool-Easily
*
Compact, Attractive. Made
to Your Needs.
of Metal. 750,000 in Use.

Complete Price

$49 50

Including Cards

Also ... TOTAL elapsed and functional (productive
processing) times appear on tamper-proof visible
read-outs ... all in hours ... tenths . .. and hundredths.
NEW ••• STANDARD INSTRUMENT PJ2 PRINTER

gives you the complete, accurate story on every job
. .. and at low cost.
Write for full information regarding your own systems requirements to:

24-Page ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET· CG-50
Without Obligation

standard

INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
657 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

Rcprcsl'Iifcd olll!! b!!

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS, Yanceyville, North Carolina

MONITOR SERVICE CORP.

CIRCLE 37 ON READER CARD

DATA·TIME CORP.
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Special Invitation to ...

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS SPECIALISTS
From ...

-Adu~tuJ ~

. . . to take advantage of these professional growth opportunities with APCI, whose
dynamic growth cycle-from $20 million to $100 million annual sales in 6 years-has
just begun, with increasingly heavy. demand for space, military and commercial applications of cryogenic technology.

PROGRAMMERS

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

To develop programs for business or Setentific EDP applications; develop logical
flow charts; document proc.edures uses;
re.view existing programs to make refinements and improve present techniques.

To analyze business and technical data
processing problems; prepare plans for
programming; develop techniques to provide more efficent data processing operations.

Qualified candidates should have BS or MS in mathematics, engineering or any of the
physical sciences, with above average academic record, as well as a good mathematical
orien ta tion.
Our general offices,·near Allentown, Pennsylvania, are readily accessible by expressway
to Metropolitan Philadelphia and New York City. Advanced company benefits include
relocation, Stock Purchase Program and Scholastic Aid Plan. Salaries are commensurate
with ability and progress shown.
Please write in confidence to
Mr. Dayton Pryor, Manager of Professional Recruiting, Department 4821,
Air Products and Chemicals Inc., Allentown, Pennsylvania

CIRCLE 86 ON R,=:ADER CARD
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This 'progra,m speaks for i~self
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It's the form used with General Electric'~ new report writer
for the GE-225. Your management can read it, understand it,
OK it. just like that. And it's easy to wrire. Takes 'only a traction of the time you'd spend on hand coding. That's time
and work saved all. the way around.
This new method of report planning takes the tedium out
of special reports. You can document; deb~g, make changesall at the source level. just fill out'the printed form in English.
Lay it out just as you ~ant the report to appear. It's ready to

show management for a finaL check. Then hand it to a keypunch operator. No flow charts or hand coding necessary for
formatting, data' organization, or printout.
The General' EleCtric report writer system is another capability of GECOM-the most powerful and versatile computer
programming aid,. Our brochure CPB-224 will tell you more
about it. Write General Electric Computer :Department, Sectionj10, Phoenix,Arizc;>na.

ltogres$ 1$ Ollr Most Imparl-tint Prot/lief

GENERAL.ELECTRIC
CIRCLE 39 ON READER CARD

CALCOMP PLOTTING

VERSATiLE ",.

"ECQNOMICAL
-

,

."

RELIABLE

.

.

.

'

"CalComp dig~tal plotters and plotter systems are uniquely capable of continuous, roun~-the-clock, unattended
production of instantly available multiple plots. • Compatible on-line with any general purpose mediumscale digital computer, and off-li~e with most general purpose large'-scale digital computers. • Plotsau~omat
ically annotated in alphanumeric characters and any symbols. • No skilled personnel required. CalComp
equipment never requires calibration, and produces plots continuously on roll-fed paper automatically maintained in "precis~ alignment. ". CalQomp plotti~g equipment has operated for years with no ~aintenance qther
than replacing the paper and filling the pen. • CalComp equipment opera~es on lOO-1?5 volts 50 or 6"0 cycle ~.c.
ON-LINE. CalComp 560-R plotter produces plots at 12,000 line
segment~ per minute 11 inches wide and ~p to 120 feet in
length. Price: $3,300.
CalComp 563 plotter produces plots at 12,000 line segment~
per minute 29% inches wide and up to 120 feet in length.
~rice: $8,000.
CalComp 565 plotter produces plots at 18,000 line segments
per minute 11 Inches wide and up to 120 feet in length.
Price: $4,550.
"
OFF-:-LlNE. CalComp 570 Magnetic Tape Plotting System"
including any CalComp plotter. Price: $24,500 to $44,200
depending upon choice of plotter and type of computer.
PROGRAMS. We will be happy to provide information on
CcilComp pr~grams for your computer. ' "

REMOTE PLOTTING. CalComp Digital Data Terminal equipment permits controlling any number of remotely located digital plotters from a single computer' or Magnetic Tape Plotting
unit via conventional telephone company Dataphone. Price:
CalComp ?OO Transceiver $8?80. CalComp 620 Receiver $5,180.
PAPER. CalComp 120-foot rolls of paper are available' either
plain or with preprinted arithmetic or logarithmic grids.
Price: $5 per roll (l2-inch wid~h), $20 per roll (30-inch width).
Quotation on preprinted special designs and catalog of stock
'
design paper samples available on request.
DEMONSTRATIONS. Demonstrations of CalComp plotting
equipment at your installation arranged on ~equest.

©@©e@@®

(

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
305

MULLER AVENUE • ANAHEIM,

CALIFORN!A

Send for your free s~bscription to DIGITAL PLOTTING NEWSL~TTER
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The world'~ smallest satellite has been developed by Space
Technology Laboratories. Its shape will be different from all
other satellites Qefore it. STL engineers and scientists have
-used a tetrahedral configuration to bring about some remarkable characteristics in a space vehiCle. There will be no need
for batteries nor regulators in flight. The satellite will have
no hot side, no cold side. It will require no attitude control
devices. No matter how it tumbles in space it will always
turn one side toward the sun to absorb energy, and three
sides away from the sun to cooi instrumentation and telemetry equipment inside. It can perform isolated experiments
. in conjunction with other projects. Or it can be put into
orbit by a small rocket to make studies of its own, up to five
or more separate experiments on each mission it makes.

6!A
':I'

o

STL is active on hardware projects such as this and as prime
contractor for NASA's OGO and an entirely new series of
classified spacecraft for Air Force - ARPA. We continue
Systems Management for the Air Force's Atlas, Titan and
Minuteman programs. These activities create immediate
opportunities in: Sp~ce Physics, Radar Systems, Applied
Mathematics, Space Communications, Antennas and Microwaves~ Analog Computers, Computer Design, Digital
Computers, Guidance and Navigation, Electromechanical
Devices, Engineering Mecha~ics, Propulsion Systems,
, Materials Research. For So. California or Cape Canaveral
opportunities, please write Dr. R. C. Potter, Dept. M 10, One
Space Park, Redondo Beach, California, or P. O. Box 4277,
PatrickAFB,Florida.STL is an equal opportunity employer.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
a subsidiary of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.

Los. Angeles • Vandenberg AFB " Norton AFB, San Bernardino • Cape Canaveral. Washington, D.C •• Boston • Huntsville • Dayton
CIRCLE 87 ON READER CARD
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TWO LOW-COST WAYS TO SOLVE
YOUR DATA STORAGE PROBLEMS
'. 12 tracks

"

(\
\

',-,,,,/

'

'

.2456~bittrackdensitY

.1800
rpm
'1
" ' . : ',:, .... ·1
• 73.5 kc pulse repetition
... frequency
.. 20 mv minimum playbac"
signal. : . ; '
~ 10-¥ear beariqg'life
• 12 pounds totalweight
." 6-inch 'drumdiamet~r
• SA-inch drum length
*d ru rrialone-'- $298.
drum with 12 heads"-$478

62-44CP

COMPUTER
852 Ladd Road

• Walled Lake, Michigan

• MArket 4-4571

A DIVISION OF EX-CELL-O CORPORA T/ON
---J~~
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NEW LITERATURE

ELECTRONIC MODULES: This 16-page
booklet discusses the manufacture of
high-density welded electronic packages and various types of welded
modules. Also included are assembly
steps, weld-schedule development,
process control and quality assurance
procedures. ENGINEERED ELECTRONICS' CO., 1441 E. Chestnut
Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. For copy:

A four-page
technical bulletin presents the Versalogic system concept and includes circuit descriptions and application notes
with diagrams. System design data are
covered in chart form and condensed
specifications are given. DECISIONAL
CONTROL ASSOC., INC., 644 TerINSTANT' VERSALOGIC:

minal Way, Costa Mesa, Calif. For
copy:
CIRCLE 136 ON READER CARD

PRINTER SYSTEM: The operating characteristics, features and suggested
usage for the 580 are included in
this illustrated bulletin. ANELEX
CORP., 150 Causeway St., Boston
14, Mass. For copy:
CIRCLE 137 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 130 ON READER CARD

CRAM: Features and operating principles of the Card Random Access
Memory, which is available with the
315 computer series, are offered in this
28-page brochure. NATIONAL CASH
REGISTER CO., DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, South Main and K
Sts., Dayton g', Ohio'. For copy:
CIRCLE 131 ON READER CARD

EDP COMPUTER UTILIZATION REPORT-

This eight-page booklet details
the functions of the Data-Graph III,
the Data-Register LL, the Data-Printer
L, and the Data-Meter I. Included is
the layout of a typical 1401 system
and how it can be monitored by these
various instruments. STANDARD INSTRUMENT CORP., 657 Broadway,
New York 12, N.Y. For copy:
1NG:
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There may not be as much thrill as there is satisfaction in buying EAC tabulating cards for your data processing operation, because you can depend on EAC
quality and service.
EAC production of tabulating cards is perfected to high standards with as
much skill and balance as is required of a monocycle rider who is a top performer. Furthermore, EAC uses only the' finest card stock available. The plant is
air-conditioned with controlled humidity. Slitters and presses are the best. When
your' cards come off the press they are packed immediately in easily opened,
tear-tape' cartons for your convenience . . . cartons that protect the cards until
you take them out to use. EAC tabulating
cards assure a smooth operation.
EAC cards are available in standard or
special sizes designed with any features
necessary to meet your needs. Also, you
can depend on EAC prompt delivery.
®
Get the best, buy EAC tabulating cards.
Write for price list and folders showing all
EAC services ond for the name of the nearest representative.

TAPE PRIMER: "Facts You Should

Know About Magnetic Tape" is a
simplified, 10-page booklet which offers general information about magnetic tape for computer· use and also
clears up a number of erroneous ideas
on tape manufacture. COMPUTRON
INC., 122 Calvary St., Waltham 54,
Mass. For copy:
CIRCLE 133 ON READER CARD

This data-transmission
controller for use with the 225 gp
computer is presented in an illustrated
pamphlet which explains key opera. ting features of multiple-channel, twowire communication equipment and
computer-to-computer automatic data
exchange. GENERAL ELECTRIC
CO., COMPUTER DEPT., Deer Valley Park, Phoenix, Ariz. For copy:
DATANET-15:

o
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Electronic Accounting Card Corp .
Drawer • 2 ? 0, High Point, North Carolina

I
I
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.
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.

1

Please send me complete price list and samples of EAC precision tabulating cards.
________________________________________ _________
~

I ADDRESS,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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COMPUTER POWER
PLUS
APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNIQUES

I

Signify a Vast Range of Assignments on New Programming
De-velopments at General Electric Computer Operations
Throughout the U.S.
Continuing a vigorous course in software development and
customer assistance, the Computer Department and Process
Computer Operation now have immediate openings offering a wide variety of assignments at intermediate and senior levels. These offer computer programmers unparalleled
opportunities to broaden their applications experience, con-

tribute to the development of new programming techniques
and work with large scale, complex programs on new computer systems. Programming experience, BS degree in any
of the following: Mathematics, Physics, Engineering, General Science and Business Administration highly desirable.

OPENINGS IN
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

OPENINGS AT COMPUTER
CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Scientific applications involving large information storage and retrieval programs,
manipulation of data; analysis of novel
computer techniques and processing
methods.

Diagnostics
Engineering programmers required for
diagnostics, logic design assistance and
design automation on real-time data communication systems, large-scale thin film
systems, and real-time process control
systems.

OPENINGS IN
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
AND NEW MEXICO

Programming Research
Program research projects on development of assemblers, compilers, machine
language problems, and automatic coding devices.

Systems Research & Synthesis
Development of software packages involving complete analysis and programming for commercial, industrial, scientific
and applications engineering.

Internal Business nata Processing
Programmers working on internal business and manufacturing data processing.
Positions involve systems programs and
analysis. Group is used as experimental
test area for new research developments.

Applied ProgrammingProcess Computers
Real-time programming, systems analysis
on small through large-scale process control systems. Group working on program
research, software packages, customer
consultation.

OPENINGS AT
COMPUTER INSTALLATIONS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY
Applications Consultant
Customer consultation involving systems
analysis, programming, and programming instruction on the G E 225 at customers' location business andscieritific
application. Locations throughout U.S.

OPENINGS AT HUNTSVILLE
COMPUTER CENTER,
ALABAMA
Business data processing on comprehensive management-oriented systems, for
efficient control of financial, engineering,
manufacturing, and quality control applications. Scientific applications on extremely complex and large programs associated with engineering, flight test,
missile dynamics and trajectory problems. Large variety of computer systems
being utilized at the Center.

Scientific Programmers to work closely
with research engineers and scientists on
simulation, engineering, and test pro-,
grams on ~issile designs, testing and
evaluation.

SENIOR
TECHNICAL WRITERS
Openings in Phoenix, Arizona
Develop reports, documentations on programming techniques and information
brochures. Position requi;res working with
computer application managers and a
fundamental knowledge of computer programming in addition to technical writing experience.

ADDITIONAL OP~NINGS
IN PHOENIX:
Design & Development Engineering
Quality Control Engineering
& Product Service
A short outline of your background and
interests is invited. Write to: Mr. J. E.
Torrey, General Electric Co., Room 56-J,
P. O. Drawer 270, Phoenix, Arizona.

GEN ERAL. ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD
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research in mechanized information
systems. Heading up the organization
are Lawrence F. Buckland, president,
and William R. Nugent, vice president. Both were formerly with the
Information Sciences Division of Itek
La bora tories.

NEW FIRMS

o

&~e~~s
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_
Mark Systems, Inc., is a new
firm located in Los Altos, California,
and will engage in the development of
electro-photo-optical products for application in the areas of graphic data
acquisition, reduction, analysis, and
display. Bernard P. Marcus was named
president of the company, which will
function as a subsidiary of Allied
Research Associates, Inc., Boston.
CIRCLE 100 ON READER CARD

_
CIRAD (Corporation ~or Information Systems Research and Development), has been formed in Philadelphia. Principal officers of the firm are
Paul Colen, president and director of
systems planning, John J. Ogle, VP
and director of systems operations,
and Robert S. Barton and Jackson W.
Granholm, consultants.
.
CIRCLE 101 ON READER CARD

_
A new firm, Inforonics, .Inc., has
been formed in Maynard, Mass., and
will engage in consulting, design, and

_
Computer Equipment Corp., Los
Angeles manufacturer of electronic
cable and quantizer instruments, has
been acquired by Technical Systems,
Inc. Elected president of CEC was
Walter E. Peterson.
CIRCLE 103 ON READER CARD

_
Alan L. Stewart, formerly a consultant to GE's Computer Department,
has organized his own firm, A. L.
Stewart and Associates, Phoenix, Arizona. The firm will be available for
consultation in the fields of PERT /
CPM, data processing, and operations
research.
CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD

_Techniserv Corporation has been
established in Los Angeles to provide
field maintenance services for manufacturers and users of data processing
systems. Walter Brown, a former vice
president of Benson-Lehner Corp., is
founder and president of the firm. Offices in five cities throughout the
country are planned.
CIRCLE lOS ON READER CARD

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS
FOR REAL-TIME
CONTROL
APPLICATIONS

The Applied Physics Laboratory has
several openings for engineers, physicists, and mathematicians in the senior and associate level for assignment
to the APL-developed TRANSIT
Satellite Navigation System. Principal duties of those employed will
include contributing to the design of
shipboard navigational equipment
(receiver, demodulator, computer,
printer), maintaining close liaison
with manufacturing sub-contractors,
supervising installation and debugging .
of equipment on Polaris submarines,
and coordination of programming
efforts involving state of the art realtime controls.
Engineers joining this group will find
an unusually well-equipped laboratory always available, energetic and
imaginative colleagues, receptive supervision, and as much individual
responsibility as they desire and are
able to assume. Respondents must
have at least a B.S. in engineering,
mathematics, or physics and three or
four years of closely related experience.
APL's modern facilities are located
between Washington and Baltimore,
offering you a choice of city, suburban or country living.
Direct your inquiry to:
Professional Staff Appointments

The Applied Physics Laboratory
The Johns Hopkins University
8693 Georgia A VCIlUC
Silver Spring, I\Jarylalld
(Residential slllmrh of
Washington, D. C.)

o

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Said Michael Faraday: liThe amounts of different substances deposited or dissolved by the
same quantity of electricity, are proportional to their chemical equivalent weights."
Increasing requirements for pure, very thin films-especially those of ferro-magnetic elements and alloys-have become
critical. To break this bottleneck, one production method under investigation is a chemical process from an aqueous solution
-using metallic salts and a reducing agent.
Scientists at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company have conducted some highly successful experiments'Jin whiCh extremely
pure and thin ferro-magnetic film was deposited on such material as glass and plastics.
Thin fUm deposition is but one of many phenomena now being investigated at Lockheed Missiles & Space Comp'any in
Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, California, on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula. Engineers and scientists of outstanding talent
and ability naturally gravitate to Lockheed. For here they can pursue their special fields of interest in an ideal environment.
A leader 'in the aerospace field, Lockheed is Systems Manager for such programs as the DISCOVERER, MIDAS,' and other
satellites, and the POLARIS FBM. Why not investigate future possibilities at Lockheed? Write Research and Development
Staff, Dept. M-28B, 599 Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale, California. An Equal Opportunity Employer,

LOCKHEED

I14ISSILE$ & SPACE CO/IAPANY
A

GROUP DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

(.
\'''-- ,~

Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM and the Air Force AGENA Satellite in the DISCOVERER and MIDAS
programs. Other current programs include SAINT, ADVENT and such NASA projects as OGO, OAO, ECHO, and NIMBUS.
SUNNYVALE, PALO ,ALTO, VAN NUYS. SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA. CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA
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A Message to the Engineer/Scientist Community At
Large - and a Question: there's a dynamic technological

o

race going on at the Atlantic Missile Range, a race between
the fast-increasing capabilities of new missiles and space vehicles and the capacity of range instrumentation to test their
performance. 0 We wonder how much you have heard
about this .... and about the challenge it offers engineers
and scientists with PAN AM at Cape Canaveral? ,0 You
may know a small segment of the work ... many do. ,But
only a handful are aware of its scope. In fact, we of PAN
AM'S Guided Missiles Range Division sometimes think
that only the ubiquitous seagulls know the full story of
the new range instrumentation technology'we've created
in the 9 years, we've been
charged with development
and management responsibilities for AMR by the U.S. Air
Force. 0 The measu.r:e of
the distance we've come is the
measure of the technological
jump between MATADOR
and MARINER. 0 In the
simplest terms, this has meant
acquiring ever greate~ funds
of data, of ever higher accuracy, at ever greater distances
- and c(;mverting and transmitting it at ever iricreasing
speeds. 0 FIRST, the existing range instrumentation
and communications techniques were pushed to the
utmost bounds of their capacities --:- THEN they were rep I ace d with new ran g e
systems built to new concepts,
as specified by PAN. AM
engineers and scientists
backed by research groups. 0 Today-a new phase oj
range technology development is under way-staff build-up
is proceeding O;l, sc/:tedule. 0 To meet the demanding
requirements of both tod~y and tomorrow, much of the
work ~f the Range is divided into three time projections:
(A) designing and implementing range instrumentation for
launches programmed for this year and next;
(8) developing range technology concepts required
launches in the near future (Dyna-Soar, Gemini, Apollo
test vehicles, advanced Saturn boosters and Nova);

o

(C) advanced planning, looking forward as much as 15
years. Includes considering such problems as how to service, launch, track and recover information from multimillion p-ound thrust booster systems and anticipating the
problems associated with the launching and support of
nuclear propelled boosters and spacecraft.

OPPORTUNITIES are open right now to join Pan Am
in developing range test systems of hemispheric,
global and celestial scope. 0 0 SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
EE, Physicist - capable of accepting project responsibility
,
for design of range instrumentation systems, monitoring
systems development, installation and acceptance. (Must
also be adept at liaison.)
Background in one of the following areas is essential:
Pulse radar, CW techniques~
telemetry, infrared, data handling, communications, closed
circuit TV, frequency, analysis, command control, command guidance, underwater
sound, timing 0 INSTRU-

MENTATION PLANNING
ENGINEERS EE, Physicist
-with managerial capacities, ,
to accept responsibility for
specific global range instrumentation concepts. Must be
able to comprehend overall
range instrumentation concepts and have extensive
experience in one of the following areas: radar, telemetry, infrared, optics, data
handling, communications,
underwater sound, shipboard
instrumentation 0

SENIOR ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS / FORWARD
PLANNING PhD's, Math., Physics, Applied Mechanics,
Astronomy, Electronics - to evaluate and project the stateof-the-art in all applications to range instrumentation. Help
establish both theoretical and practical limitations of existing relevant technologies. 0 In addition to all the uncommon professional values, you get Florida, too.! Those
who enjoy casual, year-round, outdoor living are in their
element at the Cape, where a majority of engineers and
scientists live and play near the water. Consider too that
PAN AM gives you a 90% world~wide air travel d'iscount.
Why not write us today, describing
your interests and qualifications in
any of the areas above. Address
Dr. Charles Carroll, Pan American
World Airways, Inc., P. O. Box
4336, Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

GUIDED MISSILES RANGE DIVISION

-

PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA
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You can be the one to

~,
"-. .. ,.'

Let an

RCA EDP CENTER
handle your data processing
No more holding back your own progress as you
channel floo.ds of routine paperwork. No more wasting the time and salaries of personnel who could contribute s~ much more to the company if freed from
paperwork monotony. Just call the nearest RCA
Electronic Data Processing Center. There's no better
way. to .win friends and influence your future in
the front office!
Each of these advantages is good for at least one
memo to top levels: (1) The world's most advanced
electronic data processing equipment goes to work
capital investment. (2) The services of top
with
EDP specialists don't add a red cent to the payroll.
(3) There's a big saving of time, 'effort and expense
in comparison with the installation of a company
EDP system. (4) Only actual work done is paid for
. . . inventory, billing, payroll, personnel records,
market forecasts, whatever IS needed ... on a time
or contract basis.

installation .. Point out that they can preview its
performance by turning over .present paperwork to
an RCA EDP Center. Final suggestion, for companies which already have EDP: a Center can help
in case of an occasional overload.
Get full RCA EDP Center facts for immediate presentation to the Hright people." SEND COUPON NOW.

(e.

no

Maybe your management

IS

considering an EDP

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

®

r---------------------.
I RCA SERVICE COMPANY
I
II
I
I
I
I

A Division of Radio Corporation of America
Electronic Data Process ing Service
Dept. K-l0, Bldg. 206~1 Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.

Please send full RCA EDP Center data.
NAME

TITLE

FIRM

________ ~~~~~ _____ J

ADDRESS

l_~~

I
I
I t ... ',"
I\..
I
I
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TAPES Of MYLAR®
59t

SHOCK
TENSILE
STRENGTH

en

1.5 MIL

.39

=>

"MYLAR"

,60

.50
~ .40

a

~ .30

1.5 MIL
CELLULOSE
ACETATE

a

a

LL..

Every minute of downtime costs you dollars.
That's why the reliability of your magnetic tape
is so important. Tapes of Mylar~ resis~ breaking from su.-dden starts and stops since they
~ave high shock-ten~ile strength ... and they
have 7 times the initial tear strength of acetate
tapes.

,20

10

tStrength of "Mylar" exceeds potential energy of measuring device.

3.0

3.0

INITIAL
TEAR STRENGTH
(GRAVES TEST)
per ASTM 0-1004-49T

en

Cl

;3 2.0

The cost of the data ... the cost of the equipment ... the cost of time all demand reliability.
Get it with tapes of "Mylar". Send coupon for
free booklet of comparative test data and judge
for yourself. Du Pont Company, Film Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

a

Q..

1.5 MIL
CELLULOSE
ACETATE

1.0

"Mylar" adds to the reliability of playbac~.
It resists the cupping, swelling and shrinking
which can reduce intimate head contact .and
cause read/write errors. Age, storage conditions and repeated playbacks won't 'affect
"Mylar" either.

0.4

*Du Pont's registered trademark for its polyester film;

•..·-···~dl(j

j

c[()POffl)
R[G.,U. S. P~T.

orf

Better Things for Better living ••• through Chemistry

o

DU PONT

AfYLAR®
POLYESTER FILM

r-;.~ du Pont de Ne:a:s &-;O~(~~---~----l
,
,

I

I
I
I

::;

lSi

'l.'v-l "

Film Department, Room #12, Wilmington 98, Dela~are
piease send free, 12-page booklet of comparative test' data to help me evaluate magnetic-tape reliability.
Name

,

I

I

Position

Company
Address

L~itY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _~~~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I

J
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( A dvertiscment)

Mean Time to Failure:
2,000 Computer Hours
According to Robert M. Beck, V. P.Engineering for Scientific Data Systems,
,Inc., lIit is now logical to expect a full
year of 40 to 50 operating hours per
week from a digital computer, without
failure." Beck's opinion, based on the
reliability program for Scientific Data's
900 Series computers, represents "a
balanced philosophy going far beyond a
componentcount numbers game."

BECK

Circuit design is critical. According to
Beck, "we consider circuit noise as the
paramount design consideration with reo
spect to computing reliability and there·
fore use noise rejection networks at both
the input and output of all active circuit
elements. Further, our circuits have wide
built·in tolerances - for ,example, volt·
ages may vary by as much as 36 % with·
out affecting computer operation. Silicon
transistors allow for operation to 130°F.
to eliminate the need for inherently un·
reliable air conditioners."
Reduced component count. Beck con·
tinued, lIonce it is established that cir·
cuits are reliable and tolerances are
wide, reduction of component count be·
comes a major factor. At SDS, we use
new techniques that reduce component
cou nt by a factor of from 3 to 5 with a
corresponding increase in reliability."
Input/Output reliability. Beck further
stated: II Digital 1/0 equipment is unre·
liable by its very nature (i.e. the failure
ratio between a paper tape punch and a
computer is 1,000,000 to 1). Therefore,
the computer, with its great inherent reo
liability, is the best available entity for
detecting and compensating for 1/0
error. Our 900 Series input/output
schemes are designed so that the com·
puter operates in closed loop synchroni·
zation with its 1/0 equipment, automat·
ically monitoring every input signal, reo
jecting errors and initiating recycling of
correct data. In addition, we have made
design allowances for input signals with
the worst possible noise, amplitude,
chatter and timing."
IIWe are certain that our new 900 Series
Computers place a new standard on pre·
dic~able computing reliability."

cost carver
The new SDS 920 General PurpQse, Solid State Digital Computer cut&
both the original cost and the operating costs of scientific/engineering
computation and systems integration. It has all the speed (16 I-lsec. add
- 32 J,lsec. multiply) and operating features found only in much more
expensive equipment. This single address, core memory computer has
five distinct built·in input/output systems, 'including a high speed buffer.
A comprehensive software package, including FORT'RAN II with magnetic
tape statements is available. 1he 920 is priced at only $89,000.
The SOS 910, a smaller computer, costs only $41,000 (half
the price. of comparable machines) yet shares the principC:l1
features of the 920. The 910 is designed for on·line control
and real time systems work, as well as general purpose
computing.
The SOS 910 and 920 computers and their optional peripheral equipment are described in the SOS 900 Series
brochure. Request your copy today.
.

\ ...
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One of 0 series briefly describing

GJJI~s

reseore/, in Ilepth

When two solids touch ...
plastic strain or dislocations?
The engineer would talk of a plastically strained mat~rial.
The solid state scientist, of dislocations occurring on the
atomic level. Here at the General Motors Research
. Laboratories, we're interested in learning more about the
mechanical nature of solids from both points of view.
One of our current investigations into ~he solid state, for
example, is aimed at fitting together an atomic picture of
what happens when a solid is deformed by a contact
force. Simple case: a sapphire ball rolling across a
soft single crystal of copper.
For various directions of roll, striking differences in
deformation, hardness, and rolling force have been
measured and related to the crystal's atomic slip planes.
Our work has progressed from this macroscopic
correlation to a three-dimensional study of dislocation
arrangement. Encouragingly~ experimental results have
agreed with theoretical predictions as to how specific
crystal dislocations interact to cause work
hardening-a phenomenon that sharply limits further
damage to the material.
A fundamental understanding of mechanical properties
may some day help man improve a number of practical
contact processes . . . processes where two solids touch.
Rolling. Stamping. Pressing. Wear and friction of moving
parts. General Mot?rs is seeking this understanding
with research in depth.

General Motors Research Laboratories
Warren, Michigan
CIRCLE 49 ON READER CARD

Ball track across copper crystal is narrower, harder
and has higher friction in a cube diagonal direction
(right interferogram) than in a cube edKe direction.

-----------WllEY@SOOKS-----------The first book about ALGOL • ..

o

A GUIDE TO ALGOL
PROGRAMMING
By DANIEL D. MCCRACKEN, McCracken Associates Inc. This is the
first book written specifically about Algol Programming-an algorithmic language that is an advanced or refined version of Fortran. Algol,
which is already widely used in Europe, may soon become the international, scientifically oriented programming language. Written for and
completely understandable to the beginner who does not know Fortran,
algorithms, or the strong and weak points of a computer, this book is a
slow, easy introduction and exposition to Algol, and it also tells the
student what scientific computing in general is about. The approach is
also good for a person who knows computers in general and wants to
learn Algol.
As a textbook, A Guide to Algol Programming can be used for
courses in programming for beginning students (at any level in
science or engineering) who will be using one of the large standard
computers (650-1401). It can also be used for numerical analysis
courses which have a practical or programming slant. The only prerequisite is some familiarity with mathematical notation. 1962. 112
pages. $3.95.
IVERSON: A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
This is a unification, rationalization, and extension of eXIStlng notations into a single language for the precise and concise description of
algorithms. It is the central thesis of this book that the descriptive and
analytic power of an adequate programming language amply repays
the consider~ble effort required for· its mastery. This thesis is developed
by first presenting the entire language and then applying it in later
chapters to several major topics. Although the language is new, it relies
heavily on existent mathematical notations. Its development centers
about the welding of notations from diverse fields (such as symbolic
logic, number theory, matrix algebra, set theory, and graph theory) into
a consistent whole. The entire language is summarized for reference in
a ten-page appendix. 1962. 286 pages. $8.95.

TEXTBOOK ON MECHANIZED
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

KENT:

The first systematic introduction to information retrieval by means of
machines, this book defines the basic principles and techniques of applying computers to library science. An Interscience Book. 1962. 268
pages. $9.50.
TOMOVIC-KARPLUS: HIGH SPEED ANALOG COMPUTERS
An advanced treatment of high sp~ed or repetitive computation dealing
with theoretical questions. About 1/3 of the book is on theory. 1962.
. ,
255 pages. $9.95.

CONCEPT LEARNING:
An Information Processing Problem

HUNT:

Concept learning examined from a problem-oriented point of view.
1962. Approx. 296 pages. Prob. $6.95.

DIGITAL PROCESSES
FOR SAMPLED DATA SYSTEMS

MONROE':

Deals with the use of a digital computer as a data processing device in
a system which may be partially analog in nature. 1962. 490 pages.
$12.50.
Send now for on-approval copies

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
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SPECIALISTS IN THE
COMPUTER fIELD • ••
Our clients, with nationwide facilities
have career positions for qualified
professionals with experience in the
following fields ...

•
•
•
•
•
CD

• •• INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
• •• OPERATIONS RESEARCH
• •• SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
• • • DATA REDUCTION
• •• COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
• •• INFORMATION PROCESSING
• •• LOGIC DESIGN
• ••. RELlABILlTY ENGINEERING

·.i

SYSTEMS DESIGN

• •• FIELD SERVICE
'••• SYSTEMS TEST TECHNICIANS
AND NUMEROUS OTHERS

Inquiries and resumes may de directed
in confidence to:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Computer Division

ANDERSON

@

TAYLOR

& ASSOCIATES
1406 CHESTNUT STREET
Philadelphia 2, Pa. • LOcust 8-8190

•

.'•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•0

440 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 16, N.Y.
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The book may be used for both selfstudy and formal courses. About 20.
percent of the text is devoted to exercises.

o

COMPUTER LANGUAGE-AN AUTOINSTRUCTIONAL INTRODUCTION TO FORTRAN, by Harry L. Colman and Clar-

ence Smallwood, 1962, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., 330. W. 42nd St., New
York 36, N. Y., 196 pp., $3.95 (text
edition), $5.95 (trade edition).
The autoinstructional teaching technique is used in this text, based on
the Skinner reinforcement theory of
learning. The authors depart from
traditional applications of the theory
by including what they term a noresponse mode, a situation when overt
response and verification are omitted.
The no-response sections are supplemented by exercises and programwriting tasks.
A GUIDE TO ALGOL PROGRAMMING,

by Daniel D. McCracken, 1962, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440. Park Avenue
South, New York 16, N. Y., 10.6 pp.
Examples and case studies are presented to aid the reader in transforming a problem statement into a problem-solving procedure, and includes
illustrations of some of the basic ideas
and techniques of numerical analysis.

A GUIDE TO IBM 1401 PROGRAMMING,

by Daniel D. McCracken, 1962, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440. Park Avenue
South, New York 16, N. Y., 20.0. pp.,
$5.75.
This text is aimed at those who
desire a rapid grasp of the use of IBM
140.0. Series equipment in business
data processing. Opening chapters
provide a basic understanding of data
processing methods and equipment
before proceeding to a detailed discussion of programming concepts and
techniques. Included are a number of
case studies which illustrate programmnig principles and indicate typical
equipment applications.

MACHINE-INDEPENDENT COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING, by Maurice H. Hal-

stead,· 1962, Spartan Books, 6411
Chillum Place N.W., Washington 12,
D. C., 270. pp., $6.50..
A course taught at the University of
California, "NELIAC, a dialect of
ALGOL," is the basis of this book.
Contents range from introduction to
machine-independent computer programming, how to read NELIAC or
ALGOL, how to write in the language, load programs, process noun
lists, generators, and compiling compilers and compiler systems.

PLANNING A COMPUTER SYSTEMPROJECT STRETCH, edited by Werner

Buchholz, 1962, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., 330. W. 42nd St.,New York
36, New York, 322 pp., $9.75.
This book describes the selection of
an instruction set and related functional charaCteristics in the design of
the IBM 70.30.. Some of the ideas and
concepts described by chapter authors'who were directly concerned with
the Stretch project, include: interrupt system, variable field and byte
size operation, indexable addressing
to the bit level, instruction look-ahead,
and the generalized input-output approach.

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, by Robert

V. Oakford," 1962, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., 330. W. 42nd St., New York
36, N. Y., 340. pp. $10..
U sing the IBM 650. as an example,
this book emphasizes man-machine
communications, and discusses computer organization and machine language programming. Subjects covered
include basic compter components;
machine language; symbolic and algorithmic programming; and program
testing.

,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::;

NEXT MONTH
IN DATAMATION
Billed as the industry's largest, single computer
conference, this year's Fall Joint is scheduled for
Philadelphia's Sheraton Hotel, Dec. 4-6, and is
the principal subject of a special section in
DATAMATION's November issue. A complete
conference preview will include abstracts of the
technical papers, a guide to an exhibit of more
than 70 firms, a special evepts calender, field
trip sites, ladies program and maps of the conference area.
Also on tap is part two of The· RAND symposium on programming languages; an updated
Adams' Guide to Computer Characteristics, now
an annual event in DATAMATION, and an unusual cost survey of time buying throughout the
country.

during
storage or shipping
Widely accepted since 1956 in military and industrial applications for protecting valuable tapes from detrimental magnetic
environments. Long life rugged containers come in many sizes
and shapes .•. are non-shock sensitive, non-retentive, require no periodic annealing. Request Data Sheet 104.

In addition, Kludge fans are reassured that
they will not be forgotten in November and for
the gals, a DATAMATION staff report on the
Sociology of the Woman Programmer.

o
::

MAGNETIC SHIELD DIVISION
~

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Phone EVerglade 4-2122
1322 No. Elston Ave .• Chicago 22. III.
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C~MPUTER
PR~GRAMMERS
REAL TIME SYSTEMS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
MITRE is. expanding its effort on the design
and development of computer programs for
critical experiments in the area of large-scale
computer-based command and control systems.
Opportunities exist to plan and implement
such systems on the 7030 STRETCH computer within the System Design Laboratory.

• . • for mathematical analysis of scientific
and engineering problems and
programming for' computer processing
The man selected for this position at General Dynamics/
EleCtronics in Rochester, New York, will work with a
medium to large size general purpose solid state
computer.
Subsidiary functions to mathematical analysis of engineering problems will include training of departmental
engineers and scientists in computer applications, and
d.evelopment and maintenance of an engineering program
. library. Additionally, he will coordinate computational
tasks submitted by various engineering departments and
determine additional computer applications to engineering and scientific operations.
Qualifications include a degree in math or engineering
and a minimum of 2 years experience in machine and
source language programming of scientific problems,
preferably with large scale computers. Demonstrated
ability to assume technical and managerial responsibility
is essential.
Please direct your inquiry including full details of experience to Mr. M. J. Downey, Dept. 68.

GENE~AL
AN

EQUAe

GIIIIIII·ID

DYNAMICS

OPPORTUNITY

EMPeOYER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CIRCLE 93 ON READER CARD

• Real Time System Design
• Information Storage and
Retrieval
• Problem-oriented Languages
• Systems Programming

TE

MITRE
CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer
MITRE, an independent nonprofit corporation, working
with - not in competition with - industry, serves as
technical advisor to the Air Force Electronic Systems
Division, and is chartered to work for such other Government agencies as the Federal Aviation Agency.

(with B.S. plus minimum
of 2 years 704-7090
experience)

E

Recent college graduates with high scholastic
achievements and an interest in helping us develop these fields are also invited to apply.

THE _ _ _ _ _ __

ROC:HESTER

1400 N. GOODMAN ST., ROCHESTER 1, NEW YORK

Programmers experienced and interested in
the following areas should apply:

Inquiries may be directed in confidence to:
Vice President - Technical Operations, The
MITRE Corporation, Post Office Box 208,
Dept. MK9, Bedford, Massachusetts.

IELEC:'rRO~U::S

O0U.GLAS

Missile and Space
Systems Division

offers you outstanding career
opportunities in the following fields:

Scientific Applications
Data Processing Applications
Operating Systems Design
Programming Research
Please forward resume to F. V. Edmonds,
Chief, Engineering Personnel Section

DOUGLAS

AIRCRAFT COMPANY

3000 Ocean Park Boulevard
Santa Monica, California
An equal opportunity employer
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The information behind such decisions

interaction and effect of men, doctrine,

Research Scientists and Systems-Oriented

is incredibly complex. lri volume, in

tradition, training; of organizations, chains-

Engineers interested in joining this expand-

variables, in interrelationships. And each

of-command and chains-of-succession; of

ing field are invited to write to Mr. A A.

decision itself may affect world-wide or

communications, traffic centers, command

Granville, Jr., SOC, 2401 Colorado Ave.,

continental forces and events. In making

posts, computers and displays. Their work

Santa Monica, California. /'ositio1}s are

operati~m~1

decisions, today's, command-

begins with system analysis. It continues

open at SOC facilities in Santa

ers and governmental leaders use systems

through system synthesis, computer

Washington, D. c.; Lexington, Massachu-

which provide information processing

instruction, system training, system evalu-

setts; Paramus, New J~rsey; an~ Dayto~,

-assistance. Developing these huge man-

ation -and then in adapting the system to

Ohi~. "An' equal 'opportunity employer."

machine systems is the work of scientists,

the changing needs of its users. Through-

engineers and computer programmers at

out they strive to optimize man-computer

System Development Corporation. Their

relationships and also carryon research

concern is system development, not hard-

into future systems. Computer Program-

ware development. They consider the

mers, Human Factors Scientists, Operations

Decision-Making:

D~rection

~onica;

~SDC
Systems that help

m~n

make decisions an'd
exer~ise

control

System Development Corpora.tion

of Forces -What, Where, When?

o
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Ultra Sophisticates
contribute to the
State of the Art
with' 3rd Generation
computers
Pure Research in

Par~lIel N~tworking
Development of Large Scale Novel Parallel
Network Computer Systems using Simultaneous
Numerical Techniques. MATHEMATICIANSwith Advanced Degrees will work in such areas as:
• Neutron Flux Problems
• Parabolic Differential Equations
• Numerical WeatherFore'casting

Scientific

Sof~wear

Dvm't

Programmers with extensive knowledge of
Physical Systems will develop extr.emely complex
Softwear packages, e.g., Scientific Compilers,
Assemblers, etc. Prefer Scientific education.

Air Products ................................. ~ . . . . . . . . . .. 80
Advanced Scientific Instruments, Inc.......................... 16
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. . .................... ~ .. 22
Ampex Corporation .................................... Cover 2
Anderson Taylor & Associates .............................. 96
Anelex' Corporation ........................................ 18
The Applied Physics Laboratory • The Johns Hopkins University .. 89
Audio Devices, Inc ......................................... 21
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E. J. Bettinger Company .................................... 89
Brenten Employment Agency ................................ 100
Brush Instruments ......................................... 14
Bryant Computer Products, A Division of
Ex-Cell-O Corporation ................................... 86
Burroughs Corporation ......... : ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53
California Computer Products, Inc. ...........................
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Dataman Associates .................................... 61, 63
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Digitronics Corporation .................................... 1
Douglas Aircraft' Co., Inc. .................................. 98
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Electronic Accounting Card Corp. ..........................•.
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Honeywell Electronic Data Processing ............. ' ..... 69, 71, 73
Hughes Aircraft Company .................................. 71
IBM Corporation .......................................... 67
Indiana General Corporation, Electronics Division .............. 45
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company .......................... 90

Advanced Systems Eng'g
Will develop new concepts in DIGI"fAL
TRANSMISSION of informatio!,,! integrated into
the COMMAND & CONTROL field.

• Operations Research
• Information Retrieval
• Language Analysis

Salary Range $10-20,000
- Clients pay service fees

Write In Confidence Outlining Dollar & location
Parameters, Or Call (Collect) Mr. Albert
201 MArket 2-0915

EDP NATIONAL SEARCH ,DIV.
__---&~~Ffi1 BRENTEN

I.-v
_

...

786 Broad Street
Newark 2, New Jersey

McDonnell' Automation Center, Division of
McDonnell Aircraft ......................................
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Temperature Range 0° to 75°C D Bandwidth de to 10ke
D Drift 0.3/Lv per °CD Noise 4/Lv at 10ke Bandwidth 0
Linearity 0.025% D Recovery from 500% Overload to 0.05%
in 200/Lsee D Maximum Common Mode'Voltage 250 volts

o

Packard Bell Computer's all new silicon component Model
461 differential amplifier answers the need for high reliability
amplification of low level transducer signals from ground
support equipment, test stands, automatic checkout systems,
range in!)trumentation, and industrial data acquisition systems. Combining high performance and low price with long
term reliability, Model 461 is also ideal for general purpose
laboratory applications. Other features include adjustable
5 - position selectable output filter; gain from 1 to 1000 with
vernier; high input impedance 1000 megohms; and line driving capability unaffected by high line capacity. For complete
specifications and demonstration, write:

rp.:m
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A subsidiary of Packard Bell Electrollics
1931 ARMACOST AVENUE • LOS ANGELES 25 • CALIFORNIA
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NEVV PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY

lOW· DRIVE, HIDH·DENSITY, COINCIDENT CURRENT

I

'\

MEMORIES PROVIDE 1.5 USEe READ/WRITE CYCLE
I
I
.. (

Ready right now-4-wire coincident current memory stacks and planes using tiny
3D-mil ferrite cores capable of switching at .35 microseconds. Driving requirements are low, ideally suited for transistorization. Complete read / write cycles'
may be accomplished in 1.5 to 2.0 microseconds, providing outputs of 35 to 45
millivolts when driven by currents usually used' with the slower 50-mil cores.
Assemblies are extremely compact, with the 30-mil cores spaced
39-mils on center, thus reducing drive impedances. Write for complete
details ...
.....,~
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